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ABSTRACT 

Methods: Four reliability estimation models were employed to obtain estimates 

for faculty appointment and gender group measures derived from four questionnaire 

scales of a Faculty Climate Survey. Faculty responses were analyzed via (a) coefficient 

alpha, (b) IRT-Rasch, (c) IRT-Unfolding, and (d) CFA methods. Estimates and their 

components were compared across-groups within scale and within-group across scales to 

determine differences among estimation models and to uniquely characterize those 

differences. Scale dimensionality was assessed per-scale per-group using CFA. 

Secondary analyses included: (a) independent and dependent-group tests to determine the 

statistical significance of coefficient alpha differences; (b) bootstrapping simulation to 

determine the effect of sample size on estimates; and (c) analysis of variance to determine 

whether attitudinal differences existed between appointment, gender, or appointment-by-

gender groups. Results: 1. Reliability estimation models identified important differences 

between appointment and gender group estimates for scale measures and among scale 

estimates for each group's set of scale measures. 2. Models were not equally sensitive to 

detecting differences, either between groups or among scales per group. 3. Alpha and 

CFA estimates did not always function as lower- and upper-bounds of an expected 

estimate range: 30% of alpha-CFA range "endpoints" were underestimates of observed 

ranges. 4. IRT-based estimates were generally located between alpha and CFA estimates, 

closer to alpha than to CFA estimates. 5. IRT-Unfolding estimates were frequently but 

not always greater than IRT-Rasch estimates: 30% were less. 6. Alpha and CFA 

estimation components did not provide comparable item-level information; thus, alpha 
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and CFA plans for characterizing and improving scales differed. 7. IRT-Rasch and IRT-

Unfolding estimation components did not provide comparable person-measure 

information, thereby informing observed differences in IRT-based estimates. 8. Sample 

size had an effect on CFA estimation; samples of iV= 50 achieved highest estimates; 

samples of iV= 500 best reproduced original estimates and components. 9. Modeling 

error via CFA made meaningful contributions to understanding scale functioning. 10. 

ANOVA findings were potentially modifiable (e.g., effect sizes), considering obtained 

reliability estimates. Conclusion: Reliability estimates have group, measure, and model-

dependencies that influence the size and nature of obtained estimates and must be 

accounted for when estimates are interpreted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Property of Reliability 

That reliability is not an associated property of a measurement instrument, a tag-

along label as indelibly linked to the instrument as its name and subsequently conferred 

upon all measures derived from that instrument's use, is seemingly a widely known fact. 

The possession of knowledge, however, is no guarantee of its application. An equally 

widely heard phrase, "the reliability of the test," suggests a sizeable misunderstanding of 

what reliability is a property of, and what it is not. 

That phrase, "the reliability of the test," is laden with errors of miscomprehension. 

A first error, it is not the test but the test's measures that may be said to possess varying 

degrees of reliability. A second error, it is not the test but the test's use at particular times 

with particular and definable groups that produces multiple sets of instrument measures, 

each of which is group and time-specific, and each of which may be said to possess its 

own unique degree of reliability. A third error, it is not the reliability but one of many 

reliabilities that could obtained in the process of applying an instrument at a variety of 

times, places and conditions to measure distinguishable groups (Thompson & Vacha-

Haase, 2000). 

Reliability is a property of measurements. This is not recently acquired 

knowledge, yet it appears that practitioners must be reminded of it over and again, that it 

echo in recent memories lest it be forgotten. Such reminders calling out across the years 

are not difficult to find in the psychometric literature. From the 1970s came the following 

gentle admonishments: "Note that it is measurements that... [are] said to have the 
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property of reliability rather than the measuring instruments" (Guilford & Fruchter, 

1978); "reliability is not a property of a test but rather when that instrument is applied to 

a particular group of examinees" (Ebel, 1979). Again from the 1990s soft warnings were 

made: "Reliability refers to the results obtained with an evaluation instrument and not to 

the instrument itself. Thus it is more appropriate to speak of the reliability of 'test scores' 

or the 'measurement' than of the 'test' or the 'instrument' (Gronlund & Linn, 1990). 

Now, from the 2000s, a harsher, more strident call has been heard, reminding 

practitioners that the test is not reliable (Thompson & Vacha-Haase, 2000). 

Best Practice in Reporting Reliability 

If reliability is a property of measurements, then, as measurements are obtained, 

assessments as to their reliability should be made. Best practice, therefore, is to assess 

and then report upon the reliability information determined from one's own dataset. How 

widespread has the adoption of best practice been? A review of reliability assessment and 

reporting practice was conducted in the 1980s, with the following results: In all American 

Educational Research Journal (AERJ) research articles dating from 1969 to 1978, (a) 

45% made no mention whatsoever of reliability; (b) 18% reported reliability evidence 

indirectly through reference to earlier research; and (c) only 37% of studies exhibited best 

practice by explicitly reporting reliability coefficients for the specific data analyzed 

(Willson, 1980). The best practice researcher was suitably unimpressed: "That reliability 

...is unreported in almost half the published research is ... inexcusable at this late date" 

(Willson, 1980). 
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A more current review of reliability assessment and reporting practices has 

recently been completed, though with little apparent change to note regarding practices 

status (Vacha-Haase, Kogan, & Thompson, 2000). The first part of this reliability 

practices review involved publicly reported use of the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI), 

an instrument that assesses male and female sex-role orientation and, as such, is one of 

the most widely used instruments for research in the area of gender orientation (Bem, 

1981). In a comprehensive literature searcli, 628 studies, published between January 1984 

and July 1997, were identified that included an administration of the BSRI. Reviewing 

this published research, it was found that: (a) 65.8% of the studies did not provide any 

information whatsoever regarding score reliability for the data analyzed; (b) 6.5% merely 

referenced reliability as having been previously reported elsewhere without presenting 

any specific reliability coefficients, while an additional 14.6% presented specific 

reliability coefficients as obtained in previous reports (e.g., test manuals or earlier 

studies); and (c) only 13.1% of these BSRI studies provided reliability coefficients for the 

actual data analyzed and reported on in the article. 

The second part of this review of reliability assessment and reporting practices 

involved publicly reported use of the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Instrument (RSEI), a widely 

used self-assessment instrument designed to measure global positive or negative attitudes 

toward one self (Rosenberg, 1965). In the course of conducting a thorough literature 

search, 353 studies, published between 1958 and 1998, were identified as including an 

administration of the RSEI and deemed suitable for review. Reviewing this second set of 

published research, it was found that: (a) 37.1% of studies made no mention whatsoever 
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of reliability; (b) 38.8% presented reliability coefficients as obtained in previous reports; 

and (c) only 24.1% of these RSEI studies provided reliability coefficients for the actual 

data analyzed and reported on. The best practices researchers were unable to conclude 

anything but the worst: "The picture is certainly not pretty" (Vacha-Haase, Kogan, & 

Thompson, 2000). 

Second Best Practice? 

Practitioners appear to take one of three courses of action when it comes to 

reliability reporting. They ignore it; they quote reliability coefficients that are at least 

instrument-related but which were obtained elsewhere; or they conduct their own 

reliability studies. In the reviews of reliability assessment and reporting practices 

discussed above, Willson (1980) found 18% of AERJ studies "quoted" reliability from 

other sources, while Vacha-Haase, Kogan, and Thompson (2000) found 21.1% of BSRI 

studies and 38.8% of RSEI studies "quoted" reliability. How sound of a practice is this? 

This practice of explicitly referencing reliability coefficients drawn from prior, 

instrument-related reports and then presuming a similar if not identical score consistency 

for an entirely new set of data is known as reliability induction, with the inducing being 

fi-om a particular set of facts to a broader conclusion. The caveat for reliability induction 

is that source and target data samples are comparable as regards both composition and 

variability. Without this comparability, the induction will be invalid. Do practitioners 

appear to make sound reliability inductions? For reliability inductions made regarding the 

BSRI, in none of the studies were inductions justified by explicit and direct comparisons 

of sample composition and variability with the samples of prior reports. For inductions 
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made regarding the RSEI, again, in not one of the studies were explicit and direct 

comparisons of sample composition and variability made with the original sample. Thus, 

not a single study explicitly invoking a reliability induction went on to explicitly compare 

sample composition and variability with those of the prior report from which reliability 

was being inducted. Further, only 20% of studies provided enough information for a 

reader to evaluate the plausibility of an induction (i.e., the new sample's composition and 

variability, to compare with the original study inducted). In those few studies where 

sufficient sample information was reported, in many instances the induction seemed to be 

implausible (e.g., significant age and mental health status, gender, and ethnicity 

disparities; considerable differences in sample variability) (Vacha-Haase, Kogan, & 

Thompson, 2000). Practitioners may not recognize or may simply fail to consider factors 

that would make an induction of prior reliability coefficients to a current sample either 

reasonable or unreasonable. Reliability induction cannot be a sound practice if 

practitioners do not conduct it properly. 

Reliability Generalization 

Reliability generalization is a measurement meta-analytic method that 

characterizes (a) the typical score reliability associated with a given measure, (b) the 

variability in score reliability across samples and administration protocols for a given 

measure, and (c) the measurement protocol facets that predict or explain variation in 

score reliability for a given measure (Vacha-Haase, 1998). 

Reliability generalization is an extension of the validity generalization method, 

which investigates "situation specific validity" (Schmidt & Hunter, 1977). Individual 
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studies are used as the unit of analysis, and means, standard deviations, and other 

descriptive statistics are computed for reported reliability coefficients. Regression and/or 

other analyses can then be conducted, using the reliability coefficient as the dependent 

variable and study features (e.g., sample sizes, types of samples, ages of participants) as 

independent variables to determine what best predicts variation in the reported reliability 

coefficients. 

How Reliability Generalization Can Influence Best Practices 

Best reliability practice involves the assessment of and reporting on reliability 

information as determined from one's own dataset. What reliability information should 

one determine? In using study features to measure variation in obtained reliability 

coefficients, reliability generalization studies suggest the types of reliability information 

that should be sought. Relevant study features (e.g., sample size, instrument presentation 

method, type of reliability coefficient, or administrative setting) and expected level of 

outcome reporting (e.g., per gender, per ethnicity, per age grouping, or per occupation) 

will both likely suggest the extent of and the group level at which reliability information 

is to be gathered. To assess and document reliability information with this degree of 

thoroughness might be considered as reliability generalization-informed best practice. 

Proposed Study 

A study was proposed to investigate the reliability characteristics of a high-stakes 

faculty satisfaction survey. Sample makeup, as it related to expected survey results 

reporting requirements, would be considered as study feature for which reliability 

information was to be obtained. In addition, several classes of reliability estimates would 
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be determined, one from Classical Test Theory (coefficient alpha), two from Item 

Response Theory (the Rasch model and the proximity model), and one from structural 

equation modeling (Confirmatory Factor Analysis' coefficient of determination). 

Research Questions 

la. Does variability within a specific reliability estimation model's set of obtained 

estimates suggest that the use of a particular questionnaire scale produces measures 

possessing differing levels of reliability per group measured (i.e., that more reliable 

measures are obtained for Group 1 than for Group 2 with a particular questionnaire 

scale)? 

lb. If reliability estimation models do identify group estimate differences, does 

each model do so equally well (i.e., is every reliability estimation model equally sensitive 

to detecting differences in obtained reliability estimates between defined and measured 

groups)? 

2a. Does variability within a specific reliability estimation model's set of obtained 

estimates suggest that a particular group provides measures possessing differing levels of 

reliability per questionnaire scale measure (i.e., that more reliable measures are obtained 

from a particular group with the use of Questionnaire Scale 1 than with the use of 

Questionnaire Scale 2)? 

2b. If reliability estimation models do identify scale estimate differences, does 

each model do so equally well (i.e., is every reliability estimation model equally sensitive 

to detecting differences in obtained reliability estimates among questionnaire scales)? 
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3. Do alpha and CFA reliability estimates function as lower- and upper-bounds 

for an expected reliability estimate range? 

4. Do IRT-based reliability estimates differ from alpha and CFA estimates, and, if 

so, do they differ more from one type of estimate than they do from the other? 

5. Do IRT-Rasch reliability estimates differ from IRT-Unfolding estimates, and, if 

so, are they of greater or lesser magnitude than IRT-Unfolding estimates? 

6. Do alpha and CFA reliability estimation components provide comparable item-

level information for use in characterizing and improving questionnaire scales? 

7. Do IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding reliability estimation components provide 

comparable person-measure information? 

8. What are the effects of sample size on reliability estimation? 

9. What contribution does modeled error make to an assessment of a 

questionnaire scale's functioning? 

10. Should conclusions involving ANOVA effects be amended or modified in 

light of questionnaire scale measure reliability findings? 

1 1 .  W h a t  m a j o r  d e p e n d e n c i e s ,  w h i c h  s t r o n g l y  i n f l u e n c e  t h e  s i z e  a n d  n a t u r e  o f  

obtained reliability estimates, must be accounted for when reliability estimates are 

interpreted? 
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METHODS 

The Faculty Climate Survey 

Survey Background 

A Faculty Climate Survey was administered at a southwestern College of 

Medicine in the fall of 1999 to all faculty identified by the college's administrative 

offices as currently employed. A total of 507 faculty members were asked to complete an 

anonymous mail-in questionnaire concerning level of individual satisfaction with a 

variety of career and work-related topics pertaining specifically to their present 

employment experiences. The survey was initiated, sponsored, and publicly supported by 

the college's Dean. 

The Faculty Climate Survey had as its primary purpose to provide an updated 

view of current levels of faculty satisfaction regarding (a) communication, (b) institution, 

(c) retention, (d) teaching, (e) resources available, (f) faculty development, and (g) 

current workload. Open response areas were included on the questionnaire to elicit more 

detailed expressions of faculty opinion regarding, for example, perceived strengths and 

weaknesses of a related southwestern Health Sciences Center, the larger administrative 

unit with which the college was associated. A response area for general comments was 

also included on the questionnaire. 

A secondary purpose of the Faculty Climate Survey was to provide requisite 

information to enable a comparison between current levels of faculty satisfaction as 

measured in 1999 versus levels of faculty satisfaction as previously measured in a 1989 

college faculty-wide climate survey. This comparison was intended to be made on both a 



general topic-by-topic basis and, where possible, at a specific item-by-item level. Such 

item-level comparisons were made feasible by the purposeful inclusion on the current 

questionnaire of a designed number of items identical in both content and wording to 

items used in the 1989 faculty survey. 

Survey Instrument 

The Faculty Climate Survey was a five-page questionnaire comprising three 

major response sections. The first response section contained six items covering general 

demographic identifiers as well as specific college affiliation descriptors, such as primary 

appointment, number of years worked, and rank. 

The second response section contained a total of seventy-one items in seven 

content-area item groupings. These content areas were: (a) communication, with seven 

items; (b) institution, with fifteen items; (c) retention, with nine items; (d) teaching, with 

five items; (e) resources available, with twenty-nine items; (f) faculty development, with 

one item; and (g) current workload, with five items. In this section questionnaire 

responses were considered fixed, in that faculty were provided with predetermined and 

set response options for all items. Thirty-seven items had response options on a six-point 

Strongly disagree to Strongly agree scale, twenty-nine items had response options on a 

five-point Unimportant to Very important scale, and four items had response options on a 

five-point Very heavy to Very light scale. The remaining one item had its own unique 

range of response choices. All response option sets were designed so as to present to 

survey takers, when reading from left to right, the most negative response option first 

before moving on to more and more positive alternative options. 
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The third response section contained three open response areas in which faculty 

were encouraged to express their opinions in free format as to their current workload and 

the strengths and weaknesses perceived to be associated with the southwestern Health 

Sciences Center, an administrative unit with influential relationships with the college. A 

third area for general comments was also provided. 

Survey Administration 

The five-page Faculty Climate Survey was mailed in the fall of 1999 to 507 

faculty members who had been identified by the college's administrative offices as being 

currently employed full-time faculty. A respondent tracking system was used to preserve 

the anonymity of individual faculty responses while allowing for an identification of 

faculty members who had and who had not yet completed questionnaires. A stamped post 

card addressed to the administrative office charged with the task of receiving completed 

faculty questionnaires was included with each survey instrument mailed to college 

faculty. First, faculty members were requested to complete their questionnaire and mail it 

to the college using the provided envelope. Neither the questionnaire nor its provided 

mailing envelope had any respondent identification information coded or affixed to it in 

any way, thereby assuring respondent anonymity. Second, faculty members were 

requested to separately mail in their included stamped and addressed post card as an 

indication of their having completed and returned their faculty questionnaire. Unlike 

questionnaire return mailing envelopes, post cards had readily identifiable respondent 

information affixed to them, in the form of a recognized faculty return address. 
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Second survey mailings went sent out to the targeted group of those faculty 

members classified via the returned post card identification system as not having returned 

their original questionnaires. A total of 369 out of a possible 507 faculty members 

eventually completed and mailed in Faculty Climate Survey questionnaires, making the 

survey's achieved response rate 72.8%. In terms of respondent appointment status, 116 

(31.4%) survey respondents were Basic Scientists and 246 (66.7%) were Clinicians, out 

of the total of 369 respondents. Concerning respondent gender, 104 (28.2%) survey 

respondents were Females and 260 (70.5%) were Males, again out of the total of 369 

respondents. 

Survey Results Reporting Strategy 

Apart from the use of a subset of items drawn directly from the 1989 Faculty 

Climate Survey instrument, construction of the 1999 survey involved the writing of a 

substantial number of new questionnaire items as well as the formulation of three new 

response option sets. The three newly developed response option sets were: (a) a six-

point Strongly disagree to Strongly agree scale; (b) a five-point Unimportant to Very 

important scale; and (c) a five-point Very heavy to Very light scale. 

Due largely to the fact that a sizable portion of the 1999 Faculty Climate Survey 

instrument was of new construction - with multiple new items and multiple new response 

option sets - the appropriateness of providing summary results for questionnaire content-

area item groupings was unclear: These item groupings had not been investigated as to 

their proper functioning as scales. Certainly, sets of "visibly" related individual items 

(i.e., connected by apparent contextual links) had been created and associated on the 
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survey instrument with the specific intention that such item sets would be found to 

"work" as conceptual imits in the measuring of specific aspects of faculty climate (e.g., 

regarding communication, institution, retention, and teaching). To that end, questionnaire 

items had been physically grouped on the survey instrument to facilitate a faculty 

member's focusing attention on a single unifying climate concept when responding to a 

questionnaire item set. However, prior to any such content-area item groupings being 

recognized and reported on as functioning questionnaire scales, it was considered 

essential to investigate each proposed scale's functioning and dimensionality. After 

which, results at the item level and at the identified-scale level were reported for the 

faculty as a whole, for each appointment status group (i.e., Basic Scientists and 

Clinicians) and for each gender status group (i.e.. Females and Males). 

Of special interest to this study were the survey items drawn from four content-

area item groupings: (a) communication, (b) institution, (c) retention, and (d) teaching. 

All items from these four item sets shared a common six-point Strongly disagree to 

Strongly agree response option scale. 

Communication Items 

The Faculty Climate Survey's communication content area was comprised of the 

following seven items: 

1.1 am comfortable voicing my opinion to my department head. 

2.1 am comfortable voicing my opinion to the Dean's office. 

3. My department head is aware of the career challenges I face. 

4. The Dean's office is concerned about the career development challenges I face. 



5. My department head communicates well with me. 

6. Good communication exists between the Dean's office and the general faculty. 

7. The Dean's office is accessible to faculty. 

Institution Items 

The Faculty Climate Survey's institution content area was comprised of the 

following fifteen items: 

1. The missions of the Health Sciences Center's (HSC) administrative units are 

well coordinated. 

2. There is adequate strategic planning across the HSC. 

3. There are good working relationships across the HSC. 

4.1 have input into guiding the direction of the HSC. 

5. The coordinated computer systems across the HSC have a positive effect upon 

my ability to do my job. 

6. Male and female faculty are treated equitably. 

7. The college's diverse racial groups are treated equitably. 

8.1 have confidence in the college's leadership. 

9.1 am optimistic about the future of academic medicine at the college. 

10.1 can influence the future of academic medicine at the college. 

11. There is adequate physical space for my clinical activities. 

12. There is adequate physical space for my teaching activities. 

13. There is adequate physical space for my research activities. 

14. Staff support is adequate. 
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15. The amount of physical space 1 have been allocated does not affect my being 

able to pursue additional research opportunities. 

Retention Items 

The Faculty Climate Survey's retention content area was comprised of the 

following nine items: 

1. There is a normal rate of turnover among college faculty. 

2. In the last year, 1 did not consider leaving the college in favor of another job 

opportunity. 

3. The college recruits highly qualified faculty. 

4. Highly qualified faculty are being retained. 

5. The challenges I face are similar to those at other medical academic 

institutions. 

6.1 understand the steps to career development. 

7.1 am able to achieve my career goals as a college faculty member. 

8. My salary is competitive with peers at other medical academic institutions. 

9. Junior faculty at the college have adequate support for climbing the academic 

ladder. 

Teaching Items 

The Faculty Climate Survey's teaching content area was comprised of the 

following five items; 

1. My department head is supportive of my teaching. 

2. The Dean's office is supportive of my teaching. 
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3. Adequate incentives exist to encourage faculty to excel at teaching. 

4. Good teaching is frequently acknowledged. 

5. There are sufficient rewards for faculty who excel at teaching. 

Response Option Set 

The response options employed for all communication, institution, retention, and 

teaching items were on the following six-point rating scale: Strongly disagree. Mostly 

disagree. Somewhat disagree. Somewhat agree. Mostly agree, and Strongly agree. 

For reasons affecting analyses and influencing results interpretation, numeric 

values were assigned to faculty member item responses based on the above six-point 

response option set in a manner that associated "higher" numeric values with "higher" 

levels of agreement. Thus, a Strongly disagree response was assigned a value of 1, and a 

Strongly agree response, at the opposite end of the response option set scale, was 

assigned a value of 6. A Not applicable response option was made available to faculty 

members, should they feel unable, unjustified or unqualified to record a response to any 

particular item. Not applicable responses were then excluded from analyses. 

Preliminary Analyses: Dimensionality Assessments 

Introduction to Dimensionality Assessment 

The concept of dimensionality as used in this study has its basis in Item Response 

Theory (IRT) and a direct correspondence to factor analytic concepts. To begin with, the 

term "dimensionality" is used in strict alignment with usage common to IRT. In IRT, 

response scales and tests alike are analyzed under the assumption that they are 

imidimensional in nature and in function. This is to say that response scales and tests are 
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assumed to possess either a single all-encompassing explanatory factor or, at a minimum, 

to possess a single dominant factor to which response scale level of, for example, 

agreement or test performance is presumed attributable (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & 

Rogers, 1991). The phrases, "single all-encompassing explanatory factor" and "single 

dominant factor," drawn from basic IRT assumptions and terminology, also provide a 

clear linkage to the factor analytic concept of a single factor solution, whether, as with 

IRT, that solution is due to the existence of a fully explanatory factor or it is due to the 

presence of a single major dominant factor. 

Coefficient alpha in and of itself can provide an assessment of the extent of a 

scale's observed imidimensionality (Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991). Being a measure of 

interitem or internal consistency, coefficient alpha offers a numeric indication of the 

degree to which all items in a scale set can be said to measure a single scale-defining and 

scale-unifying concept. However, although coefficient alpha may be considered to be 

reflective of the state of a scale's unidimensionality, it does not itself directly assess 

dimensionality (Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991). 

For the two IRT models of interest to this study, the IRT-Rasch and the IRT-

Unfolding models, unidimensionality of scale or test is a primary model assumption. 

Certainly, lack of model fit to the data may suggest that the assumption of 

unidimensionality has not been met, while item infit and outfit measures as well as 

person misfit measures may also provide an indication of the extent to which scale items, 

as individuals and as a set, meet the unidimensionality assumption. Again, IRT fit 

statistics may be reflective of the state of a scale's unidimensionality, but they are not 
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considered as direct assessments of that dimensionality (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & 

Rogers, 1991). 

Perhaps the most direct and demanding test of scale unidimensionality is provided 

by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). In conducting a CFA study, a unidimensional 

model is proposed and then tested as to its fit to the data. If the proposed unidimensional 

model does not fit the data, overall model fit statistics will indicate model 

unacceptability, and individual scale item characteristics will also likely suggest areas of 

item unacceptability. The combination of failed overall model and failed model 

components will imply the inappropriateness of viewing a proposed content-related item 

set as a scale. 

The Need for Dimensionality Assessment 

Because content-area item groupings had not been investigated as to their 

fimctioning as scales, the dimensionality of each proposed questionnaire scale (i.e., 

Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scale) was individually assessed. 

All studied scale items shared a common six-point response option set, enabling a 

uniform metric for results interpretation and across-group and within-group comparisons. 

Assessment of Dimensionality 

CFA is the preferred method for testing scale unidimensionality. All proposed 

unidimensional models were tested for the appropriateness of a scale's being represented 

by single factor model and, therefore, for the appropriateness of its items being 

summarized by a single numeric average item value. Assessment of the acceptability of 

these models was made in terms of overall model fit and individual item lambda (i.e., 



factor) loadings. Successful models were considered as those whose overall model fit 

statistics dictated a failure to reject the null hypothesis - that the model fits the data - and 

whose individual items possessed acceptable lambda loadings. In the event of an 

unsuccessful model, a secondary model was proposed that incorporated information 

derived from the initial modeling experience. First, unimportantly related items, when 

identified, were removed from the proposed scale. Second, error was incorporated into 

the model, introducing the existence of either a minor secondary factor or important 

amounts of identifiable correlated error that could be successfully modeled. 

Overall model fit was assessed by (a) a nonnal theory chi-square statistical test, 

with the level of statistical significance set at .05, and (b) the observed value attained for 

the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), a statistic considered less 

sample-size sensitive than the chi-square fit statistic. The RMSEA is thought to be a more 

reasonable model fit measure than the chi-square statistic, due to an additional 

characteristic it possesses, namely, that it is not based on the assumption that a model 

holds exactly in the population, as is the chi-square fit statistic. Browne and Cudeck 

(1993) suggest that a RMSEA value of .05 represents a good model fit, while values up to 

.08 represent reasonable error of model approximation in the population. 

Individual scale items were assessed in terms of their item characteristics, in 

particular their validities as represented by their lambda loadings. Acceptable item 

validities ranged fi-om a low of .20 to a high of less than 1.00 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 

1996a). Validities less than .20 indicated the existence of non-important item-to-factor 

relationships, while validities greater than 1.00 suggested item colinearity. Items with 
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unacceptable validities were removed from scale models, with items removed from a 

model on a one-by-one basis, first focusing on items with unacceptable levels of 

colinearity and second on items with apparent non-important factor relationships. 

The Analysis of Ordinal Variables 

Ordinal variable background. 

Variables are considered to have been measured at an ordinal level when variable 

responses can be classified into distinctly different yet ordered categories. However, an 

ordinal variable, for example Xi, may be viewed as simply a crude or imprecise 

measurement of a more refined or precise underlying and as of yet unobserved 

continuous variable, Xi*. If Xi and Xi are ordinal variables, the correlation between Xi* 

and X2* is called a polychoric correlation. This correlation is not computed from 

observed scores, but rather is estimated from the ordinal variables' observed pairwise 

contingency tables. The polychoric correlation estimate is therefore a theoretical 

correlation of the underlying X* variables. 

Because the ordinal variable Xi does not itself have a metric scale, in order to 

model Xi in a linear relationship, the underlying variable Xi* must be employed 

(Joreskog & Sorbom, 1996a). The weight matrix which is then required for such an 

analysis of ordinal variables is the inverse of the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix 

of the polychoric correlations. For a nine-variable scale, there will be 36 elements (i.e., (9 

X 8) 2) in the lower half of the polychoric correlation matrix, and 666 elements (i.e., (36 

X 37) 2) in the lower half of the asymptotic covariance matrix. 
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The recommended method of parameter estimation employed when analyzing 

ordinal variables is weighted least squares estimation. Using this estimation method in 

conjunction with polychoric correlations will produce results that are asymptotically 

correct. If, for example, generalized least squares estimation were used, the standard 

errors of the parameter estimates would be incorrect due to their being based on an 

incorrect standard error formula. Whereas if weighted least squares estimation were used 

in conjunction with product-moment correlations, parameter estimates themselves may be 

incorrect, because product-moment correlations that are based on normal scores are 

biased (i.e., inconsistent) (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1996b). 

Ordinal variable modeling. 

For all scale dimensionality assessments, item polychoric correlations were 

analyzed via weighted least squares estimation using the inverse of the asymptotic 

covariance matrix as a weight matrix. All dimensionality assessments were conducted 

using LISREL 8.53 (2002). 

Primary Analyses 

Introduction to Reliability Estimation 

Differing reliability estimation models were employed to obtain reliability 

estimates for faculty and faculty group agreement measures derived from four scales of a 

Faculty Climate Survey. The responses of each faculty group (i.e.. All Faculty, Basic 

Scientists, Clinicians, Females, and Males) to each of the four questionnaires scales (i.e., 

Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching) were independently analyzed 

using four different reliability estimation models: (1) coefficient alpha, (2) IRT-Rasch, 



(3) IRT-Unfolding, and (4) CFA. Estimation results - 16 reliability estimates per group 

across five groups, or 20 reliability estimates per scale across four scales, or a total of 80 

reliability estimates and their respective estimation components - were then compared 

across faculty groups within a scale, and within a group across questionnaire scales to (a) 

determine the extent that consistencies may exist among reliability estimation models and 

(b) characterize reliability estimates as derived from any particular estimation model. 

Faculty cases were excluded from analysis based on the demands of the most stringent 

estimation model - here the IRT-Unfolding model - which required that (a) each case 

contain a full set of scale item responses, and (b) each case display some minimum level 

of agreement, even if that agreement is observed at only a single-item level (i.e., the 

single item minimum response threshold). 

Reliability Estimation Model One: Coefficient Alpha 

Coefficient Alpha Background 

Coefficient alpha is a measure of interitem or internal consistency, based as it is 

on the consistency of individual responses to - here - all questionnaire scale items. As 

such, it is influenced by the degree of homogeneity found present in scale items that have 

been selected to represent a particular scale's defining concept or domain. The meaning 

of an individual's scale score will be less and less ambiguous when it can be said to be 

derived from a set of scale items that is more and more homogeneous. 

Coefficient alpha is the generalized Kuder-Richardson reliability formula 

(Cronbach, 1951; Kaiser & Michael, 1975; Novick & Lewis, 1967). Its formulation is 
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founded on an examination of individual scale item performance in the context of the 

scale item set. 

Obtaining Coefficient Alpha Reliability Estimates 

Coefficient alpha reliability estimates were calculated as follows: 

Rcoeffidmt Alpha 

n 

n - l  

VA.R Total - 2^ VA.R Items 

FAR Total 
(!) 

where n was the number of scale items, VARfotai was the variance of the total scale 

scores, and X V^Ritems was the sum of the variances of the individual scale item scores. 

The total score variance and the sum of item variances were considered the major 

coefficient alpha model reliability estimation components. Their obtained values were 

compared across groups within-scale and within-group across scales. 

Reliability Estimation Model Two: IRT-Rasch 

IRT-Rasch Background 

Georg Rasch introduced a new measurement model in the 1950s that could be 

used for analyzing dichotomously scored item performance (Rasch, 1960). Dichotomous 

items, with their simplest of response formats that are capable of indicating only two 

possible levels of item performance (e.g., correct, incorrect), can be considered as "one 

step to reach correct" items: If a person is able to complete the one step required to give a 

correct response, then a 1 will be scored for the item; if not, a 0 will be scored. Thus, the 



one-step response format is an all-or-nothing format, with no credit given for nearly 

correct responses or for partially complete solutions. 

The Rating Scale Model 

The rating scale measurement model was later introduced as an extension of 

Rasch's original dichotomous model for items with a different response format; ordered 

response alternatives (Andrich, 1978c, 1978d, 1979; Masters, 1980). An example of an 

ordered response format would be the set of response alternatives that begins with 

Strongly disagree and continues from Mostly disagree. Somewhat disagree. Somewhat 

agree. Mostly agree, to Strongly agree. According to rating scale model conceptions, 

such a six-ordered-altematives response format would produce a five-step item, those 

steps derived from the ordered sequence of dichotomous steps, from Strongly disagree to 

Mostly disagree as step 1, to Mostly agree to Strongly agree as step 5, that must be taken 

for a person to obtain the highest possible item score. 

The rating scale model employs an unconditional maximum likelihood estimation 

procedure that is based on Wright and Panchapakesan's estimation algorithm (Wright & 

Stone, 1979). It can be defined as follows. 

expX[A~(<5 + ̂ )] 
7=0 

7^ nix = x-0,l,...,/«, (2) 
SexpE[/^ - («S + ^)] 
fc=0 j=0 

0 

where TO H O SO that exp YXP" — (<S + ̂ )] = 1, 
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and where K„ix is the probability of person n responding to item i with a response of 

alternative x; is the ability of person n; <§, is the scale value (i.e., the location or 

difficulty) of item i on the variable measured; and xj is the probability (i.e., the location or 

threshold) of the j'th step in each item relative to that item's scale value (i.e., the mean 

step difficulty or the response set thresholds). 

The pattern of item steps around an item's variable location can be described by 

the item's response alternative threshold parameters (e.g., t;, ri) that are estimated once 

in the rating scale model for the entire item set. Each item's scale value is the location of 

the j 'th step for each item. This occurs because the use of a fixed set of rating points (i.e., 

rating scale response alternatives) for all items in an item set implies that the relative 

difficulties of item steps would not be expected to vary across item s. 

Distinguishing Features of IRT-Rasch Model 

Rasch IRT models, which include the rating scale model, possess four features 

that distinguish them from other types of IRT models (Wright & Masters, 1982). First, 

their operating curves are logistic ogives, all having the same slope. Although other IRT 

latent trait models allow the slopes of operating curves to vary, for example, from person 

to person (Lumsden, 1977), from item to item (Bimbaum, 1968; Samejima, 1969), or 

within the same item (Bock, 1972), Rasch IRT models do not employ a slope parameter. 

As an intentional consequence of using an identical slope, all person parameters and all 

item parameters are point locations on a single latent variable and, as such, can be 
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expressed in same-scale units. Graphs of Rasch IRT model item operating curves display 

characteristic S curves, indicative of the cumulative nature of the model. 

A second distinguishing feature is that the data employed in modeling and 

parameter estimation are coun ts of particular events. Other IRT models may call for the 

use of weighted scores, in which some events are weighted more than others for analysis 

as well as for scoring. Unfortunately, such weights are not directly estimated but rather 

are introduced into the modeling process through what becomes an arbitrary process of 

establishing constraints. The use of simple counts as its basic data allows Rasch IRT 

models to avoid such arbitrariness. 

A third distinguishing feature is that model parameter classes can be separately 

estimated. Thus, item parameters can be estimated independently of the abilities of 

persons in the calibrating sample, while person parameters can be estimated 

independently of the difficulties of items in the test. The result is sample-free item 

calibration and test-free person measurement. 

Finally, a fourth distinguishing feature is that raw scores are sufficient model 

statistics. Raw person and raw item scores are minimally sufficient statistics for 

estimating person and item parameters. As a result, the raw person score m is a sufficient 

statistic for estimating the person parameter y9„, 5, + is minimally sufficient for estimating 

Si, and S+l,S+2,... S + menQ jointly sufficient for estimating xj, xj, ••• "Cm-
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IRT-Rasch Person Parameter Estimation 

Person parameter estimates are obtained as follows: 

L 
r - I  

m 
Z kP 

i k = Q 
(0 
rik 

L r m 
I [ S 
i A: = 0 

k^P (0 
r = l , M - l .  (3) 

IRT-Rasch Standard Error of Parameter Estimation 

Standard errors of person parameter estimates are obtained as follows: 

-1/2 

(4) 

All IRT-Rasch model estimation was conducted using WINSTEPS 3.8 (2002). 

Obtaining IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimates 

The scale reliability of person separation is the proportion of observed sample 

variance that is not due to measurement error. Therefore, person-separation reliability is 

the reliability with which a particular scale functions to separate a defined set of persons 

measured at a specific place and time. Stated differently, it is the extent to which a scale's 

obtained measures can be said to identify individual differences through the separation of 

persons into demarcated agreement strata. 

i. r TO 9 / m xO 1 
z [ .J 



IRT-Rasch model reliability estimates were obtained as follows: 
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MSEP 
^Rasch ~ 1 ~ , (5) 

V A R p  

where MSEp was the mean square measurement error and VARp was the observed 

variance of the individual person scale score measures. MSEp, the average of the person 

measure error variances (i.e., MSEp = J^VAEsEfn) /AO and VARp, person measure 

variance, were considered the major IRT-Rasch model reliability estimation components. 

Their obtained values were compared across groups within-scale and within-group across 

scales. 

Reliability Estimation Model Three: IRT-Unfolding 

IRT-Unfolding Background 

In general, IRT models are able to use questionnaire item responses to locate 

items and respondents simultaneously on a single, unidimensional latent trait continuum. 

Thus, individuals can be measured on a latent trait of interest (e.g., as defined by a set of 

attitudinal questionnaire items), while each scale item is simultaneously positioned on the 

same continuum (e.g., from more disagreeable to more agreeable items on an attitudinal 

questionnaire). 

Many if not most IRT models currently described in the psychometric literature 

(Roberts, 2001) are in nature cumulative. These models suggest that higher levels of a 

latent trait of interest (e.g., higher levels of agreement) are likely, probabilistically 
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speaking, to lead to higher scale item scores and result in higher total scale scores. 

However, when item response types such as graded disagree-agree responses are studied 

(e.g., Strongly disagree, Mostly disagree, Somewhat disagree. Somewhat agree, Mostly 

agree. Strongly agree), this cumulative model implication is often not realized. Instead, 

such response types have often been found to be more consistent with a model of a non-

cumulative nature, the unfolding model. 

Unfolding versus Cumulative 

Contrary to the cumulative model, the unfolding model proposes that higher scale 

item scores are more likely to be observed, again probabilistically speaking, the closer 

together an individual respondent and a scale item are found to be located on a latent 

trait's continuum (Coombs, 1964). In essence, then, unfolding models are proximity 

models that, on the basis of individual versus scale item location distances, predict 

individual scale item and, ultimately, total scale scores. An important characteristic 

distinguishing unfolding IRT models from cumulative models is the unfolding model's 

single-peaked, non-monotonic response function, suggestive that, again, higher scale item 

scores become increasingly more likely the closer an individual is located relative to that 

item location on the latent trait continuum. 

In the unfolding model framework, an individual can be said to agree with an 

attitudinal item to the extent that the item's content corresponds with the individual's 

opinion on the issue. This degree of correspondence between individual and item is 

represented by the locational distance - the proximity - of the individual to the item on 

the latent trait (e.g., attitude) continuum, a continuum stretching from a strongly disagree 
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extreme to a strongly agree extreme. When item responses that indicate progressively 

greater levels of agreement are coded with progressively greater integers (e.g., 1,2, 3,4, 

5, 6), the unfolding model predicts that larger scale item scores (i.e., more agreement) 

will occur the nearer that individuals and scale items are to each other on the latent trait 

(here, attitude) continuum. Conversely, cumulative IRT models predict that higher scale 

item scores are more likely when an individual's location on the latent continuum 

exceeds that of the scale item. In the unfolding model, an individual's location on the 

latent continuum represents the individual's attitude measure, while the item's continuum 

location represents its sentiment (i.e., its scale value) measure. Unfolding models are 

therefore considered appropriate in situations where graded disagree-agree responses are 

obtained via Thurstone or Likert rating scale formats (Andrich, 1996; Roberts, 1995; 

Roberts, Laughlin, & Wedell, 1999). 

The Generalized Graded Unfolding Model 

The generalized graded unfolding model (Roberts, Donoghue, & Laughlin, 2000) 

can be defined as follows: 

where Z/ is an observed response to the i 'th item with z-0,1,..., C; M= 2C+ 1; Sj is 

the location of the j 'th individual on the latent continuum; <5, is the location of the i 'th 

P(Zi = z\dj) = 

(6) 
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item on the latent continuum; a, is the discrimination of the i 'th item; and Xj k is the 

relative location of the k'th subjective response category threshold of the i 'th item. 

The generalized graded unfolding model produces a bell-shaped, single-peaked 

expected value function that is consistent with the unfolding model's conception of the 

response process. Specifically, higher expected values occur as 10j - Si I approaches zero, 

with the exact shape of the expected value function for any given item dependent on the 

values of and 

IRT-Unfolding Person Parameter Estimation 

Marginal maximum likelihood estimates of item parameters are used in 

conjunction with observed responses to derive person parameter estimates. In particular, 

person parameter estimates are obtained using an expected a posteriori (EAP) procedure 

in which the estimate for the j 'th individual can be defined as follows: 

E  V f  L j ( V f ) A ( V f )  

er—F ' 
Z  L j ( V f ) A ( V f )  

where Lj(Vf ) is the conditional likelihood of observing the j'th individual's response 

vector, given that the individual is located at quadrature point Vf. The EAP estimate, QJ, 

is the posterior mean of the 6 distribution for the j 'th individual, given the individual's 

response vector. One distinct estimate will be made for every response pattern observed 

in a given data set. The EAP estimate provides several advantages: (a) it exists for 
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extreme response patterns and (b) its average error in the population specified by the 

prior distribution is smaller than that of any other estimator (Bock & Mislevy, 1982). 

IRT-Unfolding Standard Error of Parameter Estimation 

The approximate posterior standard deviation of EAP person parameter estimates 

has been given by Bock and Mislevy (1982) and can be defined as follows: 

L j ( V f ) A ( V f )  
f"! (8) 

E L j ( V f ) A ( V f )  

where is a quadrature point; Ls(Vf) is the conditional probability of response pattern 

Xs at quadrature point Vf, din6.A(Vf ) is the rescaled density of g(6) at Vf. The scale of the 

A(Vf) values is such that: 

j : A ( V f ) - l  . 

All unfolding model person measure estimates and their corresponding standard 

errors were obtained using GGUM2000 1.0 (Roberts, 2000). 

Obtaining IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

The concept of the scale reliability of person separation, as discussed relative to 

IRT-Rasch reliability estimation, is also applicable here. Person separation reliability is 

the proportion of observed sample variance not due to measurement error; it is the 
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reliabili ty with which a particular scale functions to separate a defined set of persons 

measured at a specific place and time; it is the extent to which a scale's obtained 

measures can be said to identify individual differences through the separation of persons 

into demarcated agreement strata. 

As with the IRT-Rasch model, IRT-Unfolding model reliability estimates were 

obtained as follows: 

^Unfolding 1 

MSE p 

VAR p 
(9) 

where MSEp was the mean square measurement error and VARp was the observed 

variance of the individual person scale score measures. MSEp, the average of the person 

measure error variances (i.e., MSEp = J^VARsE(n) /AO and VARp, person measure 

variance, were considered the major IRT-Unfolding model reliability estimation 

components. Their obtained values were compared across groups within-scale and 

within-group across scales. 

Reliability Estimation Model Four: CFA 

CFA Background 

CFA was used to assess measured individual item reliabilities and validities and 

to derive overall estimates of measured scale reliability. CFA models employed were 

single factor models previously assessed during unidimensionality testing as to (a) overall 

model fit to the data (i.e., the attaining of acceptable chi-square goodness-of-fit test 



statistics and RMSEA values) and (b) the appropriateness of scale item inclusions (i.e., 

all items retained per scale possessing lambda loadings that ranged from a minimum of 

.20 to a maximum of .99). Therefore, tested unidimensional models were employed as 

established single-factor models. When appropriate, these models incorporated error in 

addition to the modeling of scale items as representative aspects of a single factor; 

modeled error was considered indicative of the existence of a minor secondary factor or 

significant amounts of identifiable correlated error. 

In the process of conducting CFA, observed item correlation matrices were 

analyzed in the context of proposed single-factor models. Given the full sets of 

information or "facts" as presented by data correlation matrices, proposed models were 

then assessed as to the extent of provided information they were able to successfully 

incorporate and account for. Fitted correlation matrices, representing model-incorporated 

and accounted for information as derived from original data correlation matrices, were 

compared with fitted residual matrices, which were representative of un-modeled and 

unincorporated data information. Fitted correlation matrix versus fitted residual matrix 

comparisons were undertaken for the purpose of determining model oversight or 

insensitivity. 

In tested unidimensional models with acceptable measures of overall model fit to 

the data and statistically determined appropriate scale item inclusions, fitted correlation 

matrices (i.e., sigma matrices) were considered to adequately represent those sets of 

interrelationships as suggested and represented by observed data correlation matrices. 



Such sigma matrices of "confirmed" factor models then served as the first of two major 

component sources of CFA model reliability estimation. 

The second major component sources of CFA model reliability estimation were 

the model item-level error matrices (i.e., theta-delta matrices). Again, from a "confirmed" 

factor model, scale-item factor loadings were obtained. When item factor loadings were 

squared and each product subtracted from 1, the results were sets of scale item error 

variances associated with a particular scale's unidimensional model. In addition to 

individual item error variances, theta-delta matrices also contained any error that had 

been incorporated into scale single-factor models and which suggested the existence of 

minor secondary factors or significant amounts of identifiable correlated error. 

Obtaining CFA Reliability Estimates 

Overall scale reliability estimates for CFA models were obtained as follows: 

^Coefficient of Determination 1 
PET Theta - delta 

DET Sigma 

(10) 

For each faculty group per each scale, the determinant of the matrix of theta-delta 

estimates was obtained, as was the determinant of the matrix of sigma estimates. These 

determinants were then used to calculate each specific group-related scale reliability 

estimate. The determinants of the theta-delta estimate matrices and the determinants of 

the sigma estimate matrices were considered the major CFA model reliability estimation 
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components. Their obtained values were compared across groups within-scale and 

within-group across scales. 

LISREL 8.53 (2002) was used for conducting all CFA analyses; STATA 8 (2002) 

was used for obtaining all matrix determinants and completing the CFA reliability 

estimation process. 

Secondary Analyses 

Coefficient Alpha Testing 

Alpha Testing Background 

The development of tests to determine the statistical significance of obtained 

differences in coefficient alpha reliability estimates began in the early 1960s. Current 

testing of multiple independent-group reliability estimate differences is based on the 

work of Hakstian and Whalen (1976), while present ability to test multiple dependent 

group reliability estimate differences is due to the efforts of Feldt, Woodruff, and Salih 

(1987). 

Independent-Group Testing 

Independent-group alpha-coefficient tests focused on appointment status (i.e., 

Basic Scientists versus Clinicians) and gender status (i.e.. Females versus Males). Alpha 

reliability estimates derived trom use of the Communication, Institution, Retention, and 

Teaching Scales were tested. For each independent-group analysis, the following 

information was required: (a) the number of alphas compared (i.e., the number of 

independent estimates or groups), (b) each group's single obtained alpha value, (c) the 
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number of items involved in obtaining the alpha estimate, and (d) the number of 

respondents measured. 

The independent-group test statistic was obtained as follows: 

UXi-Jndependent ^ 

\ J 

-ti 

(11) 

where 5^. = /  A  y/3 

1 - c, 

and where /i = S V l_ 
m 

Dependent-Group Testing 

Dependent-group alpha-coefficient tests focused on group differences across 

scales (i.e., Commimication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales). Alpha 

reliability estimates derived from scale use by All Faculty, Basic Scientists, Clinicians, 

Females, and Males were tested. For each dependent group analysis (i.e., each set of 

alphas derived from the same subject groups), all information previously noted for an 



independent group test was required. In addition, a matrix containing the correlations 

among all scales undergoing comparison was also required. 

The dependent-group test statistic was obtained as follows: 
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Pair-wise, single degree-of-freedom follow-up tests were conducted for all 

statistically significant dependent group coefficient tests. A family-wise (Keppel, 1991) 

alpha level correction was applied, which changed the follow-up test alpha level from .05 

to .008 (i.e., .05 / 6). 

Available Alpha Test Results 

Results from each test of alpha coefficients included the number of independent 

groups or dependent alphas, the test's degrees of freedom, its chi-squared value, and the 

associated p-value. All alpha tests were conducted using the ALPHATST software 

program developed by Lautenschlager (1989). 

Bootstrapping Simulation 

Introduction to Bootstrapping 

A simulation was conducted with one set of 100 random bootstrapping samples 

per predetermined n size (i.e., n = 50,100,200, and 500) drawn from each of the original 

All Faculty, Basic Scientists, Clinicians, Females, and Males sample datasets. Model 

parameters were then estimated for each bootstrapping sample drawn by fitting 

previously established unidimensional scale models (i.e., for the Communication, 

Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales) to bootstrapping sample data. Characteristics 

of the distributions of those estimates were then studied, with the parameter estimates of 

express interest being the sigma estimates of each model's fitted correlation matrix and 

the model-associated theta-delta estimates. The distributional characteristic of prime 

interest was the mean of each sigma and theta-delta parameter estimate. These parameter 

estimate means were then assembled into sample size and scale-appropriate sigma and 
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theta-delta matrices, from which matrix determinants were calculated and reliability 

estimates obtained. 

The Schrage (1979) random number generator was used to generate uniform 

random numbers with double precision. Seed numbers, unique for each sample size 

drawn, were used as starting numbers for the generator, ensuring the ability to reproduce 

at any later date the results as obtained in this study. Without the use of such recorded 

seed numbers, later results would not be identical with those reported here, and could 

only be seen as being representative of an additional enactment of the same phenomenon. 

PRELIS 2.53 (2002) and LISREL 8.53 (2002) were used to conduct the simulation. 

The Steps to Bootstrapping 

Bootstrapping Step 1 was conducted with PRELIS 2.53 (2002). One hundred 

samples each of size n = 50,100,200, and 500 were drawn with replacement from the 

original All Faculty, Basic Scientists, Clinicians, Females, and Males sample datasets for 

each of the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales. Sampling 

fractions were determined for each original sample dataset in order to achieve the desired 

bootstrapping sample sizes of« = 50,100,200, and 500; therefore, subsets, sets, and 

supersets of original sample datasets were used in the simulation. For each set of 100 

bootstrapping samples, scale item polychoric correlation matrices were saved, one for 

each individual bootstrapping sample drawn. 

Bootstrapping Step 2 was conducted with LISREL 8.53 (2002). For each 

predetermined sample size (i.e., n = 50,100,200, and 500) and for each scale (i.e., 

Commimication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scale), the previously established 



unidimensional scale model was fit to each one of the 100 sample size and scale-

appropriate correlation matrices saved as a result of Step 1. The unidimensional models 

employed in Step 2 incorporated all across-group correlated errors previously modeled 

and thus all theta-delta parameters previously estimated during the study's initial 

dimensionality assessments. One hundred sets of sigma parameter estimates, matched 

with 100 sets of theta-delta parameter estimates, were saved per sample size per scale. 

Bootstrapping Step 3 was conducted with PRELIS 2.53 (2002). For each sample 

size and for each scale, the distribution of each sigma parameter estimate was studied, as 

was the distribution of each theta-delta parameter estimate. The mean of each set of 100 

sigma estimates, along with the mean of each set of 100 theta-delta estimates, were then 

saved, with the constraints that (a) no mean sigma estimate could be equal to or greater 

than 1.00 and (b) no mean theta-delta estimate could be less than .00. Mean sigma 

estimates found to be equal to or greater than 1.00 were changed to .99; mean theta-delta 

estimates found to be less than .00 were changed to .00. 

Bootstrapping Step 4 was conducted with STAT A 8 (2002). For each sample size 

and for each scale, the determinant of the matrix of mean theta-delta estimates was 

obtained, as was the determinant of the matrix of mean sigma estimates. These 

determinants were then used to calculate the appropriate sample size-related scale 

reliability estimates. Obtained reliability estimates, as well as estimate components, were 

compared by sample size across groups within-scale. 
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Analysis of Variance 

Besides wanting to know prevalent attitudes of the faculty as a whole regarding 

their current perceptions of the college's institutional climate, the college's 

administration was also keenly interested in knowing the particular attitudes of the four 

major recognized faculty groups arising from faculty appointment status and gender 

status. Therefore, the fundamental questions driving group comparative analyses were (a) 

whether attitudinal differences existed between appointment groups (i.e., Basic Scientists 

and Clinicians) and/or between gender groups (i.e.. Females and Males), and (b) whether 

subgroup attitudinal differences existed (e.g., between those Females who were Basic 

Scientists and those who were Clinicians; or, between those Basic Scientists who were 

Females and those who were Males). In all datasets, appointment status was coded as 0 

for Basic Scientists and 1 for Clinicians; gender status was coded as 0 for Males and 1 for 

Females. 

An appropriate statistical test for investigating the existence of such group and 

subgroup differences when using an interval-level scale score as the dependent variable is 

analysis of variance (ANOVA). The employed ANOVA model included two between-

subjects effects, appointment status and gender status, and an appointment-by-gender 

interaction effect. Four models were run, each dedicated to using one of the four scale 

scores available (i.e.. Communication, Institution, Retention, or Teaching Scale) as the 

model's dependent variable. Due to the presence of unbalanced cells, all ANOVAs 

conducted employed Type III sums of squares in test calculations. An alpha level of .05 

was used for all ANOVA tests. 
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Prior to the interpretation of an ANOVA's results, Levene's Test of Equality of 

Error Variances was conducted, and its results interpreted. Such results indicated whether 

the test's null hypothesis (i.e., that the error variance of the dependent variable was equal 

across groups) should or should not be rejected. When the null hypothesis was not 

rejected, it was then considered that the ANOVA test assumption of homogeneity of 

variance had been met. An alpha level of .10 was used for ail tests of ANOVA 

assumptions. 

Effect sizes derived from ANOVA tests using scale scores as dependent variables 

were reported as partial eta-squared. Eta is a correlation between an interval-level 

dependent variable and a nominal-level independent variable. Eta-squared is a measure of 

how much of a dependent variable's variance can be explained by a categorical 

independent variable. Partial eta-squared removes the effects of other model independent 

variables; therefore, it is a measure of how much of a dependent variable's variance can 

be explained by a particular categorical independent variable, after holding constant (i.e., 

partialling out) the effects of any other independent variables included in the ANOVA 

model. Thus, the partial eta-squared value reported for an appointment status effect, for 

example, has both the gender status effect and the appointment-by-gender interaction 

effect removed. All ANOVA analyses were conducted using SPSS 11.5 (2002). 



RESULTS 

Introduction 

Preliminary analyses offered a means of establishing defensible questionnaire 

scales, while primary and secondary analyses enabled (a) the estimation of alternative 

reliabilities for faculty-group scale usage, (b) the identification of patterns of similarities 

and differences among obtained reliability estimates, (c) the investigation of sample-size 

effect on a specific reliability estimation model, and (d) an examination of the findings of 

a faculty-group scale-score differences study in light of reliability estimation discoveries 

made as a part of this study. Obtained results from these analyses were as follows. 

Preliminary Analyses: Dimensionality Assessments 

Proposed Unidimensional Model for All Faculty's Communication Scale Measures 

CPA was used as a method for testing questionnaire scale imidimensionality. For 

the All Faculty group's usage of the Communication Scale, the original estimated 

polychoric item correlation matrix is shown in Table 3.1. The unidimensional model 

proposed for the All Faculty group's use of the Communication Scale was (a) a single 

latent trait; (b) the seven observed (i.e., measured) variables - the Communication Scale 

items; and (c) eight instances of modeled correlated error: between items C-1 and C-2, C-

2 and C-4, C-2 and C-6, C-2 and C-7, C-3 and C-4, C-4 and C-6, C-4 and C-7, C-6 and 

C-7. The model's achieved fitted correlation matrix is shown in Table 3.2. The model's 

fitted residual matrix. Table 3.3, resulted from a direct comparison of the original item 

correlation matrix and the proposed model's fitted correlation matrix (i.e., original item 

correlation matrix minus model fitted correlation matrix). 
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Table 3.1 

Communication Scale Original Estimated Polychoric Item Correlation Matrix 

Item C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

All Faculty (fi=306) 

C-1 1.00 

c-2 0.53 1.00 

C-3 0.74 0.35 1.00 

C-4 0.30 0.68 0.40 1.00 

C-5 0.77 0.37 0.79 0.34 1.00 

C-6 0.28 0.63 0.32 0.77 0.36 1.00 

C-7 0.28 0.72 0.21 0.73 0.26 0.85 1.00 

Table 3.2 

Communication Scale Achieved Fitted Correlation Matrix 

Item C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

All Faculty («=306) 

C-1 1.00 

C-2 0.52 1.00 

C-3 0.76 0.40 1.00 

C-4 0.31 0.69 0.40 1.00 

C-5 0.80 0.42 0.79 0.32 1.00 

C-6 0.31 0.66 0.30 0.76 0.32 1.00 

C-7 0.26 0.70 0.25 0.74 0.27 0.88 1.00 
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Table 3.3 

Communication Scale Fitted Residuals Matrix 

Item C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-1 

All Faculty (n=306) 

C-1 +0.00 

C-2 +0.01 +0.00 

C-3 -0.03 -0.05 +0.00 

C-4 +0.00 -0.01 +0.01 +0.00 

C-5 -0.03 -0.05 +0.00 +0.02 +0.00 

C-6 -0.03 -0.03 +0.02 +0.01 +0.05 +0.00 

C-1 +0.02 +0.02 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 +0.00 

Fit of the Proposed Unidimensional Model 

Overall model fit was assessed by a normal theory chi-square statistical test and 

by the model's RMSEA value attained. The single-factor model proposed for the All 

Faculty group's use of the Communication Scale had a (6, iV= 306) = 8.67,= 0.193. 

The model's RMSEA value was 0.038. 

In terms of an overall fit assessment for the model, first, the proposed single-

factor model's fitted correlation matrix was determined to adequately represent that set of 

scale item interrelationships suggested in and represented by the original data correlation 

matrix. This determination was based on the overall model's statistically non-significant 

chi-square value. Second, the model's attained RMSEA value indicated that the amount of 

dataset variance left unincorporated, unaccounted for or unexplained by the proposed 



model (i.e., error variance) was minimal, more than meeting, as it did, the Browne and 

Cudeck (1993) "good fit" standard of a RMSEA value of .05. Again, by this second fit 

assessment method, the model was deemed a good representation of and a good fit to the 

All Faculty group dataset. 

Item Characteristics in the Context of the Proposed Model 

The lambda values (i.e., item factor loadings), parameter estimate standard errors, 

and parameter estimate f-values are shown in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 

Item Factor Loadings, Standard Errors, and t-values for the Communication Scale: All 

Faculty 

Item Factor loading SE /-value 

C-1 0.88 0.03 31.77 

C-2 0.46 0.06 7.09 

C-3 0.87 0.03 30.39 

C-4 0.35 0.06 5.52 

C-5 0.91 0.02 37.90 

C-6 0.35 0.06 5.63 

C-1 0.29 0.07 4.29 

The theta-delta values (i.e., item error variances), parameter estimate standard 

errors, and parameter estimate lvalues are shown in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 
Theta-delta values, Standard Errors, and t-values for Communication Scale: All Faculty 

Item C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

C-1 

C-2 

0.23 

(0.08) 

3.01 

0.12 

(0.04) 

3.20 

0.79 

(0.08) 

9.60 

C-3 0.25 

(0.08) 

3.30 

C-4 0.53 

(0.05) 

10.03 

0.09 

(0.03) 

3.25 

0.88 

(0.07) 

12.04 

C-5 0.17 

(0.07) 

2.43 

C-6 0.50 

(0.05) 

9.74 

0.64 

(0.05) 

13.27 

0.88 

(0.07) 

12.30 

C-7 0.56 0.64 0.77 0.91 

(0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.07) 

11.07 12.58 18.76 13.08 

Note. Values in normal text represent theta-delta values. Values enclosed in parentheses 

represent standard errors. Italicized values represent /-values. A dash indicates that the 

parameter was not estimated. 



All Communication Scale items possessed lambda loadings of sufficient 

magnitude (ranging from a low of 0.29 to a high of 0.91), all of which were statistically 

significant, to suggest that all scale items be retained. The earlier determination of an 

acceptable overall model fit, in conjunction with item-level findings presented here, 

indicated that the set of scale items proposed as the Communication Scale was 

unidimensional in nature and could function as a questionnaire scale. However, it was 

necessary to incorporate (i.e., model) additional sources of error associated with the 

Communication Scale, as seen in the theta-delta error matrix, wherein important and 

statistically significant amounts of correlated inter-item error were introduced. 

Individual item validities and reliabilities as derived from the imidimensional 

Communication Scale model were as follows: 

1. Item Validities were C-1, 0.88; C-2, 0.46; C-3, 0.87; C-4, 0.35; C-5,0.91; C-6, 

0.35; and C-7, 0.29. 

2. Item Reliabilities were C-1, 0.77; C-2, 0.21; C-3,0.75; C-4, 0.12; C-5, 0.83; C-

6, 0.12, and C-7, 0.09. 

Determination of Unidimensional Questionnaire Scales 

The assessment process delineated above for the All Faculty group's 

Communication Scale use was completed a total of 20 times, four times - once each for 

the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales - for each of five faculty 

groups - All Faculty, Basic Scientists, Clinicians, Females, and Males. This assessment 

process (a) proposed a unidimensional questiormaire scale model, to be tested via CFA; 

(b) employed the original estimated polychoric item correlation matrix in a direct 
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comparison with the proposed model's fitted correlation matrix; (c) examined the 

model's fitted residuals matrix for unaccounted for variance, incorporating additional 

error into the model as suggested by correlational residual magnitude and confirmed by 

acceptable theta-delta parameter characteristics; (d) established an acceptable overall 

model fit, using a normal theory chi-square statistical test and the attained RMSEA value; 

and (e) verified that the resultant scale item characteristics (i.e., the lambda and the theta-

delta values) were acceptable. 

Dimensionality Assessment Results 

Tables 3.6 and 3.7 present questionnaire scale dimensionality assessment results 

for faculty use of the Communication and Institution Scales (Table 3.6) and the Retention 

and Teaching Scales (Table 3.7). 

Table 3.6 

Model Fit Statistics - Communication and Institution Scales 

Communication Institution 

Group ^ df P RMSEA df p RMSEA 

All Faculty 8.67 6 .193 .038 31.23 20 .052 .046 

Basic Scientists 11.35 9 .253 .052 35.30 24 .064 .083 

Clinicians 10.90 6 .091 .063 30.53 22 .106 .046 

Females 15.99 9 .067 .094 30.25 26 .258 .051 

Males 7.96 6 .241 .039 32.81 23 .084 .047 
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Table 3.7 

Model Fit Statistics - Retention and Teaching Scales 

Retention Teaching 

Group / df p RMSEA df p RMSEA 

All Faculty 23.72 17 .127 .037 .35 4 .986 .000 

Basic Scientists 25.65 18 .108 .072 4.90 2 .086 .135 

Clinicians 23.23 18 .182 .038 .86 4 .931 .000 

Females 29.28 19 .062 .091 4.05 4 .399 .012 

Males 26.09 18 .098 .045 1.16 4 .884 .000 

Final Item Sets for Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales 

As a result of the unidimensional model assessment process. Faculty Climate Survey 

content-area item groupings were formalized into the following four questionnaire scales. 

The seven items of the Communication Scale are (a) C-1:1 am comfortable 

voicing my opinion to my department head, (b) C-2:1 am comfortable voicing my 

opinion to the Dean's office, (c) C-3: My department head is aware of the career 

challenges I face, (d) C- 4: The Dean's office is concerned about the career development 

challenges I face, (e) C-5: My department head communicates well with me, and (f) C-6: 

Good communication exists between the Dean's office and the general faculty, and (g) C-

7: The Dean's office is accessible to faculty. No items were excluded from the original 

communication content-area scale item set in establishing the seven-item unidimensional 

Communication Scale. 
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The nine items of the Institutional Scale are (a) I-1: The missions of the Health 

Sciences Center's (HSC) administrative units are well coordinated, (b) 1-2; There are 

good working relationships across the HSC, (c) 1-3; The coordinated computer systems 

across the HSC have a positive effect upon my ability to do my job, (d) 1-4; Male and 

female faculty are treated equitably, (e) 1-5; The college's diverse racial groups are 

treated equitably, (f) 1-6; I have confidence in the college's leadership, (g) 1-7; I am 

optimistic about the future of academic medicine at the college, (h) 1-8; I can influence 

the future of academic medicine at the college, and (i) 1-9; Staff support is adequate. 

Six items were excluded from the original institution content-area scale item set in 

establishing the nine-item unidimensional Institution Scale. The following Institutional 

Scale items were excluded: (a) There is adequate strategic planning across the HSC, (b) I 

have input into guiding the direction of the HSC, (c) There is adequate physical space for 

my clinical activities, (d) There is adequate physical space for my teaching activities, (e) 

There is adequate physical space for my research activities, and (f) The amount of 

physical space I have been allocated does not affect my being able to pursue additional 

research opportunities. 

The eight items of the Retention Scale are (a) R-1; There is a normal rate of 

turnover among college faculty, (b) R-2: In the last year, I did not consider leaving the 

college in favor of another job opportunity, (c) R-3; The college recruits highly qualified 

faculty (d) R-4; Highly qualified faculty are being retained, (e) R-5: The challenges I face 

are similar to those at other medical academic institutions, (f) R-6; I am able to achieve 

my career goals as a college faculty member, (g) R-7; My salary is competitive with 
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peers at other medical academic institutions, and (h) R-8: Junior faculty at the college 

have adequate support for climbing the academic ladder. One item (i.e., I understand the 

steps to career development) was excluded from the original retention content-area scale 

item set in establishing the eight-item unidimensional Retention Scale. 

The five items of the Teaching Scale are (a) T-1: My department head is 

supportive of my teaching, (b) T-2: The Dean's office is supportive of my teaching, (c) 

T-3 Adequate incentives exist to encourage faculty to excel at teaching, (d) T-4 Good 

teaching is frequently acknowledged, and (e) T-5 There are sufficient rewards for faculty 

who excel at teaching. No items were excluded from the original teaching content-area 

scale item set in establishing the five-item unidimensional Teaching Scale. 

Scale-related Sample Sizes 

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 present the questionnaire scale-related sample size available 

for analysis for each appointment and gender group (Table 3.8) and subgroup (Table 3.9). 

Based on the process of establishing functional questionnaire scales, items that had been 

excluded from questionnaire scales as a result of a dimensionality assessment were then 

removed from the dataset. Next, cases with either incomplete response sets or whose 

responses did not meet the minimum response threshold (i.e., did not display any level of 

agreement on any individual scale item) were excluded on a per-group and per-scale 

basis, thereby ensuring that a maximum number of cases were retained for analysis. Thus, 

samples were first adjusted for items, then for cases, with adjustments made per group 

and per scale. 
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Table 3.8 

Group Sample Size per Questionnaire Scale 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty 306 261 291 288 

Basic Scientists 96 70 84 80 

Clinicians 204 186 202 202 

Females 88 65 66 81 

Males 215 194 222 203 

Table 3.9 

Subgroup Sample Size per Questionnaire Scale 

Subgroup Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Basic Scientists 

Females 32 21 20 26 

Males 64 49 63 54 

Clinicians 

Females 56 44 46 55 

Males 147 141 155 146 

Primary Analyses 

All Faculty, Basic Scientist, Clinician, Female, and Male responses to the four 

Faculty Climate Survey questionnaires scales Communication, Institution, Retention, and 
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Teaching were independently analyzed using the following four different reliability 

estimation models: (a) coefficient alpha, (b) IRT-Rasch, (c) IRT-Unfolding, and (d) CFA. 

A total of 80 reliability estimates and their respective estimation components were then 

compared within-scale across faculty groups and within-group across questionnaire 

scales to determine across-model reliability estimation consistencies and to characterize 

the reliability estimates and estimation components derived from each estimation model. 

Alpha Reliability Estimation 

Alpha Reliability Estimation Components 

The estimation components total scale and sum-of-items variance, from which 

alpha reliability estimates were obtained, are presented in Table 3.10. The 

Communication Scale total scale variance was least for Basic Scientists (49.439) and 

most for Clinicians (68.192), with a range of 18.753. Its sum-of-items variance was least 

for Basic Scientists (14.408) and most for Clinicians (17.870), with a range of 3.462. The 

Institution Scale total scale variance was least for Males (51.373) and most for Females 

(88.148), with a range of 36.775. Its sum-of-items variance was least for Males (17.138) 

and most for Females (20.098), with a range of 2.960. The Retention Scale total scale 

variance was least for Basic Scientists (38.894) and most for Females (52.631), with a 

range of 13.737. Its sum-of-items variance was least for Basic Scientists (13.967) and 

most for Females (16.033), with a range of 2.066. The Teaching Scale total scale variance 

was least for Clinicians (22.751) and most for Basic Scientists (33.538), with a range of 

10.787. Its sum-of-items variance was least for Clinicians (9.465) and most for Basic 

Scientists (11.074), with a range of 1.609. 
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Table 3.10 

Alpha Components: Total Scale and Sum-of-Items Variance 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Scale Items Scale Items Scale Items Scale Items 
All Faculty 63.930 17.006 61.094 18.468 46.878 15.694 26.069 9.947 

Basic 

Scientists 
49.439 14.408 63.132 17.402 38.894 13.967 33.538 11.074 

Clinicians 68.192 17.870 55.478 18.221 46.980 15.923 22.751 9.465 

Females 57.116 15.455 88.148 20.098 52.631 16.033 24.897 9.590 

Males 65.522 17.460 51.373 17.138 45.185 15.487 26.442 10.096 

Because the magnitudes of total scale and sum-of-items variance are highly 

dependent on the number of scale items included in any scale, and because the four 

questionnaire scales of interest were composed of varying numbers of scale items, with 

the Communication Scale having seven items, the Institution Scale nine items, the 

Retention Scale eight items, and the Teaching Scale five items, across-scale total scale 

and sum-of-items variance comparisons were not pursued. However, actual alpha 

reliability estimates themselves were compared across-scale, as were reliability 

estimation components and resultant estimates obtained from other reliability models. 

Tables 3.11 and 3.12 present verbal identifications of faculty groups with the least 

and most total scale variance (Table 3.11) and sum-of-items variance (Table 3.12). 
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Table 3.11 

Alpha Components: Within-scale GROUPS with Least and Most Total Scale Variance 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty 

Basic Scientists Least Least Most 

Clinicians Most Least 

Females Most Most 

Males Least 

Table 3.12 

Alpha Components: Within-scale GROUPS with Least and Most Sum-of-ltems Variance 

&oup Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty 

Basic Scientists Least Least Most 

Clinicians Most Least 

Females Most Most 

Males Least 

Alpha Reliability Estimates 

Alpha reliability estimates are presented in Table 3.13. The Communication Scale 

reliability estimates were lowest for Basic Scientists (.83) and highest for All Faculty, 

Clinicians and Males (.86), with a range of .03. The Institution Scale reliability estimates 
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were lowest for Males (.75) and highest for Females (.87), with a range of .12. The 

Retention Scale reliability estimates were lowest for Basic Scientists (.73) and highest for 

Females (.79), with a range of .06. The Teaching Scale reliability estimates were lowest 

for Clinicians (.73) and highest for Basic Scientists (.84), with a range of .11. 

Table 3.13 

Alpha Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .86 .78 .76 .77 

Basic Scientists .83 .81 .73 .84 

Clinicians .86 .76 .76 .73 

Females .85 .87 .79 .77 

Males .86 .75 .75 .77 

Across-scale alpha reliability estimates for All Faculty were lowest for the 

Retention Scale (.76) and highest for the Communication Scale (.86), with a range of .10. 

Across-scale reliability estimates for Basic Scientists were lowest for the Retention Scale 

(.73) and highest for the Teaching Scale (.84), with a range of .11. Across-scale reliability 

estimates for Clinicians were lowest for the Teaching Scale (.73) and highest for the 

Communication Scale (.86), with a range of .13. Across-scale reliability estimates for 

Females were lowest for the Teaching Scale (.77) and highest for the Institution Scale 

(.87), with a range of .10. Across-scale reliability estimates for Males were lowest for the 
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Institution and Retention Scales (.75) and highest for the Communication Scale (.86), 

with arange of .11. 

Tables 3.14 and 3.15 present verbal identifications of groups (Table 3.14) and 

scales (Table 3.15) with the lowest and highest alpha reliability estimates. 

Table 3.14 

Alpha Estimates: Within-scale GROUPS with Lowest and Highest Reliability Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Highest* 

Basic Scientists Lowest 

Clinicians Highest* 

Females 

Males Highest* 

*Tie 

Table 3.15 

Alpha Estimates: Within-group SCALES with Lowest and Highest Reliability Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Highest Lowest 

Basic Scientists Lowest Highest 

Clinicians Highest Lowest 

Females Highest Lowest 

Males Highest Lowest* Lowest* 

•Tie 

Lowest Highest 

Lowest 

Highest Highest 

Lowest 
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IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimation 

IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimation Components 

The estimation components person-measure variance and person-measure mean-

squared error, from which IRT-Rasch reliability estimates were obtained, are presented in 

Table 3.16. The Communication Scale person-measure variance was least for Basic 

Scientists (1.270) and most for Clinicians (1.390), with a range of .120. Its person-

measure mean-squared error was least for Females (.179) and most for Males (.205), with 

a range of .026. The Institution Scale person-measure variance was least for Clinicians 

(.424) and most for Females (.990), with a range of .566. Its person-measure mean-

squared error was least for Clinicians (.089) and most for Basic Scientists and Females 

(.114), with a range of .025. The Retention Scale person-measure variance was least for 

Males (.529) and most for Females (.773), with a range of .244. Its person-measure 

mean-squared error was least for Clinicians (.110) and most for Basic Scientists (.127), 

with a range of .017. The Teaching Scale person-measure variance was least for 

Clinicians (1.278) and most for Basic Scientists (2.466), with a range of 1.188. Its 

person-measure mean-squared error was least for Clinicians (.258) and most for Basic 

Scientists (.369), with a range of. 111. 
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Table 3.16 

IRT-Rasch Components: Person-Measure Variance and Mean-Squared Error 

Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Group Variance MSE Variance MSE Variance MSE Variance MSE 

All Faculty 1.389 .197 .506 .094 .566 .114 1.580 .285 

Basic Scientists 1.270 .200 .712 .114 .613 .127 2.466 .369 

Clinicians 1.390 .198 .424 .089 .532 .110 1.278 .258 

Females 1.382 .179 .990 .114 .773 .126 1.633 .294 

Males 1.388 .205 .434 .094 .529 .112 1.581 .285 

Across-scale person-measure variance for All Faculty was least for the Institution 

Scale (.506) and most for the Teaching Scale (1.580), with a range of 1.074. Its person-

measure mean-squared error was least for the Institution Scale (.094) and most for the 

Teaching Scale (.285), with a range of .191. Across-scale person-measure variance for 

Basic Scientists was least for the Retention Scale (.613) and most for the Teaching Scale 

(2.466), with a range of 1.853. Its person-measure mean-squared error was least for the 

Institution Scale (.114) and most for the Teaching Scale (.369), with a range of .255. 

Across-scale person-measure variance for Clinicians was least for the Institution Scale 

(.424) and most for the Communication Scale (1.390), with a range of .966. Its person-

measure mean-squared error was least for the Institution Scale (.089) and most for the 

Teaching Scale (.258), with a range of .169. Across-scale person-measure variance for 

Females was least for the Retention Scale (.773) and most for the Teaching Scale (1.633), 
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with a range of .860. Its person-measure mean-squared error was least for the Institution 

Scale (.114) and most for the Teaching Scale (.294), with a range of .180. Across-scale 

person-measure variance for Males was least for the Institution Scale (.434) and most for 

the Teaching Scale (1.581), with a range of 1.147. Its person-measure mean-squared error 

was least for the Institution Scale (.094) and most for the Teaching Scale (.285), with a 

range of .191. 

Tables 3.17,3.18, and 3.19 present verbal identifications of groups (Table 3.17) 

with the least and most person-measure variance and person-measure mean-squared 

error, as well as scales with the least and most person-measure variance (Table 3.18) and 

least and most person-measure mean-squared error (Table 3.19). 

Table 3.17 

IRT-Rasch Components: Within-scale GROUPS with Least and Most Person-Measure 

Variance and Mean-Squared Error 

Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Group Variance MSE Variance MSE Variance MSE Variance MSE 

All Faculty 

Basic Least Most* Most Most Most 

Scientists 

Clinicians Most Least Least Least Least Least 

Females Least Most Most* Most 

Males Most Least 

*Tie 
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Table 3.18 

IRT-Rasch Components: Within-group SCALES with Least and Most 

Person-Measure Variance 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Least Most 

Basic Scientists Least Most 

Clinicians Most Least 

Females Least Most 

Males Least Most 

Table 3.19 

IRT-Rasch Components: Within-group SCALES with Least and Most Person-Measure 

Mean-Squared Error 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Least Most 

Basic Scientists Least Most 

Clinicians Least Most 

Females Least Most 

Males Least Most 



IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimates 

IRT-Rasch reliability estimates are presented in Table 3.20. The Communication 

Scale reliability estimates were lowest for Basic Scientists (.84) and highest for Females 

(.87), with a range of .03. The Institution Scale reliability estimates were lowest for 

Males (.78) and highest for Females (.88), with a range of .10. The Retention Scale 

reliability estimates were lowest for Basic Scientists, Clinicians, and Males (.79) and 

highest for Females (.84), with a range of .05. The Teaching Scale reliability estimates 

were lowest for Clinicians (.80) and highest for Basic Scientists (.85), with a range of .05. 

Table 3.20 

IRT-Rasch Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .86 .81 .80 .82 

Basic Scientists .84 .84 .79 .85 

Clinicians .86 .79 .79 .80 

Females .87 .88 .84 .82 

Males .85 .78 .79 .82 

Across-scale IRT-Rasch model reliability estimates for All Faculty were lowest 

for the Retention Scale (.80) and highest for the Communication Scale (.86), with a range 

of .06. Across-scale reliability estimates for Basic Scientists were lowest for the 

Retention Scale (.79) and highest for the Teaching Scale (.85), with a range of .06. 

Across-scale reliability estimates for Clinicians were lowest for the Institution and 



Retention Scales (.79) and highest for the Communication Scale (.86), with a range of 

.07. Across-scale reliability estimates for Females were lowest for the Teaching Scale 

(.82) and highest for the Institution Scale (.88), with a range of .06. Across-scale 

reliability estimates for Males were lowest for the Institution Scale (.78) and highest for 

the Communication Scale (.85), with a range of .07. 

Tables 3.21 and 3.22 present verbal identifications of the groups (Table 3.21) and 

scales (Table 3.22) with the lowest and highest IRT-Rasch model reliability estimates. 
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Table 3.21 

IRT-Rasch Estimates: GROUPS with Lowest and Highest Reliability Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty 

Basic Scientists Lowest Lowest* Highest 

Clinicians Lowest* Lowest 

Females Highest Highest Highest 

Males Lowest Lowest* 

•Tie 

Table 3.22 

IRT-Rasch Estimates: SCALES with Lowest and Highest Reliability Est 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Highest Lowest 

Basic Scientists Lowest Highest 

Clinicians Highest Lowest* Lowest* 

Females Highest Lowest 

Males Highest Lowest 

•Tie 

IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimation 

IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimation Components 

The estimation components person-measure variance and person-measure mean-

squared error, from which IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates were obtained, are 
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presented in Table 3.23. The Communication Scale person-measure variance was least 

for Clinicians (.798) and most for Females (.913), with a range of .115. Its person-

measure mean-squared error was least for Basic Scientists (.099) and most for Clinicians 

(.207), with a range of .108. The Institution Scale person-measure variance was least for 

All Faculty (.872) and most for Females (.913), with a range of .041. Its person-measure 

mean-squared error was least for Females (.089) and most for Males (.127), with a range 

of .038. The Retention Scale person-measure variance was least for All Faculty (.778) 

and most for Females (.897), with a range of .119. Its person-measure mean-squared error 

was least for Females (.109) and most for All Faculty (.219), with a range of .110. The 

Teaching Scale person-measure variance was least for Clinicians (.839) and most for 

Basic Scientists (.940), with a range of .101. Its person-measure mean-squared error was 

least for Basic Scientists (.077) and most for Clinicians (.137), with a range of .060. 

Table 3.23 

IRT-Unfolding Components: Person-Measure Variance and Mean-Squared Error 

Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Group Var MSE Var MSE Var MSE Var MSE 

All Faculty .811 .195 .872 .111 .778 .219 .876 .124 

Basic Scientists .909 .099 .903 .107 .889 .118 .940 .077 

Clinicians .798 .207 .874 .126 .806 .176 .839 .137 

Females .913 .184 .913 .089 .897 .109 .894 .113 

Males .904 .108 .874 .127 .816 .186 .869 .104 
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Across-scale person-measure variance for All Faculty was least for the Retention 

Scale (.778) and most for the Teaching Scale (.876), with a range of .098. Its person-

measure mean-squared error was least for the Institution Scale (.111) and most for the 

Retention Scale (.219), with a range of .108. Across-scale person-measure variance for 

Basic Scientists was least for the Retention Scale (.889) and most for the Teaching Scale 

(.940), with a range of .051. Its person-measure mean-squared error was least for the 

Teaching Scale (.077) and most for the Retention Scale (.369), with a range of .292. 

Across-scale person-measure variance for Clinicians was least for the Communication 

Scale (.798) and most for the Institution Scale (.874), with a range of .076. Its person-

measure mean-squared error was least for the Institution Scale (.126) and most for the 

Communication Scale (.207), with a range of .081. Across-scale person-measure variance 

for Females was least for the Teaching Scale (.894) and most for the Communication and 

Institution Scales (.913), with a range of .019. Its person-measure mean-squared error 

was least for the Institution Scale (.089) and most for the Communication Scale (.184), 

with a range of .095. Across-scale person-measure variance for Males was least for the 

Retention Scale (.816) and most for the Communication Scale (.904), with a range of 

.088. Its person-measure mean-squared error was least for the Teaching Scale (.104) and 

most for the Retention Scale (.186), with a range of .082. 

Tables 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26 present verbal identifications of groups (Table 3.24) 

with the least and most person-measure variance and person-measure mean-squared 

error, as well as scales with the least and most person-measure variance (Table 3.25) and 

least and most person-measure mean-squared error (Table 3.26). 
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IRT-Unfaiding Components: Within-scale GROUPS with Least and Most Person-

Measure Variance and Mean-Squared Error 

Group Var MSB Var MSE Var MSE Var MSE 

All Faculty Least Least Most 

Basic Scientists Least Most Least 

Clinicians Least Most Least Most 

Females Most Most Least Most Least 

Males Most 

Table 3.25 

IRT-Unfaiding Components: Within-group SCALES with Least and Most Person-

Measure Variance 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Least Most 

Basic Scientists Least Most 

Clinicians Least Most 

Females Most* Most* Least 

Males Most Least 

Tie 
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Table 3.26 

IRT-Unfolding Components: Within-group SCALES with Least and Most Person-

Measure Mean-Squared Error 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Least Most 

Basic Scientists Most Least 

Clinicians Most Least 

Females Most Least 

Males Most Least 

IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates are presented in Table 3.27. The 

Communication Scale reliability estimates were lowest for Clinicians (.74) and highest 

for Basic Scientists (.89), with a range of .15. The Institution Scale reliability estimates 

were lowest for Males (.85) and highest for Females (.90), with a range of .05. The 

Retention Scale reliability estimates were lowest for All Faculty (.72) and highest for the 

Females (.88), with a range of .16. The Teaching Scale reliability estimates were lowest 

for Clinicians (.84) and highest for Basic Scientists (.92), with a range of .08. 
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Table 3.27 

IRT-Unfolding Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .76 .87 .72 .86 

Basic Scientists .89 .88 .87 .92 

Clinicians .74 .86 .78 .84 

Females .80 .90 .88 .87 

Males .88 .85 .77 .88 

Across-scale IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates for All Faculty were lowest for 

the Retention Scale (.72) and highest for the Institution Scale (.87), with a range of .15. 

Across-scale reliability estimates for Basic Scientists were lowest for the Retention Scale 

(.87) and highest for the Teaching Scale (.92), with a range of .05. Across-scale reliability 

estimates for Clinicians were lowest for the Communication Scale (.74) and highest for 

the Institution Scale (.86), with a range of .12. Across-scale reliability estimates for 

Females were lowest for the Communication Scale (.80) and highest for the Institution 

Scale (.90), with a range of .10. Across-scale reliability estimates for Males were lowest 

for the Retention Scale (.77) and highest for the Communication and Teaching Scales 

(.88), with a range of. 11. 

Tables 3.28 and 3.29 present verbal identifications of groups (Table 3.28) and 

scales (Table 3.29) with the lowest and highest IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates. 
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Table 3.28 

IRT-Unfolding Estimates: Within-scale GROUPS with Lowest and Highest Reliability 

Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Ail Faculty 

Basic Scientists 

Clinicians 

Females 

Males 

Lowest 

Highest 

Lowest 

Highest 

Lowest 

Highest Highest 

Lowest 

Table 3.29 

IRT-Unfolding Estimates: Within-group SCALES with Lowest and Highest Reliability 

Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Highest Lowest 

Basic Scientists Lowest Highest 

Clinicians Lowest Highest 

Females Lowest Highest 

Males Highest* Lowest Highest* 

Tie 
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CFA Reliability Estimation 

CFA Reliability Estimation Components 

Theta-delta matrix determinants and sigma matrix determinants, from which CFA 

reliability estimates were obtained, are presented in Tables 3.30 and 3.31. The 

Communication Scale theta-delta matrix determinant was smallest for Clinicians and 

Females (.000057) and largest for Basic Scientists (.001132), with a range of .001075. Its 

sigma matrix determinant was smallest for Females (.000958) and largest for Basic 

Scientists (.012500), with a range of .011542. The Institution Scale theta-delta matrix 

determinant was smallest for Females (.000043) and largest for Basic Scientists 

(.000913), with a range of .000870. Its sigma matrix determmant was smallest for 

Females (.001047) and largest for Males (.034597), with a range of .033550. The 

Retention Scale theta-delta matrix determinant was smallest for Females (.003407) and 

largest for Males (.011687), with a range of .008280. Its sigma matrix determinant was 

smallest for Females (.033063) and largest for Males (.072690), with a range of .039627. 

The Teaching Scale theta-delta matrix determinant was smallest for Basic Scientists 

(.000387) and largest for Clinicians (.010982), with a range of .010595. Its sigma matrix 

determinant was smallest for Basic Scientists (.014823) and largest for Clinicians 

(.113846), with a range of .109023. 
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Table 3.30 

CFA Components: Theta-Delta Matrix Determinants 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .000242 .000521 .010024 .007173 

Basic Scientists .001132 .000913 .010390 .000387 

Clinicians .000057 .000816 .010721 .010982 

Females .000057 .000043 .003407 .002706 

Males .000221 .000875 .011687 .006901 

Table 3.31 

CFA Components: Sigma Matrix Determinants 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .002850 .012324 .064635 .084721 

Basic Scientists .012500 .011298 .072083 .014823 

Clinicians .001154 .011982 .071573 .113846 

Females .000958 .001047 .033063 .054352 

Males .002889 .034597 .072690 .081430 

The across-scale theta-delta matrix determinant for All Faculty was smallest for 

the Communication Scale (.000242) and largest for the Retention Scale (.010024), with a 

range of .009782. Its sigma matrix determinant was smallest for the Communication 

Scale (.002850) and largest for the Teaching Scale (.084721), with a range of .081871. 

The across-scale theta-delta matrix determinant for Basic Scientists was smallest for the 
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Teaching Scale (.000387) and largest for the Retention Scale (.010390), with a range of 

.01003. Its sigma matrix determinant was smallest for the Institution Scale (.011298) and 

largest for the Retention Scale (.072083), with a range of .060785. The across-scale theta-

delta matrix determinant for Clinicians was smallest for the Communication Scale 

(.000057) and largest for the Teaching Scale (.010982), with a range of .010925. Its 

sigma matrix determinant was smallest for the Communication Scale (.001154) and 

largest for the Teaching Scale (.113846), with a range of .112692. The across-scale theta-

delta matrix determinant for Females was smallest for the Institution Scale (.000043) and 

largest for the Retention Scale (.003407), with a range of .003364. Its sigma matrix 

determinant was smallest for the Communication Scale (.000958) and largest for the 

Teaching Scale (.054352), with a range of .053394. The across-scale theta-delta matrix 

determinant for Males was smallest for the Communication Scale (.000221) and largest 

for the Retention Scale (.011687), with a range of .011466. Its sigma matrix determinant 

was smallest for the Communication Scale (.002889) and largest for the Teaching Scale 

(.081430), with a range of .078541. 

Tables 3.32, 3.33,3.34, and 3.35 present verbal identifications of groups (Table 

3.32) and scales (Table 3.33) with the smallest and largest theta-delta matrix 

determinants, as well as groups (Table 3.34) and scales (Table 3.35) with the smallest and 

largest sigma matrix determinants. 
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Table 3.32 

CFA Components: Within-scale GROUPS with Smallest and Largest Theta-Delta Matrix 

Determinants 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty 

Basic Scientists Largest Largest Smallest 

Clinicians Smallest* Largest 

Females Smallest* Smallest Smallest 

Males Largest 

*Tie 

Table 3.33 

CFA Components: Within-group SCALES with Smallest and Largest Theta-Delta Matrix 

Determinants 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Smallest Largest 

Basic Scientists Largest Smallest 

Clinicians Smallest Largest 

Females Smallest Largest 

Males Smallest Largest 
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Table 3.34 

CFA Components: Within-scale GROUPS with Smallest and Largest Sigma Matrix 

Determinants 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty 

Basic Scientists Largest Smallest 

Clinicians Largest 

Females Smallest Smallest Smallest 

Males Largest Largest 

Table 3.35 

CFA Components: Within-group SCALES with Smallest and Largest Sigma Matrix 

Determinants 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Smallest Largest 

Basic Scientists Smallest Largest 

Clinicians Smallest Largest 

Females Smallest Largest 

Males Smallest Largest 
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CFA Reliability Estimates 

CFA reliability estimates are presented in Table 3.36. The Communication Scale 

reliability estimates were lowest for All Faculty and Basic Scientists (.91) and highest for 

Clinicians (.95), with a range of .04. The Institution Scale reliability estimates were 

lowest for Basic Scientists (.92) and highest for Males (.97), with a range of .05. The 

Retention Scale reliability estimates were lowest for Males (.84) and highest for Females 

(.90), with a range of .06. The Teaching Scale reliability estimates were lowest for 

Clinicians (.90) and highest for Basic Scientists (.97), with a range of .07. 

Table 3.36 

CFA Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .91 .96 .85 .92 

Basic Scientists .91 .92 .86 .97 

Clinicians .95 .93 .85 .90 

Females .94 .96 .90 .95 

Males .92 .97 .84 .92 

Across-scale CFA reliability estimates for All Faculty were lowest for the 

Retention Scale (.85) and highest for the Institution Scale (.96), with a range of .11. 

Across-scale reliability estimates for Basic Scientists were lowest for the Retention Scale 

(.86) and highest for the Teaching Scale (.97), with a range of .11. Across-scale reliability 

estimates for Clinicians were lowest for the Retention Scale (.85) and highest for the 
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Communication Scale (.95), with a range of .10. Across-scale reliability estimates for 

Females were lowest for the Retention Scale (.90) and highest for the Institution Scale 

(.96), with a range of .06. Across-scale reliability estimates for Males were lowest for the 

Retention Scale (.84) and highest for the Institution Scale (.97), with a range of .13. 

Tables 3.37 and 3.38 present verbal identifications of groups (Table 3.37) and 

scales (Table 3.38) with the lowest and highest CPA reliability estimates. 

Table 3.37 

CFA Estimates: Within-scale GROUPS with Lowest and Highest Reliability Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Lowest* 

Basic Scientists Lowest* Lowest Highest 

Clinicians Highest Lowest 

Females Highest 

Males Highest Lowest 

*Tie 
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Table 3.38 

CFA Estimates: Within-group SCALES with Lowest and Highest Reliability Estimates 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty Highest Lowest 

Basic Scientists Lowest Highest 

Clinicians Highest Lowest 

Females Highest Lowest 

Males Highest Lowest 

Secondary Analyses 

Alpha Testing 

Independent-group Alpha Testing 

Tests to determine the statistical significance of obtained differences in alpha 

reliability estimates were used to test independent-group and dependent-group reliability 

estimate differences. The results of independent-group tests that focused on (a) 

appointment status (Basic Scientists versus Clinicians) and (b) gender status (Females 

versus Males) are presented in Tables 3.39 and 3.40. Each table displays four sets of test 

results, each set involving the reliability estimates derived from the use of the 

Communication, Institution, Retention, or Teaching Scale. 
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Table 3.39 

Independent-group Tests of Alpha Within-scale Appointment GROUP Differences 

Basic Scientists vs. Clinicians Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Alpha Reliability Estimates .83 vs. .86 .81 vs. .76 .73 vs. .76 .84 vs. .73 

Difference in Estimates .03 .05 .03 .11 

1.20 1.48 .19 4.44* 

df 1 1 1 1 

*/J<.05. **J!7<.01. 

Table 3.40 

Independent-group Tests of Alpha Within-scale Gender GROUP Differences 

Females vs. Males Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Alpha Reliability Estimates .85 vs. .86 .87 vs. .75 .79 vs. .75 .77 vs. .77 

Difference in Estimates .01 .12 .04 .00 

.02 7.04** .70 .01 

df 1 1 1 1 

*p < .05. **/?<.01. 

Statistically significant GROUP differences. 

Independent-group tests of appointment status reliability estimate differences 

indicated that Basic Scientists were measured on the Teaching Scale with statistically 

significantly greater consistency (alpha = .84) than were Clinicians (alpha = .73), with the 

observed reliability estimate difference being .11. Other appointment status reliability 

estimate differences, ranging from .03 to .05, were not found to be statistically 
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significant. Independent-group tests of gender status reliability estimate differences 

indicated that Females were measured on the Institution Scale with statistically 

significantly greater consistency (alpha = .87) than were Males (alpha = .75), with the 

observed reliability estimate difference being .12. Other gender status reliability estimate 

differences, ranging from .00 to .04, were not found to be statistically significant. 

Dependent-group Alpha Testing 

The results of dependent-group tests that focused on faculty group across-scale 

reliability estimate differences are presented in Table 3.41. The table displays five sets of 

test results, each set involving the reliability estimates derived from use of all four 

questionnaire scales of interest by All Faculty, Basic Scientists, Clinicians, Females, or 

Males. 

Table 3.41 

Dependent-group Tests of Alpha Within-group SCALE Differences 

Group Communication 

Alpha 

Institution 

Alpha 

Retention 

Alpha 

Teaching 

Alpha 

Max 

Difference 
df 

All Faculty .86 .78 .76 .77 .10 22.94** 3 

Basic .83 .81 .73 .84 .11 4.63 3 

Scientists 

Clinicians .86 .76 .76 .73 .13 28.07** 3 

Females .85 .87 .79 .77 .10 7.21 3 

Males .86 .75 .75 .77 .11 21.53** 3 

Note. Max difference is the maximum difference between two alphas in the same row. 

• / 7 < . 0 5 .  * * p < m .  
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Statistically significant SCALE differences. 

Dependent-group tests of questionnaire scale reliability estimate differences 

indicated that (a) All Faculty were measured with statistically significantly greater 

consistency on the Communication Scale (alpha = .86) than they were on at least one 

other scale, with the Retention Scale (alpha = .76) having the maximum reliability 

estimate difference of .10; (b) Clinicians were measured with statistically significantly 

greater consistency on the Communication Scale (alpha = .86) than they were on at least 

one other scale, with the Teaching Scale (alpha = .73) having the maximum reliability 

estimate difference of .13; and (c) Males were measured with statistically significantly 

greater consistency on the Communication Scale (alpha - .86) than they were on at least 

two other scales, with the Institution and Retention Scales (alpha = .75) having maximum 

reliability estimate differences of. 11. Other scale reliability estimate differences for 

Basic Scientists and Females, with maximum estimate differences ranging from .10 to 

.11, were not found to be statistically significant. 

Dependent-group Follow-up Alpha Testing 

The results of dependent-group follow-up tests that focused on statistically 

significant All Faculty, Clinician, and Male group across-scale reliability estimate 

differences are presented in Tables 3.42, 3.43, and 3.44. Each table displays six test 

results, involving all possible one degree-of-freedom pair-wise comparisons of the 

reliability estimates derived from the use of all four questionnaire scales of interest by the 

All Faculty, Clinician, and Male groups. 



Table 3.42 

Dependent-group Tests of Alpha Within-group All Faculty SCALE Differences 

Scales Alpha 

Estimates 

Estimate 

Difference 

/ df 

Communication vs. Institution .86 vs. .78 .08 12.40** 1 

Communication vs. Retention .86 vs. .76 .10 21.67** 1 

Communication vs. Teaching .86 vs. .77 .09 13.85** 1 

Institution vs. Retention .78 vs. .76 .02 1.15 1 

Institution vs. Teaching .78 vs. .77 .01 .15 1 

Retention vs. Teaching .76 vs. .77 .01 .18 1 

*p < .008 (i.e., .05/6). **p < .002 (i.e., .01/6). 

Table 3.43 

Dependent-group Tests of Alpha Within-group Clinician SCALE Differences 

Scales Alpha 

Estimates 

Estimate 

Difference 

df 

Communication vs. Institution .86 vs. .76 .10 16.11** 1 

Communication vs. Retention .86 vs. .76 .10 18.67** 1 

Communication vs. Teaching .86 vs. .73 .13 9.94* 1 

Institution vs. Retention .76 vs. .76 .00 .00 1 

Institution vs. Teaching .76 vs. .73 .03 .37 1 

Retention vs. Teaching .76 vs. .73 .03 .39 1 

*p < .008 (i.e., .05/6). **p < .002 (i.e., .01/6). 
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Table 3.44 

Dependent-group Tests of Alpha Within-group Male SCALE Differences 

Scales Alpha Estimate / 

Estimates Difference 

Communication vs. Institution .86 vs. .75 .11 17.95** 

Communication vs. Retention .86 vs. .75 .11 17.88** 

Communication vs. Teaching .86 vs. .77 .09 18.86** 

Institution vs. Retention .75 vs. .75 .00 .00 

Institution vs. Teaching .75 vs. .77 .02 .38 

Retention vs. Teaching .75 vs. .77 .02 .41 

df 

* p  <  .008 (.05/6). * ^ p  < .002 (.01/6). 

Statistically significant follow-up test SCALE differences. 

Dependent-group follow-up tests of questionnaire scale reliability estimate 

differences indicated that (a) All Faculty were measured with statistically significantly 

greater consistency on the Communication Scale (alpha = .86) than they were on the 

Institution Scale (alpha = .78), the Retention Scale (alpha = .76), and the Teaching Scale 

(alpha = .77), with reliability estimate differences, respectively, of .08, .10, and .09; (b) 

Clinicians were measured with statistically significantly greater consistency on the 

Communication Scale (alpha - .86) than they were on the Institution Scale (alpha = .76), 

the Retention Scale (alpha = .76), and the Teaching Scale (alpha = .73), with reliability 

estimate differences, respectively, of .10, .10, and .13; and (c) Males were measured with 

statistically significantly greater consistency on the Communication Scale (alpha = .86) 
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than they were on the Institution Scale (alpha = .75), the Retention Scale (alpha = .75), 

and the Teaching Scale (alpha = .77), with reliability estimate differences, respectively, 

of .11, .11, and .09. Other pair-wise scale reliabiUty estimate differences involving the 

Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales, with estimate differences ranging from .00 to 

.03, were not found to be statistically significant. 

Bootstrapping 

Bootstrapping simulation produced one set of 100 random samples of n size = 50, 

100,200, and 500 from each original All Faculty, Basic Scientist, Clinician, Female, and 

Male dataset for each questionnaire scale (i.e., the Communication, Institution, Retention, 

and Teaching Scales) to total 80 sets of 100 random samples. Determinants were obtained 

from the matrices of mean sigma and theta-delta parameter estimates, those parameters 

having been derived from previously established unidimensional questionnaire scale 

models. Calculated CFA reliability estimates are presented in Tables 3.45 

(Communication Scale), 3.46 (Institution Scale), 3.47 (Retention Scale), and 3.48 

(Teaching Scale). 
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Table 3.45 

CFA Communication Scale Bootstrapping Reliability Estimates 

Group = 50 

o
 

o
 

11 K 

o
 

o
 

II K
 n = 500 

All Faculty .93 .93 .93 .92 

Basic Scientists .95 .93 .93 .94 

Clinicians LOO* .99 .95 .94 

Females .96 .96 .95 .95 

Males .94 .94 .93 .92 

*Due to a negative theta-delta determinant 

Table 3.46 

CFA Institution Scale Bootstrapping Reliability Estimates 

Bootstrapping Reliability Estimates 

Group « = 50 n-lOO n = 200 « = 500 

All Faculty ^99 1.01* ^98 37 

Basic Scientists .97 1.02* .97 .96 

Clinicians LOO* 1.02* 1.02* .96 

Females 1.00* .99 1.00* LOO* 

Males 1.17* 1.10* 1.09* 1.12* 

*Due to a negative theta-delta determinant 



Table 3.47 

CFA Retention Scale Bootstrapping Reliability Estimates 

Bootstrapping Reliability Estimates 

Group A3 = 50 /J =100 n = 200 « = 500 

All Faculty .87 .85 .85 .86 

Basic Scientists .95 .87 .87 .82 

Clinicians .87 .87 .86 .85 

Females .93 .92 .92 .92 

Males .95 .89 .84 .85 

Table 3.48 

CFA Teaching Scale Bootstrapping Reliability Estimates 

Bootstrappiag Reliability Estimates 

Group n = 50 n = m w-200 « = 500 

All Faculty .92 .91 .91 .92 

Basic Scientists .97 1.00* .97 .98 

Clinicians .96 .91 .90 .91 

Females .97 .98 1.00* .98 

Males .92 .92 .91 .92 

*Due to a negative theta-delta determinant 
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Analysis of Variance 

Four ANOVA tests were conducted using Communication, Institution, Retention, 

and Teaching Scale scores as dependent variables. Each ANOVA included two between-

subjects effects - appointment status and gender status - and an appointment-by-gender 

interaction effect. 

Communication Scale Score as Dependent Variable 

Results from Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances indicated that the test's 

null hypothesis - the error variances of the dependent variable Communication Scale 

score were equal across groups - should not be rejected, F (3,295) = 2.56, p < .10. 

Therefore, it was considered that the ANOVA test assumption of homogeneity of 

variance was met. 

The source table and additional ANOVA results are presented in Table 3.49. 

When the Communication Scale score was used as the test's dependent variable, results 

indicated that the between-subjects appointment effect was statistically significant, while 

the between-subj ects gender effect and appointment-by-gender interaction effect were 

not. 
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Table 3.49 

Analysis of Variance for Communication Scale Score 

Source df F Partial eta-squared P 

Appointment (A) 1 10.63** .035 .001 

Gender (G) 1 2.51 .008 .114 

A X G  1 1.50 .005 .221 

S within-group error 295 (1.253) 

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. S = subjects. 

**i7<.01. 

Descriptive statistics for the Communication Scale. 

Total, group, and subgroup descriptive statistics for the Communication Scale are 

presented in Tables 3.50 and 3.51. In interpreting the significant appointment effect, it 

was seen that Basic Scientists had a statistically significantly higher Communication 

Scale score (Mean=3.8) than did Clinicians (Mean=3.4). Thus, Basic Scientists had a 

statistically significantly more positive attitude towards communication issues at the 

college than did Clinicians. 
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Table 3.50 

Total and Group Descriptive Statistics for the Communication Scale 

Group Mean SD Min Max N 

All Faculty 3.6 1.14 1.1 6.0 306 

Basic Scientists 3.8 1.00 2.0 6.0 96 

Clinicians 3.4 1.18 1.1 6.0 204 

Females 3.4 1.08 1.1 5.9 88 

Males 3.7 1.16 1.1 6.0 215 

Table 3.51 

Subgroup Descriptive Statistics for the Communication Scale 

Subgroup Mean SD N 

Basic Scientists 

Females 3.8 .82 32 

Males 3.9 1.09 64 

Clinicians 

Females 3.1 1.14 56 

Males 3.5 1.18 147 

Institution Scale Score as Dependent Variable 

Results from Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances indicated that the error 

variances of the dependent variable Institution Scale score were equal across groups F (3, 
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251) = .49, p < .10; therefore, the test's null hypothesis was not rejected. Thus, it was 

considered that the ANOVA test assumption of homogeneity of variance was met. 

The source table and additional ANOVA results are presented in Table 3.52. 

When the Institution Scale score was used as the test's dependent variable, results 

indicated that the between-subjects appointment effect was statistically significant, while 

the between-subjects gender effect and appointment-by-gender interaction effect were 

not. 

Table 3.52 

Analysis of Variance for Institution Scale Score 

Source df F Partial eta-squared P 

Appointment (A) 1 21.81** .080 .000 

Gender (G) 1 1.43 .006 .233 

A X G  1 3.25 .013 .073 

S within-group error 251 (.697) 

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. S = subjects. 

*p <  .05. **/?<.01. 

Descriptive statistics for the Institution Scale. 

Total, group, and subgroup descriptive statistics for the Institution Scale are 

presented in Tables 3.53 and 3.54. In interpreting the significant appointment effect, it 

was seen that Basic Scientists had a statistically significantly higher Institution Scale 

score (Mean=3.8) than did Clinicians (Mean=3.3). Thus, Basic Scientists had a 
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statistically significantly more positive attitude towards institutional issues at the college 

than did Clinicians. 

Table 3.53 

Total and Group Descriptive Statistics for the Institution Scale 

Group Mean SD Min Max N 

All Faculty 3.5 .87 1.4 5.7 261 

Basic Scientists 3.8 .88 1.4 5.7 70 

Clinicians 3.3 .83 1.6 5.6 186 

Females 3.3 1.04 1.4 5.7 65 

Males 3.5 .80 1.7 5.3 194 

Table 3.54 

Subgroup Descriptive Statistics for the Institution t 

Subgroup Mean SD N 

Basic Scientists 

Females 3.9 1.00 21 

Males 3.8 .84 49 

Clinicians 

Females 3.0 .96 44 

Males 3.4 .76 141 
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Retention Scale Score as Dependent Variable 

Results from Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances indicated that the error 

variances of the dependent variable Retention Scale score were equal across groups F (3, 

280) = 3.62, p < .10; therefore, the test's null hypothesis was not rejected. Thus, it was 

considered that the ANOVA test assumption of homogeneity of variance was met. 

The source table and additional ANOVA results are presented in Table 3.55. 

When the Retention Scale score was used as the test's dependent variable, results 

indicated that the between-subj ects appointment effect was statistically significant, while 

the between -subj ects gender effect and appointment-by-gender interaction effect were 

not. 

Table 3.55 

Analysis of Variance for Retention Scale Score 

Source df F Partial eta-squared P 

Appointment (A) 1 MM** .059 .000 

Gender(G) 1 .21 .001 .646 

A X G  1 1.41 .005 .237 

S within-group error 280 (.698) 

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. S = subjects. 

*p < .05. »*/?<.01. 

Descriptive statistics for the Retention Scale. 

Total, group, and subgroup descriptive statistics for the Retention Scale are 

presented in Tables 3.56 and 3.57. In interpreting the significant appointment effect, it 
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was seen that Basic Scientists had a statistically significantly higher Retention Scale 

score (Mean=3.7) than did Clinicians (Mean=3.2). Thus, Basic Scientists had a 

statistically significantly more positive attitude towards retention issues at the college 

than did Clinicians. 

Table 3.56 

Total and Group Descriptive Statistics for the Retention Scale 

Group Mean SD Min Max N 

All Faculty 3.4 .86 1.3 5.6 291 

Basic Scientists 3.7 .78 1.4 5.5 84 

Clinicians 3.2 .86 1.3 5.6 202 

Females 3.3 .91 1.3 5.6 66 

Males 3.4 .84 1.5 5.5 222 

Table 3.57 

Subgroup Descriptive Statistics for the Retention Scale 

Subgroup Mean SD N 

Basic Scientists 

Females 3.7 .85 20 

Males 3.7 .77 63 

Clinicians 

Females 3.1 .86 46 

Males 3.3 .85 155 
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Teaching Scale Score as Dependent Variable 

Results from Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances indicated that the error 

variances of the dependent variable Teaching Scale score were equal across groups, F (3, 

277) = 3.62, p< .10; therefore, the test's null hypothesis was not rejected. Thus, it was 

considered that the ANOVA test assumption of homogeneity of variance was met. 

The source table and additional ANOVA results are presented in Table 3.58. 

When the Teaching Scale score was used as the test's dependent variable, results 

indicated that the between-subjects appointment effect was statistically significant, while 

the between-subjects gender effect and appointment-by-gender interaction effect were 

not. 

Table 3.58 

Analysis of Variance for Teaching Scale Scores 

Source df F Partial eta-squared P 

Appointment (A) 1 7.80** .027 .006 

Gender (G) 1 2.55 .009 .111 

A X G  1 .63 .002 .426 

S within-group error 277 (1.024) 

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. S = subjects. 

*p < .05. »*/?<.01. 

Descriptive Statistics for the Teaching Scale. 

Total, group, and subgroup descriptive statistics for the Teaching Scale are 

presented in Tables 3.59 and 3.60. In interpreting the significant appointment effect, it 
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was seen that Basic Scientists had a statistically significantly higher Teaching Scale score 

(Mean=3.7) than did Clinicians (Mean=3.4). Thus, Basic Scientists appear to have had a 

statistically significantly more positive attitude towards teaching issues at the college 

than did Clinicians. 

Table 3.59 

Total and Group Descriptive Statistics for the Teaching Scale 

Group Mean SD Min Max N 

MFacuity'^ 35 ^0 288 

Basic Scientists 3.7 1.16 1.2 6.0 80 

Clinicians 3.4 .95 1.2 6.0 202 

Females 3.3 1.00 1.4 6.0 81 

Males 3.6 1.03 1.2 6.0 203 

Table 3.60 

Subgroup Descriptive Statistics for the Teaching Scale 

Subgroup Mean SD N 

Basic Scientists 

Females 3.7 1.22 26 

Males 3.8 1.14 54 

Clinicians 

Females 3.1 .83 55 

Males 3.5 .98 146 
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DISCUSSION 

Variability Within and Across Reliability Estimation Models 

Results from a reliability estimation study employing four reliability models with 

five faculty groups' responses to four Faculty Climate Survey scales display areas of 

consistency among obtained reliability estimates as well as notable areas of variance. 

Variability within a particular reliability model's set of estimates suggests at least one of 

two things: (a) the use of individual questionnaire scales produced attitude measures that 

possessed differing levels of attained reliability per faculty group measured (e.g., more 

reliable estimates obtained for Basic Scientists; less reliable estimates obtained for 

Clinicians); (b) individual faculty groups provided attitude measures that possessed 

differing levels of attained reliability per questionnaire scale measures (e.g., more reliable 

estimates obtained with use of the Communication Scale; less reliable estimates obtained 

with use of the Institution Scale). 

Variability across estimates obtained by different reliability models suggests that 

the particular models themselves possess identifiable characteristics that influence and 

shape model-derived estimates in ways that can be anticipated. Thus, specific reliability 

models could be expected to provide reliability estimates per group measured and per 

questionnaire scale used that differ in a recognizable fashion from estimates provided by 

other reliability models. 

Findings of consistencies among obtained reliability estimates enable more 

straightforward interpretations along the line of corroborations of reliability evidence. 

Findings of variability, however, invoke a search for the meaning of observed differences 
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in single estimates and estimate sets, as well as a search for explanations to patterns that 

exist in obtained questionnaire scale-related estimates for faculty groups, from particular 

reliability estimation models. 

Within-Model Variability 

Observed variability within a reliability model's set of estimates suggests that 

faculty group measures derived from a particular questionnaire scale's usage possess 

differing levels of reliability (i.e., within-scale variability), and/or that questionnaire scale 

measures derived from a particular faculty group's usage possess differing levels of 

reliability (i.e., within-group variability). 

Comparing Alpha Reliability Estimates 

Unadjusted estimates. 

The numeric levels of alpha reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications 

of the lowest and highest reliability estimates attained for a faculty group per scale are 

presented in Table 4.1. Observed faculty group maximum differences in alpha reliability 

estimates are .03 (Communication Scale), .12 (Institution Scale), .06 (Retention Scale), 

and .11 (Teaching Scale). Although these observed estimate differences are real, they 

may not be statistically or practically meaningful. Therefore, an observed estimate 

difference will initially be termed an "apparent difference" until a practical working 

definition of what can be called a "meaningful reliability difference" is established. Are 

Basic Scientists and Clinicians measured on the Communication Scale with importantly 

different degrees of consistency when it is reported that their measures' associated 

reliability estimates differ by .03? Are Males and Females measured on the Institution 
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Scale with importantly different degrees of consistency when it is reported that their 

measures' associated reliability estimates differ by .12? Judgments based on a logical, 

numerically defined "meaningful reliability difference" will provide answers to these 

questions. 

Table 4.1 

Alpha Estimates: Apparent Within-scale GROUP Differences 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .86-Highest* .78 .76 .77 

Basic Scientists .83-Lowest .81 .73-Lowest .84-Highest 

Clinicians .86-Highest* .76 .76 .73-Lowest 

Females .85 .87-Highest .79-Highest .77 

Males .86-Highest* .75-Lowest .75 .77 

*Tie 

Spearman-Brown adjusted estimates. 

Obtained alpha reliability estimates for the Institution Scale and Spearman-Brown 

adjusted reliability estimates for the Communication, Retention, and Teaching Scales are 

presented in Table 4.2. The table also includes verbal identifications of the lowest and 

highest reliability estimates - unadjusted and/or Spearman-Brown adjusted as the case 

may be - for a questionnaire scale per faculty group. Observed maximum questionnaire 

scale differences in alpha reliability estimates are .10 for All Faculty,. 15 for Basic 

Scientists, .13 for Clinicians and Males, and .07 for Females. Did the Retention and 

Communication Scales provide measures for Females with importantly different degrees 



of consistency when it is reported that their measures' associated reliability estimates 

differ by .07? Did the Retention and Teaching Scales provide measures for Basic 

Scientists with importantly different degrees of consistency when it is reported that their 

measures' associated reliability estimates differ by .15? Although Spearman-Brown 

adjustments to obtained alpha reliability estimates make it possible to begin making 

across-scale comparisons of questionnaire scales, regardless of the fact that they are 

composed of differing numbers of scale items, such comparisons reach - but do not 

advance past - the stage of identifying reliability differences as "apparent." Certainly, 

questionnaire scales are placed on a same and level playing field through the 

implementation of Spearman-Brown adjustments; however, real differences in observed 

reliability estimates may still only be noted, with no declaration made as to an ultimate 

meaning of those differences. 

Table 4.2 

Adjusted Alpha Estimates: Apparent Within-group SCALE Differences 

Communication Institution Retention Teaching 
Group 7 items 9 items 8 items 5 items 

All Faculty .88-Highest .78-Lowest* .78-Lowest* .86 

Basic Scientists .86 .81 .75-Lowest .90-Highest 

Clinicians .89-Highest .76-Lowest .78 .83 

Females .88-Highest .87 .81-Lowest .86 

Males .88-Highest .75-Lowest .77 .86 

•Tie 
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Defining "Meaningful Reliability Difference. " 

When differences in obtained reliability estimates are observable, those 

differences may not prove to be of either statistical or practical significance. Tests to 

determine the statistical significance of obtained differences in reliability estimates are, at 

present, limited to tests of alpha reliability estimates; similar tests for IRT- and CFA-

based estimates are currently not available. This study makes not only alpha-to-alpha 

reliability estimate comparisons, but also alpha-to-IRT, alpha-to-CFA, IRT-to-IRT, and 

IRT-to-CFA comparisons. Therefore, it is critical to establish a local (i.e., for the study at 

hand) working definition of a meaningful reliability estimate difference that can then be 

objectively applied to all results, thereby distinguishing fi-om among a full set of 

identified apparent differences in reliability estimates those differences that may be of 

some import. 

Coefficient alpha tests (Feldt, Woodruff, & Salih, 1987) are available for 

determining the statistical significance of obtained independent-group and dependent-

group differences in alpha reliability estimates. The results of independent-group tests 

focusing on faculty appointment and gender status suggest that estimate differences of 

magnitudes as small as .11 to .12 may be of statistical significance. Results also suggest 

that reliability estimate differences of magnitudes as large as .04 to .05 may likely not be 

of statistical significance. This leaves a range of independent-group reliability estimate 

difference magnitudes (i.e., from .06 to .10) untested as to its statistical significance. 

Dependent-group test results from comparisons focusing on questionnaire scale 

use by specific faculty groups suggest that estimate differences of magnitudes as small as 
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.08 to .13 may be of statistical significance. These results also suggest that reliability 

estimate differences of magnitudes as large as .02 to .03 may likely not be of statistical 

significance. Again, a range of dependent-group reliability estimate difference 

magnitudes (i.e., firom .04 to .07) is left untested as to its statistical significance. 

Two dependent-group tests of reliability estimate differences of an order of 

magnitude of .10 and. 11 were not found to be statistically significant. These tests 

involved the faculty groups Basic Scientists and Females. Non-significant results are here 

most likely due to the fact the tests involving Basic Scientists and Females tend to suffer 

from a lack of statistical power: The average number of cases of Basic Scientists and 

Females available for testing (82.5 and 75, respectively) represents less than half the 

average number of cases of Clinicians and Males available (198.5 and 208.5, 

respectively). 

It may be useful to generalize statistically significant estimate difference findings 

across reliability estimation models for the purpose of establishing a local working 

definition of a meaningful reliability difference. As reported, independent-group and 

dependent-group reliability estimate differences of a magnitude of approximately .11-.12 

and .08-. 13, respectively, have been found to be statistically meaningful; while 

independent-group and dependent-group reliability estimate differences not found to be 

statistically meaningfiil have been of a magnitude of approximately .04-.05 and .02-.03, 

respectively. Untested or "gray" magnitudes of reliability estimate differences have been 

those of size .06 to .10 (independent-group tests) and size .04 to .07 (dependent-group 

tests). 
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As previously mentioned, reliability estimate distributions of the three other 

reliability estimation models under investigation here have not been studied as 

extensively as have alpha reliability estimation distributions; therefore, to date, no 

statistical tests of reliability estimate differences have been developed or made available 

for those reliability models. Even were such tests available, however, within-model 

statistical comparisons could be conducted, while across-model comparisons would still 

need to be made on a non-statistical basis. The main thrust of the present work is not so 

much to identify statistically significant reliability estimate differences per se, as it is to 

compare and contrast results obtained from four competing reliability estimation models. 

Therefore, combining statistical and non-statistical components into a single definition of 

a meaningful reliability difference should prove useful in determining when models seem 

to provide estimation continuity or when estimate differences appear to exist as a result of 

group involved, scale employed or particular reliability estimation method. When specific 

estimation methods can be seen to produce apparently idiosyncratic estimates, those 

patterns of estimation differences can then be characterized. 

"Feldt" tests (Feldt, Woodruff, & Salih, 1987) determining the statistical 

significance of obtained differences in alpha reliability estimates have suggested that 

differences of a magnitude as small as .08 to .13 may be statistically meaningful. 

Therefore, based on this experience with coefficient alpha testing, it seems reasonable as 

well as useful for discussion purposes to suggest that reliability estimate differences of 

.10 or greater be considered as meaningful reliability differences. By employing this local 

working definition of meaningful reliability differences, IRT- and CFA-based reliability 
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estimates can also be reviewed within the context of their own estimation model results, 

and all model estimates will then share a common metric of comparison. 

Comparing IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimates 

Within-scale GROUP differences. 

Numeric IRT-Rasch reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications of the 

lowest and highest reliability estimates for a faculty group per questionnaire scale are 

presented in Table 4.3. Observed faculty group differences in IRT-Rasch reliability 

estimates are .03 for the Communication Scale, .10 for the Institution Scale, and .05 for 

the Retention and Teaching Scales. 

Table 4.3 

IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimates: Within-scale GROUP Differences 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .86 .81 .80 .82 

Basic Scientists .84-Lowest .84 .79 .85-Highest 

Clinicians .86 .79 .79 .80-Lowest 

Females .87-Highest .88-Highest .84-Highest .82 

Males .85 .78-Lowest .79-Lowest .82 

Meaningful within-scale GROUP differences. 

Faculty appointment status reliability estimate differences, ranging from .00 to 

.05, are not considered meaningful. Faculty gender status reliability estimate differences 

indicate that Females were measured on the Institution Scale with locally-defined as 
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"meaningfully" greater consistency (alpha = .88) than were Males (alpha = .78), the 

reliability estimate difference being .10. Other faculty gender status reliability estimate 

differences, ranging from .00 to .05, are not considered meaningful. 

Within-group SCALE differences. 

Numeric IRT-Rasch reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications of the 

lowest and highest reliability estimates for a questionnaire scale per faculty group are 

presented in Table 4.4. Observed questionnaire scale differences in IRT-Rasch reliability 

estimates are .06 for All Faculty, Basic Scientists, and Females, and .07 for Clinicians 

and Males. 

Table 4.4 

IRT-Rasch Reliability Estimates: Within-group SCALE Differences 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .86-Highest .81 .80-Lowest .82 

Basic Scientists .84 .84 .79-Lowest .85-Highest 

Clinicians , 86-Highest .79-Lowest .79 .80 

Females .87 .88-Highest .84 .82-Lowest 

Males .85-Highest .78-Lowest .79 .82 
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Meaningful within-group SCALE differences. 

Questionnaire scale reliability estimate differences for All Faculty, Basic 

Scientists, Clinicians, Females, and Males, with maximum estimate differences ranging 

from .06 to .07, are not considered meaningful. 

Comparing IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

Within-scale GROUP differences. 

Numeric IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications of 

the lowest and highest reliability estimates for a faculty group per questionnaire scale are 

presented in Table 4.5. Observed faculty group differences in IRT-Unfolding reliability 

estimates are .15 for the Communication Scale, .05 for the Institution Scale, .16 for the 

Retention Scale, and .08 for the Teaching Scale. 

Table 4.5 

IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates: Within-scale GROUP Differences 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .76 .87 .72-Lowest .86 

Basic Scientists .89-Highest .88 .87 .92-Highest 

Clinicians .74-Lowest .86 .78 .84-Lowest 

Females .80 .90-Highest .88-Highest .87 

Males .88 .85-Lowest .77 .88 
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Meaningful within-scale GROUP differences. 

Faculty appointment status reliability estimate differences indicate that Basic 

Scientists were measured on the Communication Scale with meaningfully greater 

consistency (alpha = .89) than were Clinicians (alpha = .74), the reliability estimate 

difference being .15. Other faculty appointment status reliability estimate differences, 

ranging from .02 to .09, are not considered meaningful. Faculty gender status reliability 

estimate differences indicate that Females were measured on the Retention Scale with 

meaningfully greater consistency (alpha = .88) than were Males (alpha = .77), the 

reliability estimate difference being .11. Other faculty gender status reliability estimate 

differences, ranging from .01 to .08, are not considered meaningful. 

Wilhin-group SCALE differences. 

Numeric IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications of 

the lowest and highest reliability estimates for a questionnaire scale per faculty group are 

presented in Table 4.6. Observed questionnaire scale differences in IRT-Unfolding 

reliability estimates are .15 for All Faculty, .05 for Basic Scientists, .12 for Clinicians, .10 

for Females, and .11 for Males. 
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Group Comniunication. Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .76 .87-Highest .72-Lowest .86 

Basic Scientists .89 .88 .87-Lowest .92-Highest 

Clinicians .74-Lowest .86-Highest .78 .84 

Females .80-Lowest .90-Highest .88 .87 

Males .88-Highest .85 .77-Lowest .88 

Meaningful within-group SCALE differences. 

Questionnaire scale reliability estimate differences indicate that a) All Faculty 

were measured with meaningfully greater consistency on the Institution Scale (alpha = 

.87) than they were on the Retention (alpha = .72) and the Communication Scale (alpha = 

.76); they were also measured with meaningfully greater consistency on the Teaching 

Scale (alpha = .86) than they were on the Retention (alpha = .72) and the Communication 

Scale (alpha = .76), with all above-noted reliability estimate differences equaling or 

exceeding .10; b) Clinicians were measured with meaningfiilly greater consistency on the 

Institution Scale (alpha = .86) than they were on the Communication Scale (alpha - .74), 

with a reliability estimate difference of .12; c) Females were measured with meaningfully 

greater consistency on the Institution Scale (alpha = .90) than they were on the 

Communication Scale (alpha = .80), with a reliability estimate difference of .10; d) Males 

were measured with meaningfully greater consistency on the Communication Scale 

(alpha = .88) than they were on the Retention Scale (alpha = .77), with a reliability 
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estimate difference of. 11. Other scale reliability estimate differences for Basic Scientists, 

with a maximmm reliability estimate difference of .05, are not considered meaningful. 

Comparing CFA Reliability Estimates 

Within-scale GROUP differences. 

Numeric CFA model reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications of the 

lowest and highest reliability estimates for a faculty group per questionnaire scale are 

presented in Table 4.7. Observed faculty group differences in CFA reliability estimates 

are .04 for the Communication Scale, .05 for the Institution Scale, .06 for the Retention 

Scale, and .07 for the Teaching Scale. 

Table 4.7 

CFA Reliability Estimates: Within-scale GROUP Differences 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .92 .96 .85 .92 

Basic Scientists .91-Lowest .92-Lowest .86 .97-Highest 

Clinicians .95-Highest .93 .85 .90-Lowest 

Females .94 .96 .90-Highest .95 

Males .92 .97-Highest .84-Lowest .92 

Meaningful within-scale GROUP differences. 

Faculty appointment status reliability estimate differences, ranging from .01 to 

.07, are not considered meaningful. Similarly, faculty gender status reliability estimate 

differences, ranging from .01 to .06, are also not considered meaningful. 
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Within-group SCALE differences. 

Numeric CFA reliability estimates as well as verbal identifications of the lowest 

and highest reliability estimates for a questionnaire scale per faculty group are presented 

in Table 4.8. Observed questionnaire scale differences in CFA reliability estimates are 

.11 for All Faculty and Basic Scientists, .10 for Clinicians, .06 for Females, and .13 for 

Males. 

Table 4.8 

CFA Reliability Estimates: Within-group SCALE Differences 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

All Faculty .92 .96-Highest .85-Lowest .92 

Basic Scientists .91 .92 .86-Lowest .97-Highest 

Clinicians .95-Highest .93 .85-Lowest .90 

Females .94 .96-Highest .90-Lowest .95 

Males .92 .97-Highest .84-Lowest .92 

Meaningful within-group SCALE differences. 

Questionnaire scale reliability estimate differences indicate that a) All Faculty 

were measured with meaningfully greater consistency on the Institution Scale (alpha = 

.96) than they were on the Retention Scale (alpha = .85), with a reliability estimate 

difference of. 11; b) Basic Scientists were measured with meaningfully greater 

consistency on the Teaching Scale (alpha = .97) than they were on the Retention Scale 
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(alpha = .86), with a reliability estimate difference of .11; c) Clinicians were measured 

with meaningfully greater consistency on the Communication Scale (alpha = .95) than 

they were on the Retention Scale (alpha = .85), with a reliability estimate difference of 

. 10; d) Males were measured with meaningfully greater consistency on the Institution 

Scale (alpha = .97) than they were on the Retention Scale (alpha = .84), with a reliability 

estimate difference of .13. Other scale reliability estimate differences for Females, with a 

maximum reliability estimate difference of .06, are not considered meaningful. 

Within-Model Variability Summary 

Within-model GROUP variability. 

What is the extent of variability observed within a particular reliability model's 

set of estimates as it concerns faculty group measures? Alpha and IRT-Unfolding 

appointment group-related reliability estimates both suggest that some important 

differences exist between Basic Scientist and Clinician measures. Alpha estimates 

indicate that Basic Scientists were measured with greater consistency on the Teaching 

Scale than were Clinicians, while IRT-Unfolding estimates indicate that Basic Scientists 

were measured with greater consistency than were Clinicians, though here on the 

Communication Scale. Conversely, IRT-Rasch and CFA appointment group-related 

reliability estimates both suggest that reliability differences existing between Basic 

Scientist and Clinician measures are not meaningful. 

Gender group-related reliability estimates from the alpha, IRT-Rasch, and IRT-

Unfolding models all suggest that some important differences exist between Female and 

Male measures. Alpha and IRT-Rasch estimates both indicate that Females were 
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measured with greater consistency on the Institution Scale than were Males; IRT-

Unfolding estimates also indicate that Females were measured with greater consistency 

than were Males on the Retention Scale. However, CFA gender group-related reliability 

estimates suggest, as they did for appointment group-related estimates, that reliability 

differences existing between group measures are not meaningful. 

Within-model SCALE variability. 

What is the extent of variability observed within a particular reliability model's 

set of estimates for single faculty group-derived questionnaire scale measures? Faculty 

group-based scale reliability estimates from the alpha, IRT-Unfolding, and CFA models 

all suggest that some important differences exist among questionnaire scale measures. 

Alpha estimates indicate that All Faculty were measured with greater consistency on the 

Communication Scale than on the Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales; IRT-

Unfolding estimates indicate they were measured with greater consistency on the 

Institution Scale than on the Retention and Communication Scale, and with greater 

consistency on the Teaching Scale than on the Retention and Communication Scales; and 

CFA estimates indicate they were measured with greater consistency on the Institution 

Scale than on the Retention Scale. In contrast, All Faculty scale reliability estimates from 

the IRT-Rasch model suggest that reliability differences existing among questionnaire 

scale measures are not meaningful. 

Alpha estimates indicate that Basic Scientists were measured with greater 

consistency on the Communication, Institution, and Teaching Scales than on the 

Retention Scale; CFA estimates indicate they were measured with greater consistency on 
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the Teaching Scale than on the Retention Scale. In opposition to this, Basic Scientist 

scale reliability estimates from the IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding models both suggest 

that reliability differences existing among questionnaire scale measures are not 

meaningful. 

Alpha estimates indicate that Clinicians were measured with greater consistency 

on the Communication Scale than on the Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales; 

IRT-Unfolding estimates indicate they were measured with greater consistency on the 

Institution Scale than on the Communication Scale; and CFA estimates indicate they 

were measured with greater consistency on the Communication Scale than on the 

Retention Scale. Contrary to this, Clinician scale reliability estimates from the IRT-Rasch 

model suggest that reliability differences existing among questionnaire scale measures 

are not meaningful. 

Alpha estimates indicate that Females were measured with greater consistency on 

the Communication Scale than on the Teaching Scale, and with greater consistency on 

the Institution Scale than on the Retention and Teaching Scales; IRT-Unfblding estimates 

indicate they were measured with greater consistency on the Institution Scale than on the 

Communication Scale. Against these findings. Female scale reliability estimates from the 

IRT-Rasch and CFA models suggest that reliability differences existing among 

questionnaire scale measures are not meaningful. 

Alpha estimates indicate that Males were measured with greater consistency on 

the Communication Scale than on the Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales; IRT-

Unfolding estimates indicate they were measured with greater consistency on the 



Communication Scale than on the Retention Scale; and CFA estimates indicate they were 

measured with greater consistency on the Institution Scale than on the Retention Scale. 

On the other hand, Male scale reliability estimates from the IRT-Rasch model suggest 

that reliability differences existing among questionnaire scale measures are not 

meaningfiil. 

Across-Model Variability 

Observing variability across the estimate products of differing reliability models 

suggests that individual models influence estimates in ways that can be characterized. 

Therefore, particular reliability models will provide reliability estimates per group 

measured per questionnaire scale employed that vary in recognizable ways from the 

estimates of other reliability models. 

Alpha and CFA Reliability Estimates as Lower- and Upper-Bounds 

Unless especially stringent measurement conditions exist (i.e., that all involved 

questiormaire scale items are strictly parallel in nature), alpha reliability estimates are 

considered to be lower-bound reliability estimates (Feldt & Brennan, 1989). Conversely, 

CFA reliability estimates, as derived from an application of the LISREL measurement 

model and resulting in a confirmed factor model, are considered to be upper-bound 

reliability estimates (Feldt & Brennan, 1989). Thus, it may be useful to pair faculty 

group-related as well as questionnaire scale-related alpha and CFA reliability estimates, 

and to consider the paired sets to represent likely estimate ranges for obtained reliability 

estimates. Pair sets for five faculty groups and four questionnaire scales are presented in 

Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9 

Alpha and CFA Reliability Estimates as Lower- and Upper-Bounds 

Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Group Alpha CFA Alpha CFA Alpha CFA Alpha CFA 

All Faculty .86* .92 .78 .96 .76* .84 .77 .92 

Basic Scientists .83 .91 .81 .92 .73 .86* .84 .97 

Clinicians .86* .95 .76 .93 .76 .85 .73 .90 

Females .85* .94 .87 .96 .79 .90 .77 .95 

Males .86* .92 .75 .97 .75 .84 .77 .92 

* IRT-based reliability estimation provides a lower or higher estimate 

As indicated in Table 4.9, pair sets of faculty group-related and questionnaire 

scale-related alpha and CFA reliability estimates may, generally speaking, be considered 

to represent a likely reliability estimate range for obtained estimates. However, the 

usefulness of this pair-set-as-reliability-range must be qualified: For example, in six out 

of 20 (i.e., 30%) of faculty group-related pair sets, other reliability estimation models, 

here IRT-based, produced reliability estimates outside of the estimate range provided (see 

Tables 4.10 to 4.17). Therefore, 30% of these reliability estimate ranges were themselves 

under-estimated. 

Alpha and CFA versus JRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

It has just been suggested that alpha reliability estimates may usefully serve, 

albeit with some qualifications, as lower-bound estimates, signaling a minimum estimate 

of reliability likely to be obtained from differing estimation models. If alpha estimates are 
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considered as minimum reliability estimates, how different from alpha estimates will 

estimates obtained from IRT-based methods be? Similarly, if CFA estimates are 

considered to be maximum reliability estimates, how different from CFA estimates will 

estimates obtained from IRT-based methods be? Will IRT-based estimates be 

consistently greater in magnitude than alpha estimates and lesser than CFA estimates? 

Will observed differences between IRT-based estimates and both alpha and CFA 

estimates tend to be meaningful (i.e., with differences greater than or equal to .10), or will 

differences tend to be superficial? Will IRT-based estimates be located at some midpoint 

between obtained alpha and CFA estimates, in terms of magnitude, or will they be 

predictably closer to one type of estimate - and one end of a range of estimates - than the 

other? 

Communication Scale. 

Obtained alpha and CFA reliability estimates for the Communication Scale, 

displayed in comparison with this study's IRT-based estimates, are presented in Tables 

4.10 and 4.11. Verbal indications of whether IRT-based estimates are lower, equivalent 

to, or higher than corresponding alpha and CFA estimates are also presented. 
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Table 4.10 

Alpha versus IRT-hased Estimates for the Communication Scale 

Group Alpha IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .86 .86 Equivalent .76 Lower* 

Basic Scientists .83 .84 Higher .89 Higher 

Clinicians .86 .86 Equivalent .74 Lower* 

Females .85 .87 Higher .80 Lower 

Males .86 .85 Lower .88 Higher 

*Estiinate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

Table 4.11 

CFA versus IRT-based Estimates for the Communication Scale 

Group CFA IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .92 .86 Lower .76 Lower* 

Basic Scientists .91 .84 Lower .89 Lower 

Clinicians .95 .86 Lower .74 Lower* 

Females .94 .87 Lower .80 Lower* 

Males .92 .85 Lower .88 Lower 

•Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

For the Communication Scale, the across-faculty-group alpha reliability 

estimates' average is .85 and its range is .03; the corresponding IRT-Rasch estimates' 

average is .86 with a range of .03; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .81 with a 
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range of .15; and the CFA estimates' average is .93 with a range of .04. The IRT-

Unfolding estimates' average falls outside of the estimate range suggested by average 

alpha and CFA estimates. The across-group high alpha estimate is .86; the corresponding 

high IRT-Rasch estimate is .87; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is .89; and the high 

CFA estimate is .95. These high estimates are associated with All Faculty, Clinicians, and 

Males (alpha estimates), Females (IRT-Rasch estimates), Basic Scientists (IRT-

Unfolding estimates), and Clinicians (CFA estimates). Only two estimation models (i.e., 

alpha and CFA) identify the same faculty group. Clinicians, as being most consistently 

measured by the Communication Scale. The across-group low alpha estimate is .83; the 

corresponding low IRT-Rasch estimate is .84; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .74; and 

the low CFA estimate is .91. These low estimates are associated with Basic Scientists 

(alpha, IRT-Rasch, and CFA estimates) and Clinicians (IRT-Unfolding estimates). Three 

estimation models (i.e., alpha, IRT-Rasch, and CFA) identify the same faculty group, 

Basic Scientists, as being least consistently measured by the Communication Scale. 

In four of ten cases, IRT-based estimates are lower than alpha estimates, two 

cases of which are considered to be meaningfully lower. Two additional cases of IRT-

based estimates are equivalent to alpha estimates. Only four cases of IRT-based estimates 

are higher than alpha estimates, none of which is considered to be meaningfully higher. 

In ten of ten cases, IRT-based estimates are lower than CFA estimates, three of which are 

considered to be meaningfully lower. No case of an IRT-based estimate is higher than its 

corresponding CFA estimate. 
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Summarizing for the Communication Scale, reliability estimates obtained from 

IRT-based methods observably differ from alpha estimates in eight of ten cases; they 

differ from CFA estimates in ten of ten cases. IRT-based estimates are not consistently 

greater in magnitude than alpha estimates - six of ten cases have estimates of either lesser 

or equivalent magnitude; however, IRT-based estimates are consistently lesser in 

magnitude than CFA estimates. Two differences between IRT-based estimates and alpha 

estimates are considered meaningful, both of which are in the direction of IRT-lower-

than-alpha estimates; three differences between IRT-based estimates and CFA estimates 

are considered meaningful, all of which are in the direction of IRT-lower-than-CFA 

estimates. IRT-based estimates are located either at (or below) alpha estimates or 

between alpha and CFA estimates, in terms of estimate magnitude; they are consistently 

closer to alpha estimates and the lower end of reliability estimate ranges than they are to 

CFA estimates. 

Institution Scale. 

Obtained alpha and CFA reliability estimates for the Institution Scale, displayed 

in comparison with this study's IRT-based estimates, are presented in Tables 4.12 and 

4.13. Verbal indications of whether IRT-based estimates are lower, equivalent to, or 

higher than corresponding alpha and CFA estimates are also presented. 
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Table 4.12 

Alpha versus IRT-based Estimates for the Institution Scale 

Group Alpha IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .78 .81 Higher .87 Higher 

Basic Scientists .81 .84 Higher .88 Higher 

Clinicians .76 .79 Higher .86 Higher* 

Females .87 .88 Higher .90 Higher 

Males .75 .78 Higher .85 Higher* 

*Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

Table 4.13 

CFA versus IRT-based Estimates for the Institution Scale 

Group CFA IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .96 .81 Lower* .87 Lower 

Basic Scientists .92 .84 Lower .88 Lower 

Clinicians .93 .79 Lower* .86 Lower 

Females .96 .88 Lower .90 Lower 

Males .97 .78 Lower* .85 Lower* 

•Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

For the Institution Scale, the across-faculty-group alpha reliability estimates' 

average is .79 and its range is .12; the corresponding IRT-Rasch estimates' average is .82 

with a range of. 10; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .87 with a range of .05; and 

the CFA estimates' average is .95 with a range of .05. Both IRT-based estimates' 
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averages fall within the estimate range suggested by average alpha and CFA estimates. 

The across-group high alpha estimate is .87; the corresponding high IRT-Rasch estimate 

is .88; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is .90; and the high CFA estimate is .97. These 

high estimates are associated with Females (alpha, IRT-Rasch, and IRT-Unfolding 

estimates) and Males (CFA estimates). Three estimation models (i.e., alpha and both 

IRT-based models) identify the same group, Females, as being most consistently 

measured by the Institution Scale. The across-group low alpha estimate is .75; the 

corresponding low IRT-Rasch estimate is .78; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .85; and 

the low CFA estimate is .92. These low estimates are associated with Males (alpha, IRT-

Rasch, and IRT-Unfolding estimates) and Basic Scientists (CFA estimates). Again, three 

estimation models (i.e., alpha and the two IRT-based models) identify the same group, 

here Males, as being least consistently measured by the Institution Scale. 

In ten of ten cases, IRT-based estimates are higher than alpha estimates, two of 

which are considered to be meaningfully higher. No case of an IRT-based estimate is 

lower than its corresponding alpha estimate. In ten of ten cases, IRT-based estimates are 

lower than CFA estimates, four of which are considered to be meaningfully lower. No 

case of an IRT-based estimate is higher than its corresponding CFA estimate. 

Summarizing for the Institution Scale, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-

based methods observably differ from alpha estimates in ten of ten cases; they also differ 

from CFA estimates in ten of ten cases. IRT-based estimates are consistently greater in 

magnitude than alpha estimates; IRT-based estimates are also consistently lesser in 

magnitude than CFA estimates. Two differences between IRT-based estimates and alpha 
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estimates are considered meaningful, both of which are in the direction of IRT-higher-

than-alpha estimates; four differences between IRT-based estimates and CFA estimates 

are considered meaningful, all of which are in the direction of IRT-lower-than-CFA 

estimates. IRT-based estimates are consistently located between alpha and CFA estimates 

in terms of estimate magnitude; they are consistently closer to alpha estimates and the 

lower end of reliability estimate ranges than they are to CFA estimates. 

Retention Scale. 

Obtained alpha and CFA reliability estimates for the Retention Scale, displayed in 

comparison with this study's IRT-based estimates, are presented in Tables 4.14 and 4.15. 

Verbal indications of whether IRT-based estimates are lower, equivalent to, or higher 

than corresponding alpha and CFA estimates are also presented. 

Table 4.14 

Alpha versus IRT-based Estimates for the Retention Scale 

Group Alpha IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .76 .80 Higher .72 Lower 

Basic Scientists .73 .79 Higher .87 Higher* 

Clinicians .76 .79 Higher .78 Higher 

Females .79 .84 Higher .88 Higher 

Males .75 .79 Higher .77 Higher 

* Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 
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Table 4.15 

CFA versus IRT-based Estimates for the Retention Scale 

Group CFA IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .84 .80 Lower .72 Lower* 

Basic Scientists .86 .79 Lower .87 Higher 

Clinicians .85 .79 Lower .78 Lower 

Females .90 .84 Lower .88 Lower 

Males .84 .79 Lower .77 Lower 

•Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

For the Retention Scale, the across-faculty-group alpha reliability estimates' 

average is .76 and its range is .06; the corresponding IRT-Rasch estimates' average is .80 

with a range of .05; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .80 with a range of .16; and 

the CFA estimates' average is .86 with a range of .06. The IRT-based estimates' average 

falls within the estimate range suggested by average alpha and CFA estimates. The 

across-group high alpha estimate is .79; the corresponding high IRT-Rasch estimate is 

.84; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is .88; and the high CFA estimate is .90. These high 

estimates are associated with Females (alpha, IRT-Rasch, IRT-Unfolding, and CFA 

estimates). All four estimation models (i.e., alpha, two IRT-based models, and CFA) 

identify the same group. Females, as being most consistently measured by the Retention 

Scale. The across-group low alpha estimate is .73; the corresponding low IRT-Rasch 

estimate is .79; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .72; and the low CFA estimate is .84. 

These low estimates are associated with Basic Scientists (alpha estimates), Basic 
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Scientists, Clinicians, and Males (IRT-Rasch estimates), All Faculty (IRT-Unfolding 

estimates), and All Faculty and Males (CFA estimates). Three sets of two estimation 

models each (i.e., alpha and IRT-Rasch, IRT-Rasch and CFA, and IRT-Unfolding and 

CFA) identify the same faculty groups (i.e., Basic Scientists, Males, and All Faculty, 

respectively) as being least consistently measured by the Retention Scale. 

In one of ten cases, an IRT-based estimate is lower than a corresponding alpha 

estimate. Nine of ten cases of IRT-based estimates are higher than alpha estimates, one of 

which is considered to be meaningfully higher. In nine of ten cases, IRT-based estimates 

are lower than CFA estimates, one of which is considered to be meaningfully lower. One 

case of an IRT-based estimate is higher than its corresponding CFA estimate. 

Summarizing for the Retention Scale, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-

based methods observably differ from alpha estimates in ten of ten cases; they differ from 

CFA estimates in ten of ten cases. IRT-based estimates are fairly consistently greater in 

magnitude than alpha estimates - only one of ten cases has a lower estimate; IRT-based 

estimates are also fairly consistently lower than CFA estimates - again, only one of ten 

cases has a higher estimate. One difference between an IRT-based estimate and its 

corresponding alpha estimate is considered meaningful, that in the direction of an IRT-

higher-than-alpha estimate; similarly, one difference between an IRT-based estimate and 

its corresponding CFA estimate is considered meaningful, that in the direction of an IRT-

lower-than-CFA estimate. IRT-based estimates are generally located between alpha and 

CFA estimates in terms of estimate magnitude; they are not consistently closer to one set 

of estimates or one end of the reliability estimate ranges than to the other. 
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Teaching Scale. 

Obtained alpha and CFA reliability estimates for the Teaching Scale, displayed in 

comparison with this study's IRT-based estimates, are presented in Tables 4.16 and 4.17. 

Verbal indications of whether IRT-based estimates are lower, equivalent to, or higher 

than corresponding alpha and CFA estimates are also presented. 

Table 4.16 

Alpha versus IRT-based Estimates for the Teaching Scale 

Group Alpha IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .77 .82 Higher .86 Higher 

Basic Scientists .84 .85 Higher .92 Higher 

Clinicians .73 .80 Higher .84 Higher* 

Females .77 .82 Higher .87 Higher* 

Males .77 .82 Higher .88 Higher* 

•"Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

Table 4.17 

CFA versus IRT-based Estimates for the Teaching Scale 

Group CFA IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .92 .82 Lower* .86 Lower 

Basic Scientists .97 .85 Lower* .92 Lower 

Clinicians .90 .80 Lower* .84 Lower 

Females .95 .82 Lower* .87 Lower 

Males .92 .82 Lower* .88 Lower 

* Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 
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For the Teaching Scale, the across-faculty-group alpha reliability estimates' 

average is .78 and its range is .11; the corresponding IRT-Rasch estimates' average is .82 

with a range of .05; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .87 with a range of .08; and 

the CFA estimates' average is .93 with a range of .07. The IRT-based estimates' average 

falls within the estimate range suggested by average alpha and CFA estimates. The 

across-group high alpha estimate is .84; the corresponding high IRT-Rasch estimate is 

.85; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is .92; and the high CFA estimate is .97. These high 

estimates are associated with Basic Scientists (alpha, IRT-Rasch, IRT-Unfolding, and 

CFA estimates). All four estimation models (i.e., alpha, two IRT-based models, and 

CFA) identify the same group, Basic Scientists, as being most consistently measured by 

the Teaching Scale. The across-group low alpha estimate is .73; the corresponding low 

IRT-Rasch estimate is .80; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .84; and the low CFA 

estimate is .90. These low estimates are associated with Clinicians (alpha, IRT-Rasch, 

IRT-Unfolding, and CFA estimates). Again, all four estimation models (i.e., alpha, two 

IRT-based models, and CFA) identify the same group. Clinicians, as being least 

consistently measured by the Teaching Scale. 

In ten of ten cases, IRT-based estimates are higher than alpha estimates, three of 

which are considered to be meaningfully higher. No case of an IRT-based estimate is 

lower than its corresponding alpha estimate. In ten of ten cases, IRT-based estimates are 

lower than CFA estimates, five of which are considered to be meaningfully lower. No 

case of an IRT-based estimate is higher than its corresponding CFA estimate. 
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Summarizing for the Teaching Scale, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-

based methods observably differ from alpha estimates in ten of ten cases; they also differ 

from CFA estimates in ten of ten cases. IRT-based estimates are consistently greater in 

magnitude than alpha estimates; IRT-based estimates are also consistently lesser in 

magnitude than CFA estimates. Three differences between IRT-based estimates and 

alpha estimates are considered meaningful, all of which are in the direction of IRT-

Mgher-than-alpha estimates; five differences between IRT-based estimates and CFA 

estimates are considered meaningful, all of which are in the direction of IRT-lower-than-

CFA estimates. IRT-based estimates are located between alpha and CFA estimates in 

terms of estimate magnitude; they are consistently closer to alpha estimates and the lower 

end of reliability estimate ranges than they are to CFA estimates. 

All scales summary. 

Summarizing across the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching 

Scales, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-based methods observably differ from 

alpha estimates in thirty-eight of forty cases, while observably differing from CFA 

estimates in forty of forty cases. IRT-based estimates are somewhat consistently - though 

not always - greater in magnitude than alpha estimates - seven of forty cases have either 

lower or equivalent estimates. However, they are quite consistently lower than CFA 

estimates, with only one of forty cases having a higher estimate. 

Eight differences between IRT-based estimates and alpha estimates are 

considered meaningful, the majority (six) of these differences being in the direction of 

IRT-higher-than-alpha estimates; two differences are in the direction of IRT-lower-than-
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alpha estimates. Thirteen differences between IRT-based estimates and CFA estimates 

are considered meaningful, all of these differences being in the direction of IRT-lower-

than-CFA estimates. 

For the most part, IRT-based estimates are located between alpha and CFA 

estimates, in terms of their magnitude. In addition, IRT-based estimates are, again for the 

most part, closer in magnitude to alpha estimates and the lower end of estimate ranges 

than they are to CFA estimates. 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

Communication Scale. 

Obtained IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates for the 

Communication Scale are presented comparatively in Table 4.18. Verbal indications of 

whether IRT-Unfolding estimates are lower, equivalent to, or higher than corresponding 

IRT-Rasch estimates are also presented. 

Table 4.18 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Estimates for the Communication Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .86 .76 Lower* 

Basic Scientists .84 .89 Higher 

Clinicians .86 .74 Lower* 

Females .87 .80 Lower 

Males .85 .88 Higher 

•Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 
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For the Communication Scale, the across-faculty-group IRT-Rasch estimates' 

average is .86 and its range is .03; the corresponding IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is 

.81 with a range of .15. The across-group high IRT-Rasch estimate is .87; the high IRT-

Unfolding estimate is ,89. These high estimates are associated with Females (IRT-Rasch 

estimates) and Basic Scientists (IRT-Unfolding estimates). The two estimation models do 

not identify a same faculty group as being most consistently measured by the 

Communication Scale. The across-group low IRT-Rasch estimate is .84; the low IRT-

Unfolding estimate is .74. These low estimates are associated with Basic Scientists (IRT-

Rasch estimates) and Clinicians (IRT-Unfolding estimates). Again, the two estimation 

models do not identify a same faculty group as being least consistently measured by the 

Communication Scale. 

In three of five cases, IRT-Unfolding estimates are lower than IRT-Rasch 

estimates, two cases of which are considered to be meaningfully lower. Two cases of 

IRT-Unfolding estimates are higher than IRT-Rasch estimates, neither of which is 

considered to be meaningfully higher. 

Summarizing for the Communication Scale, reliability estimates obtained from 

IRT-Unfolding estimation observably differ from IRT-Rasch estimates in five of five 

cases. IRT-Unfolding estimates are not consistently greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch 

estimates - three of five cases have lower estimates. Two differences between IRT-

Unfolding estimates and IRT-Rasch estimates are considered meaningful, both of them in 

the direction of IRT-Unfolding-lower-than-IRT-Rasch estimates. Therefore, IRT-
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Unfolding estimates are somewhat inconsistently and only by a majority count lower than 

IRT-Rasch estimates. 

Institution Scale. 

Obtained IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates for the Institution 

Scale are presented comparatively in Table 4.19. Verbal indications of whether IRT-

Unfolding estimates are lower, equivalent to, or higher than corresponding IRT-Rasch 

estimates are also presented. 

Table 4.19 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Estimates for the Institution Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .81 .87 Higher 

Basic Scientists .84 .88 Higher 

Clinicians .79 .86 Higher 

Females .88 .90 Higher 

Males .78 .85 Higher 

* Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

For the Institution Scale, the across-faculty-group IRT-Rasch estimates' average 

is .82 and its range is .10; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .87 with a range of 

.05. The across-group high IRT-Rasch estimate is .88; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is 

.90. These high estimates are associated with Females (IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding 

estimates). Thus, both IRT-based estimation models identify the same faculty group. 

Females, as being most consistently measured by the Institution Scale. The across-group 
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low IRT-Rasch estimate is .78; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .85. These low 

estimates are associated with Males (IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding estimates). Again, 

both IRT-based estimation models identify the same faculty group. Males, as being least 

consistently measured by the Institution Scale. 

No case of an IRT-Unfolding estimate is lower than a corresponding IRT-Rasch 

estimate. In five of five cases, IRT-Unfolding estimates are higher than IRT-Rasch 

estimates, though none of these cases is considered to be meaningfully higher. 

Summarizing for the Institution Scale, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-

Unfolding estimation observably differ from IRT-Rasch estimates in five of five cases. 

IRT-Unfolding estimates are consistently greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch estimates 

- five of five cases have higher estimates. No differences between IRT-Unfolding 

estimates and IRT-Rasch estimates are considered meaningful. IRT-Unfolding estimates 

are consistently higher than IRT-Rasch estimates. 

Retention Scale. 

Obtained IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates for the Retention 

Scale are presented comparatively in Table 4.20. Verbal indications of whether IRT-

Unfolding estimates are lower, equivalent to, or higher than corresponding IRT-Rasch 

estimates are also presented. 
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Table 4.20 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Estimates for the Retention Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .80 .72 Lower 

Basic Scientists .79 .87 Higher 

Clinicians .79 .78 Lower 

Females .84 .88 Higher 

Males .79 .77 Lower 

*Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 

For the Retention Scale, the across-faculty-group IRT-Rasch estimates' average is 

.80 and its range is .05; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .80 vwth a range of .16. 

The across-group high IRT-Rasch estimate is .84; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is .88. 

These high estimates are associated with Females (IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding 

estimates). Thus, both IRT-based estimation models identify the same faculty group, 

Females, as being most consistently measured by the Retention Scale. The across-group 

low IRT-Rasch estimate is .79; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .72. These low 

estimates are associated with Basic Scientists, Clinicians, and Males (IRT-Rasch 

estimates) and All Faculty (IRT-Unfolding estimates). The two estimation models do not 

identify a same faculty group as being least consistently measured by the Retention Scale. 

In three of five cases, IRT-Unfolding estimates are lower than IRT-Rasch 

estimates, no case of which is considered to be meaningfully lower. Two cases of IRT-
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Unfolding estimates are higher than IRT-Rasch estimates, neither of which is considered 

to be meaningfully higher. 

Summarizing for the Retention Scale, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-

Unfolding estimation observably differ from IRT-Rasch estimates in five of five cases. 

IRT-Unfolding estimates are not consistently greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch 

estimates - three of five cases have lower estimates. No difference between an IRT-

Unfolding estimate and a corresponding IRT-Rasch estimate is considered meaningful. 

IRT-Unfolding estimates are somewhat inconsistently and only by a majority count lower 

than IRT-Rasch estimates. 

Teaching Scale. 

Obtained IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding reliability estimates for the Teaching 

Scale are presented comparatively in Table 4.21. Verbal indications of whether IRT-

Unfolding estimates are lower, equivalent to, or higher than corresponding IRT-Rasch 

estimates are also presented. 

Table 4.21 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Estimates for the Teaching Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding 

All Faculty .82 .86 Higher 

Basic Scientists .85 .92 Higher 

Clinicians .80 .84 Higher 

Females .82 .87 Higher 

Males .82 .88 Higher 

* Estimate difference greater than or equal to .10. 
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For the Teaching Scale, the across-faculty-group IRT-Rasch estimates' average is 

.82 and its range is .05; the IRT-Unfolding estimates' average is .87 with a range of .08. 

The across-group high IRT-Rasch estimate is .85; the high IRT-Unfolding estimate is .92. 

These high estimates are associated with Basic Scientists (IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding 

estimates). Thus, both IRT-based estimation models identify the same faculty group, 

Basic Scientists, as being most consistently measured by the Teaching Scale. The across-

group low IRT-Rasch estimate is .80; the low IRT-Unfolding estimate is .84. These low 

estimates are associated with Clinicians (IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding estimates). 

Again, both IRT-based estimation models identify the same faculty group, Clinicians, as 

being least consistently measured by the Teaching Scale. 

No case of an IRT-Unfolding estimate is lower than a corresponding IRT-Rasch 

estimate. In five of five cases, IRT-Unfolding estimates are higher than IRT-Rasch 

estimates, none of which is considered to be meaningfully higher. 

Summarizing for the Teaching Scale, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-

Unfolding estimation observably differ from IRT-Rasch estimates in five of five cases. 

IRT-Unfolding estimates are consistently greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch estimates 

- five of five cases have higher estimates. No difference between an IRT-Unfolding 

estimate and its corresponding IRT-Rasch estimate is considered meaningful. IRT-

Unfolding estimates are consistently higher than IRT-Rasch estimates. 

All scales summary. 

Summarizing across the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching 

Scales, reliability estimates obtained from IRT-Rasch estimation observably differ from 
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IRT-Unfolding estimates in twenty of twenty cases. IRT-Unfolding estimates are 

somewhat inconsistently greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch estimates - six of twenty 

cases have lower estimates. Two differences between IRT-Unfolding and IRT-Rasch 

estimates are considered meaningful, both of which are in the direction of IRT-

Unfolding-lower-than-IRT-Rasch estimates. 

Despite the above-noted exceptions, the majority of IRT-Unfolding estimates are 

greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch estimates. However, IRT-based estimates are, for 

the most part, consistently closer in magnitude to other IRT-based estimates than they are 

to either alpha or CFA estimates. Additional investigation will help to determine the 

extent of independent information that is produced and made available by independent 

IRT-based estimation methods. 

Reliability Estimation Products: Comparing Item-Level Information Derived from 

Competing Estimation Models 

Alpha versus CFA Estimation Item-Level Information 

A useful product of alpha reliability estimation is the corrected item-total 

correlation, a Pearson correlation between an individual questionnaire scale item and the 

sum of all other scale item responses, excluding the individual item of correlational 

interest. A corresponding product of CFA reliability estimation is the item factor loading, 

conceptually a correlation between an individual questionnaire scale item and the latent 

factor itself - the indirectly observed global variable that all items from a particular 

questionnaire scale are considered to represent. A second useful product derived from 

both alpha and CFA reliability estimation is the individual scale item reliability estimate, 
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available in both estimation models as a squared multiple correlation. These reliability 

estimation products (i.e., corrected item-total correlations, item factor loadings, and 

individual item reliabilities) provide item-level information that can be used to identify 

(a) archetypical or ultra-representative scale items, which possess relatively high 

corrected item-total correlations or item factor loadings and relatively high item 

reliabilities; (b) typical scale items, which possess relatively moderate corrected item-

total correlations or item factor loadings and relatively moderate item reliabilities; (c) 

atypical scale items, which possess relatively low or unacceptable corrected item-total 

correlations or item factor loadings (e.g., failing to meet the criterion of having a 

minimum acceptable item factor loading of .20) and relatively low item reliabilities. 

Communication Scale. 

Alpha corrected item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and 

CFA item reliabilities for the Communication Scale are presented in Tables 4.22 and 

4.23. The information derived from these reliability estimation products is useful in 

identifying archetypical or ultra-representative individual questionnaire scale items, items 

that can confirm, support, or simply aid in the conceptualization of a questionnaire 

scale's meaning. Estimation product information can also be used to identify atypical 

scale items, items that appear to contribute marginally or not at all to a scale's 

measurement purposes and therefore can be considered for removal from the scale. 

Individual Communication Scale items are identified as follows: 

1. C-1:1 am comfortable voicing my opinion to my department head. 

2. C-2:1 am comfortable voicing my opinion to the Dean's office. 
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3. C-3: My department head is aware of the career challenges I face. 

4. C-4: The Dean's office is concerned about career development challenges I face. 

5. C-5: My department head communicates well with me. 

6. C-6: Good communication exists between the Dean's office and the general 

faculty. 

7. C-7: The Dean's office is accessible to faculty. 

Table 4.22 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Communication Scale (1) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

All Faculty .57 .66 .59 .65 .59 .67 .63 

Basic Scientists .48 .68 .55 .64 .41 .61 .63 

Clinicians .58 .65 .58 .66 .64 .69 .62 

Females .57 .70 .54 .58 .62 .62 .67 

Males .56 .64 .60 .67 .58 .69 .61 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty 

00 00 

.46 .87 .35 .91 .35 .29 

Basic Scientists .28 .66 .49 .89 .29 .79 .81 

Clinicians .91 .49 .86 .36 .95 .35 .28 

Females .53 .95 .48 .79 .52 .90 .90 

Males .89 .43 .87 .37 .90 .40 .27 
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Table 4.23 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Communication Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

All Faculty .61 .58 .61 .61 .65 .73 .74 

Basic Scientists .58 .56 .52 .61 .36 .66 .72 

Clinicians .65 .61 .64 .62 .73 .78 .76 

Females .61 .60 .60 .56 .69 .78 .79 

Males .62 .58 .61 .64 .64 .73 .72 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty .77 .21 .75 .12 .83 .12 .09 

Basic Scientists .08 .44 .24 .79 .08 .62 .66 

Clinicians .82 .24 .75 .13 .90 .12 .08 

Females .28 .90 .23 .63 .27 .81 .81 

Males .79 .19 .76 .14 .82 .16 .07 

Although a number of observations can be made as to a particular item's 

functioning within the framework of a specific reliability estimation model, of greater 

interest here is a wider perspective offered by a model-to-model comparison of summary 

information provided by reliability estimation products. Do compared models identify a 

same item or items as archetypical? Do they identify a same item or items as atypical? Do 

they provide similar questionnaire scale characterization information and similar scale 
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improvement information, so that a practitioner will similarly conceptualize and refine a 

questionnaire scale of interest, making identical item retention and item deletion 

decisions? 

Within-faculty-group verbal indications of highest and lowest alpha corrected 

item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and CFA item reliabilities for 

the Communication Scale are presented in Tables 4.24 and 4.25. Summarized 

information derived from these verbal indications will be used to identify more global 

across-faculty-groups patterns of archetypical and atypical items per reliability estimation 

model for the Communication Scale. 

Table 4.24 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the 

Communication Scale (1) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

All Faculty Low 

Basic Scientists High 

High 

Low 

Clinicians Low High 

Females High Low 

Males Low High 

Females 

Males 

All Faculty 

Basic Scientists Low 

Clinicians 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

Low 

Low 

Low 
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Table 4.25 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the 

Communication Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group C-l C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty High Low 

Basic Scientists Low High Low 

Clinicians High Low 

Females High Low 

Males High Low 

Three of five faculty group high alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item C-6 (see Table 4.24). In absolute terms, C-6's corrected item-

total correlations range from .61 to .69 (see Table 4.22). However, three other items, C-2, 

C-4, and C-7, also have a majority of corrected item-total correlations in the low, mid. 
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and upper .60s; therefore, C-6 ("Good communication exists between the Dean's office 

and the general faculty.") does not appear to be an archetypical item that can 

independently characterize scale meaning. 

Three of five faculty group high CFA item factor loadings are associated with 

scale item C-5 (see Table 4.24). In absolute terms, C-5's factor loadings range from .29 

to .95 (see Table 4.22). No other scale item has a majority of factor loadings in the .90s; 

therefore, C-5 ("My department head communicates well with me.") can be considered as 

an archetypical item and could prove instrumental in characterizing scale meaning. 

Three of five faculty group high alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item C-7 (see Table 4.25). In absolute terms, C-7's reliabilities range from .72 to .79 (see 

Table 4.23). However, one other item, C-6, also has four of five reliabilities in the .70s; 

therefore, C-7 ("The Dean's office is accessible to faculty.") does not appear to be an 

archetypical item that can independently characterize scale meaning. 

Four of five faculty group low alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale items C-1 and C-3 (see Table 4.24). In absolute terms, C-l's and C-

3's corrected item-total correlations range from .48 to .60 (see Table 4.22), correlations 

that would not be considered particularly low in this context. Thus, neither C-1 nor C-3 

appears to be an obvious candidate for scale removal. 

Three of five faculty group low CFA item factor loadings are associated with 

scale item C-7 (see Table 4.24). In absolute terms, C-7's factor loadings range from .27 

to .90 (see Table 4.22), three loadings (.27, .28, and .29) that might not be considered 

excessively low in this context but might very well be considered marginal. Thus, C-7 
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does not appear to be an immediate candidate for removal, though its marginal 

contribution could make its removal a defensible possibility. 

Three of five faculty group low alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item C-2 (see Table 4.25). In absolute terms, C-2's reliabilities range from .56 to .61 (see 

Table 4.23), item reliabilities that would certainly not be considered low in this context. 

Thus, C-2 does not appear to be an obvious candidate for scale removal. 

Alpha-based information suggests that no archetypical item exists for the 

Communication Scale. Instead, items C-2, C-4, C-6, and C-7 appear to be the most 

typical scale items, all moderately reflective of different aspects of the scale's possible 

meaning. Conversely, CFA-based information suggests that C-5 is an archetypical item, 

with its content reflecting the larger essence of the scale's possible meaning. 

Alpha-based information suggests that all scale items make a substantial 

contribution to the Communication Scale's measurement purposes and that, therefore, no 

item should be removed from the questionnaire scale. However, CFA-based information 

suggests that C-7 is a marginally contributing scale item whose removal from the scale 

would be easily defensible. 

It is clear, then, that the information derived from alpha reliability estimation 

suggests a different set of steps and decisions for a practitioner to make in attempting to 

characterize and improve the Communication Scale than the information derived from 

CFA estimation. 
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Institution Scale. 

Alpha corrected item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and 

CFA item reliabilities for the Institution Scale are presented in Tables 4.26 and 4.27. The 

information derived from these reliability estimation products can be used to identify (a) 

archetypical questionnaire scale items for conceptualizing the Institution Scale's meaning 

and (b) atypical scale items with marginal or no contribution to a scale's measurement 

purposes, and therefore eligible for scale removal. Individual Institution Scale items are 

identified as follows. 

1. I-1: The missions of the Health Sciences Center's (HSC) administrative units are 

well coordinated. 

2. 1-2: There are good working relationships across the HSC. 

3. 1-3: The coordinated computer systems across the HSC have a positive effect 

upon my ability to do my job. 

4. 1-4: Male and female faculty are treated equitably. 

5. 1-5: The college's diverse racial groups are treated equitably. 

6. 1-6:1 have confidence in the college's leadership. 

7. 1-7:1 am optimistic about the future of academic medicine at the college. 

8. 1-8:1 can influence the future of academic medicine at the college. 

9. 1-9: Staff support is adequate. 
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Table 4.26 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Institution Scale (I) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group I-l 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 1-9 

All Faculty ^54 .57 .17 .46 .42 .62 .67 .45 .38 

Basic Scientists .64 .65 .35 .49 .44 .53 .67 .41 .46 

Clinicians .47 .50 .05 .44 .41 .65 .66 .49 .29 

Females .75 .77 .30 .71 .56 .67 .77 .40 .50 

Males .48 .49 .13 .37 .35 .62 .65 .48 .31 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty .45 .57 .08 .41 .29 .82 .94 .73 .39 

Basic Scientists .82 .73 .47 .41 .29 .82 .90 .65 .66 

Clinicians .53 .54 .00 .43 .26 .94 .86 .68 .35 

Females .86 .89 .36 .84 .59 .90 .94 .63 .57 

Males .55 .43 .06 .31 .24 .91 .85 .43 .29 
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Table 4.27 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Institution Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group I-l 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 1-9 

All Facdty .47 .40 .11 .59 .56 .e'O .66 .44 .17 

Basic Scientists .61 .47 .24 .60 .59 .65 .70 .40 .32 

Clinicians .42 .36 .07 .62 .61 .61 .64 .49 .14 

Females .61 .64 .28 .71 .61 .68 .77 .35 .33 

Males .42 .33 .08 .47 .45 .59 .64 .50 .12 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty .21 .32 .01 .17 .08 .68 .89 .53 .15 

Basic Scientists .67 .53 .22 .16 .08 .68 .81 .42 .43 

Clinicians .28 .29 .00 .19 .07 .88 .74 .47 .13 

Females .73 .80 .13 .71 .35 .80 .89 .40 .33 

Males .31 .19 .00 .10 .06 .83 .73 .18 .08 

Within-faculty-group verbal indications of highest and lowest alpha corrected 

item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and CFA item reliabilities for 

the Institution Scale are presented in Tables 4.28 and 4.29. Summarized information 

derived from these verbal indications can be used to identify the more global across-

faculty-groups patterns of archetypical and atypical items per reliability estimation model 

for the Institution Scale. 
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Table 4.28 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the Institution 

Scale (I) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 1-9 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females High Low High 

Males Low High 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 
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Table 4.29 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the Institution 

Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group I-l 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 1-9 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

Four of five faculty group high alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item 1-7 (see Table 4.28). In absolute terms, I-7's corrected item-

total correlations range from .65 to .77 (see Table 4.26). One other scale item, 1-6, also 

has a majority of corrected item-total correlations in the .60s; therefore, 1-7 ("I am 
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optimistic about the future of academic medicine at the college.") does not appear to be 

an archetypical item that can independently characterize questionnaire scale meaning. 

Three of five faculty group high CFA item factor loadings are associated with 

scale item 1-7 (see Table 4.28). In absolute terms, I-7's factor loadings range from .85 to 

.94 (see Table 4.26). One other scale item, 1-6, also has a majority of factor loadings in 

the .90s; therefore, 1-7 ("I am optimistic about the future of academic medicine at the 

college.") does not appear to be an archetypical item that can independently characterize 

scale meaning. 

Five of five faculty group high alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item 1-7 (see Table 4.29). In absolute terms, I-7's reliabilities range from .64 to .77 (see 

Table 4.27). However, two other items, 1-4 and 1-6, also have a majority of reliabilities in 

the .60s or higher; therefore, 1-7 ("I am optimistic about the future of academic medicine 

at the college.") does not appear to be an archetypical item that can independently 

characterize scale meaning. 

Five of five faculty group low alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item 1-3 (see Table 4.28). In absolute terms, 1-3's corrected item-

total correlations range from .05 to .35 (see Table 4.26), some correlations of which (i.e., 

.05, .13, and .17) would be considered particularly low in this context. Thus, 1-3 appears 

to be candidate worth considering for questioimaire scale removal. 

Four of five faculty group low CFA item factor loadings are associated with scale 

item 1-3 (see Table 4.28). In absolute terms, 1-3's factor loadings range from .00 to .47 

(see Table 4.26), three loadings (i.e., .00, .06, and .08) of which would be considered 
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especially low in this context and, at a minimum, marginal. Thus, 1-3 appears to be a 

candidate for scale removal, with its, at best, marginal contribution making retention 

difficult to defend. 

Five of five faculty group low alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item 1-3 (see Table 4.29). In absolute terms, 1-3's reliabilities range from .07 to .28 (see 

Table 4.27), reliabilities that would likely be considered low and, at best, marginal in this 

context. Thus, 1-3 appears to be an obvious candidate for questionnaire scale removal. 

Alpha-based information suggests that no archetypical item exists for the 

Institution Scale. Instead, items 1-4,1-6, and 1-7 appear to be the most typical scale items, 

all moderately reflective of different aspects of the scale's possible meaning. CFA-based 

information largely corroborates this suggestion, identifying 1-6 and 1-7 as the most 

typical questionnaire scale items, both moderately reflective of different aspects of the 

scale's possible meaning. 

Alpha-based information suggests that 1-3 is a marginally if not non-contributing 

questioimaire scale item whose removal from the scale is entirely defensible. CFA-based 

information also supports the suggestion that 1-3 is, at best, a marginally contributing 

scale item; it thereby provides evidence in defense of scale removal. Therefore, 

information obtained from both alpha and CFA reliability estimation suggests a nearly 

identical set of steps and decisions for a practitioner to make in attempting to characterize 

and improve the Institution Scale. 
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Retention Scale. 

Alpha corrected item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and 

CFA item reliabilities for the Retention Scale are presented in Tables 4.30 and 4.31. The 

information derived from these reliability estimation products can be used to identify (a) 

archetypical questiormaire scale items for conceptualizing the Retention Scale's meaning 

and (b) atypical scale items with marginal or no contribution to a scale's measurement 

purposes and therefore eligible for scale removal. Individual Retention Scale items are 

identified as follows. 

1. R-1: There is a normal rate of turnover among college faculty. 

2. R-2: In the last year, I did not consider leaving the college in favor of another job 

opportunity. 

3. R-3: The college recruits highly qualified faculty. 

4. R-4: Highly qualified faculty are being retained. 

5. R-5: The challenges 1 face are similar to those at other medical academic 

institutions. 

6. R-6:1 am able to achieve my career goals as a college faculty member. 

7. R-7: My salary is competitive with peers at other medical academic institutions. 

8. R-8: Junior faculty at the college have adequate support for climbing the 

academic ladder. 
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Table 4.30 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Retention Scale (1) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 R-6 R-7 R-8 

All Faculty .54 .61 .23 .61 .32 .58 .36 .43 

Basic Scientists .45 .62 .24 .61 .31 .51 .26 .45 

Clinicians .54 .61 .20 .60 .32 .57 .40 .39 

Females .56 .67 .16 .67 .37 .65 .36 .59 

Males .54 .61 .26 .59 .30 .56 .35 .38 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty .64 .82 .28 .65 .36 .75 .50 .61 

Basic Scientists .57 .84 .18 .68 .44 .68 .61 .67 

Clinicians .63 .81 .25 .64 .45 .79 .55 .58 

Females .69 .72 .39 .73 .76 .84 .56 .75 

Males .60 .83 .32 .62 .39 .75 .51 .58 
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Table 4.31 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Retention Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 R-6 R-7 R-8 

All Faculty .47 .39 .10 .51 .15 .38 .17 .21 

Basic Scientists .51 .41 .15 .55 .27 .39 .20 .34 

Clinicians .45 .41 .09 .49 .16 .38 .20 .17 

Females .54 .50 .34 .50 .32 .55 .25 .46 

Males .51 .41 .10 .53 .14 .35 .17 .15 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty .41 .68 .08 .43 .13 .57 .25 .37 

Basic Scientists .33 .71 .03 .46 .19 .47 .37 .44 

Clinicians .40 .65 .06 .41 .20 .63 .31 .33 

Females .47 .52 .15 .54 .58 .71 .32 .56 

Males .36 .69 .10 .39 .15 .56 .26 .33 

Within-faculty-group verbal indications of highest and lowest alpha corrected 

item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and CFA item reliabilities for 

the Retention Scale are presented in Tables 4.32 and 4.33. Summarized information 

derived from these verbal indications can be used to identify the more global across-

faculty-groups patterns of archetypical and atypical items per reliability estimation model 

for the Retention Scale. 
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Table 4.32 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the Retention 

Scale (1) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 R-6 R-7 R-8 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists High Low 

Clinicians High Low 

Females High Low 

Males High Low 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty High Low 

Basic Scientists High Low 

Clinicians High Low 

Females Low High 

Males High Low 
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Table 4.33 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the Retention 

Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 R-6 R-7 R-8 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females High Low 

Males Low High 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty High Low 

Basic Scientists High Low 

Clinicians High Low 

Females Low 

Males High Low 

Four of five faculty group high alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item R-2 (see Table 4.32). In absolute terms, R-2's corrected item-

total correlations range from .61 to .67 (see Table 4.30). However, one other item, R-4, 

also has a majority of corrected item-total correlations in the .60s; therefore, R-2 ("In the 

last year, 1 did not consider leaving the college in favor of another job opportunity.") does 
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not appear to be an archetypical item that can independently characterize questionnaire 

scale meaning. 

Four of five faculty group high CFA item factor loadings are associated with scale 

item R-2 (see Table 4.32). In absolute terms, R-2's factor loadings range from .72 to .84 

(see Table 4.30). No other scale item has a majority of factor loadings in the .80s; 

therefore, R-2 ("In the last year, I did not consider leaving the college in favor of another 

job opportunity.") can be considered as an archetypical item and could prove 

instrumental in characterizing questionnaire scale meaning. 

Four of five faculty group high alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item R-4 (see Table 4.33). In absolute terms, R-4's reliabilities range from .49 to .55 (see 

Table 4.31). However, one other item, R-1, also has a majority of item reliabilities in the 

.50s; therefore, R-4 ("Highly qualified faculty are being retained.") does not appear to be 

an archetypical item that can independently characterize scale meaning. 

Five of five faculty group low alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item R-3 (see Table 4.32). In absolute terms, R-3's corrected item-

total correlations range from .16 to .26 (see Table 4.30), correlations that may not be 

considered especially low in this context, but might very well be considered marginal. 

Thus, R-3 does not appear to be an immediate candidate for removal, though its marginal 

contribution could make its removal a defensible possibility. 

Five of five faculty group low CFA item factor loadings are associated with scale 

item R-3 (see Table 4.32). In absolute terms, R-3's factor loadings range from .18 to .39 

(see Table 4.30), one loading (i.e., .18) that might be considered excessively low in this 
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context and two (i.e., .25 and .28) that could be considered marginal. Thus, R-3 appears 

to be an immediate candidate for removal, and certainly, its marginal contribution makes 

its removal a considered and defensible possibility. 

Four of five faculty group low alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item R-3 (see Table 4.33). In absolute terms, R-3's reliabilities range from .09 to .34 (see 

Table 4.31), four of which (i.e., .09, .10, .10, and .15) could be considered especially low 

in this context. Thus, R-3 appears to be a clear candidate for questionnaire scale removal. 

Alpha-based information suggests that no archetypical item exists for the 

Retention Scale. However, some information suggests R-2 and R-4 are the most typical 

questionnaire scale items, while other information suggests R-1 and R-4 are the typical 

items, being moderately correlated and reflective of the larger aspects of the Retention 

Scale's meaning. CFA-based information also suggests that R-2 is an important scale 

item, but this information provides evidence that R-2 should be considered an 

archetypical item, with its content reflecting the larger essence of the scale's meaning. 

Both alpha- and CFA-based information suggest that R-3 is a marginally 

contributing questionnaire scale item whose removal from the scale would be defensible. 

The two estimation models differ as to the extent of R-3's marginality, with alpha 

estimation being somewhat ambivalent as to a scale removal decision and CFA 

estimation indicating that removal is more a possibility than a necessity. 

The information provided by alpha and CFA estimation has clear areas of overlap. 

At the same time, the alpha-derived information ultimately suggests a differing set of 

steps and decisions for a practitioner to make when attempting to characterize and 
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improve the Retention Scale than the CFA-derived information, in terms of the presence 

and/or lack of an archetypical scale item and the necessity for and/or the option of 

removing a questionnaire scale item. 

Teaching Scale. 

Alpha corrected item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and 

CFA item reliabilities for the Teaching Scale are presented in Tables 4.34 and 4.35. The 

information derived from these reliability estimation products can be used to identify (a) 

archetypical questionnaire scale items for conceptualizing the Teaching Scale's possible 

meaning and (b) atypical scale items with marginal or no contribution to a scale's 

measurement purposes and therefore eligible for scale removal. Individual Teaching 

Scale items are identified as follows. 

1. T-1: My department head is supportive of my teaching. 

2. T-2: The Dean's office is supportive of my teaching. 

3. T-3; Adequate incentives exist to encourage faculty to excel at teaching. 

4. T-4: Good teaching is frequently acknowledged. 

5. T-5: There are sufficient rewards for faculty who excel at teaching. 



Table 4.34 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Teaching Scale (1) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 

All Faculty .37 .38 .68 .64 .69 

Basic Scientists .47 .38 .81 .82 .73 

Clinicians .31 .38 .60 .55 .66 

Females .35 .34 .71 .63 .70 

Males .37 .38 .67 .64 .68 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty .32 .32 .88 .84 .90 

Basic Scientists .57 .28 .95 .92 .94 

Clinicians .23 .31 .83 .82 .91 

Females .37 .31 .97 .81 .89 

Males .33 .31 .88 .86 .90 
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Table 4.35 

Alpha and CFA Item-Level Information for the Teaching Scale (2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 

All Faculty .23 .23 .61 .56 .64 

Basic Scientists .29 .28 .78 .73 .79 

Clinicians .22 .24 .52 .49 .58 

Females .24 .22 .74 .54 .69 

Males .24 .25 .58 .58 .64 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty .11 .10 .78 .71 .82 

Basic Scientists .33 .08 .91 .85 .88 

Clinicians .05 .10 .70 .67 .83 

Females .13 .10 .93 .65 .78 

Males .11 .10 .77 .74 .81 

Within-faculty-group verbal indications of highest and lowest alpha corrected 

item-total correlations, CFA item factor loadings, and alpha and CFA item reliabilities for 

the Teaching Scale are presented in Tables 4.36 and 4.37. Summarized information 

derived from these verbal indications can be used to identify the more global across-

faculty-groups patterns of archetypical and atypical items per reliability estimation model 

for the Teaching Scale. 
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Table 4.36 

Across-Group Correspondence ofArchetypical and Atypical Items for the TeadmgScale (1) 

Alpha Corrected Item-Total Correlations 

Group T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

CFA Item Factor Loadings 

All Faculty Low* Low* High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

*Tie 
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Table 4.37 

Across-Group Correspondence of Archetypical and Atypical Items for the Teachir^Soale(2) 

Alpha Item Reliabilities 

Group T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

CFA Item Reliabilities 

All Faculty Low High 

Basic Scientists Low High 

Clinicians Low High 

Females Low High 

Males Low High 

Three of five faculty group high alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item T-5 (see Table 4.36). In absolute terms, T-5's corrected item-

total correlations range from .66 to .73 (see Table 4.34). However, two other items, T-3 

and T-4, also have a majority of corrected item-total correlations in the .60s and above; 

therefore, T-5 ("There are sufficient rewards for faculty who excel at teaching.") does not 
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appear to be an archetypical item that can independently characterize questionnaire scale 

meaning. 

Three of five faculty group high CPA item factor loadings are associated with 

scale item T-5 (see Table 4.36). In absolute terms, T-5's factor loadings range from .89 to 

.94 (see Table 4.34). Two other scale items, T-3 and T-4, also have a majority of factor 

loadings in the .80s; therefore, T-5 ("There are sufficient rewards for faculty who excel at 

teaching.") does not appear to be an archetypical item that can independently characterize 

questionnaire scale meaning. 

Four of five faculty group high alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item T-5 (see Table 4.37). In absolute terms, T-5's reliabilities range from .58 to .79 (see 

Table 4.35). However, one other item, T-3, also has a majority of reliabilities above .60; 

therefore, T-5 ("There are sufficient rewards for faculty who excel at teaching.") does not 

appear to be an archetypical item that can independently characterize questionnaire scale 

meaning. 

Three of five faculty group low alpha corrected item-total correlations are 

associated with scale item T-1 (see Table 4.36). In absolute terms, T-l's corrected item-

total correlations range from .31 to .47 (see Table 4.34), correlations that would not be 

considered especially low in this context. Thus, T-1 does not appear to be an obvious 

candidate for questionnaire scale removal. 

Five of six faculty group low CFA item factor loadings are associated with scale 

item T-2 (see Table 4.36). In absolute terms, T-2's factor loadings range from .28 to .32 

(see Table 4.34), all loadings which might not be considered excessively low in this 
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context but which might very well be considered marginal. Thus, T-2 does not appear to 

be an immediate candidate for removal; however, its marginal scale contribution makes 

its removal a defensible possibility. 

Three of five faculty group low alpha item reliabilities are associated with scale 

item T-1 (see Table 4.37). In absolute terms, T-l's reliabilities range from .22 to .29 (see 

Table 4.35), reliabilities that would not be considered low in this context. Thus, T-1 does 

not appear to be an obvious candidate for questionnaire scale removal. 

Alpha-based information suggests that no archetypical item exists for the 

Teaching Scale. Instead, items T-3, T-4, and T-5 appear to be the most typical 

questionnaire scale items, all moderately reflective of different aspects of the scale's 

meaning. CFA-based information largely corroborates this, suggesting that scale items T-

3 and T-5 appear to be the most typical questionnaire scale items, both moderately 

reflective of different aspects of the Retention Scale's meaning. 

Alpha-based information suggests that T-1 is possibly a marginally contributing 

scale item, though one whose scale removal may not immediately be called for and which 

would certainly be less defensible. Conversely, CFA-based information suggests that T-2 

is clearly a marginally contributing scale item, one whose removal from the Teaching 

Scale would be easily defensible. 

The information derived from alpha and CFA reliability estimation suggests a 

similar set of steps and decisions for a practitioner to make when attempting to 

characterize the Teaching Scale. However, it suggests a differing set of steps and 
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decisions for a practitioner to make when attempting to improve and refme the Teaching 

Scale through the process of item retention and removal. 

All scales summary. 

Item-level information obtained in the process of conducting alpha and CFA 

reliability estimation does not always indicate to a practitioner a unitary blueprint for 

characterizing a questionnaire scale. In two of four scales, alpha-based information 

identified typical scale items, while CFA-based information instead identified 

archetypical items, items not necessarily found by alpha-based information to be typical. 

In the other two of four scales, both alpha-based and CFA-based information identified 

typical scale item sets; however, CFA-based information identified subsets of alpha's 

typical scale items, in both instances flagging two of the three typical items identified by 

alpha-based information. 

Similarly, obtained item-level information does not always indicate a unified 

approach to item retention and removal that a practitioner can take for improving a 

questionnaire scale. In one of four scales, alpha-based information did not identify any 

scale item as non-contributing and eligible for scale removal, while CFA-based 

information clearly identified a marginally contributing item to be tagged for removal. In 

two of four scales, both alpha-based and CFA-based information identified the same 

scale item as a marginally contributing item, eligible for possible scale removal; however, 

information differed as to the extent of item marginality. Finally, in one of four scales, 

both alpha-based and CFA-based information enabled an identification of a questionnaire 

scale item as a marginally contributing item, eligible for possible scale removal. 
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Importantly, the alpha-based information identified one scale item, while the CFA-based 

information identified a different scale item; information also differed as to the extent of 

each item's marginality. 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimation Component Information 

Unlike alpha and CFA reliability estimation, whose estimate components are 

item-focused (i.e., alpha estimation's sum-of-items variance and total scale variance; 

CFA estimation's item theta-delta matrix determinant and item sigma matrix 

determinant), IRT-based reliability estimation models studied here employ person-

focused estimate components (i.e., person-measure variance and person-measure mean-

squared error) in calculating reliability estimates. Although item-focused products of 

IRT-based estimation are available (e.g., item infit and outfit statistics), IRT-based 

reliability estimation components are derived from person-measures. As a result, these 

components are not directly useful for identifying specific questionnaire scale items for 

either scale-characterization or scale-improvement purposes. Nevertheless, these 

components provide evidence as to (a) the magnitude of person-measure variance 

observed across faculty groups per IRT estimation method; (b) the magnitude of person-

measure mean-squared error variance observed across faculty groups per IRT estimation 

method; and (c) the proportion of person-measure variance represented by person-

measure mean-squared error variance, again, as observed across faculty groups per IRT 

estimation method. This evidence can then be used to characterize the particular 

information produced by a specific IRT reliability estimation model as generalizable or as 

model-dependent. 
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Communication Scale. 

Faculty-group person-measure variance, person-measure mean-squared error 

variance, and the proportion of person-measure variance represented by person-measure 

mean-squared error variance, obtained from IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding estimation 

for the Communication Scale, are presented in Tables 4.38,4.39, and 4.40. Measures 

obtained from IRT-Rasch estimation serve as a reference in determining variance 

differences. 

Table 4.38 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure Variance for the Communication Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty 1.389 .811 .578 

Basic Scientists 1.270 .909 .361 

Clinicians 1.390 .798 .592 

Females 1.382 .913 .469 

Males 1.388 .904 .484 
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Table 4.39 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure MSE for the Communication Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty .197 .195 .002 

Basic Scientists .200 .099 .101 

Clinicians .198 .207 -.009 

Females .179 .184 -.005 

Males .205 .108 .097 

Table 4.40 

MSE as a Percent of Person-measure Variance for the Communication Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty 14 24 -10 

Basic Scientists 16 11 5 

Clinicians 14 26 -12 

Females 13 20 -7 

Males 15 12 3 

The approach previously taken when comparing item-level information as derived 

from alpha versus CFA reliability estimation is used here as well. That is, rather than 

make any number of observations as to the magnitude of a particular faculty group's 

variance and error variance as obtained from a specific IRT-based reliability estimation 
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model, a wider perspective gained by comparing information that is summarized per 

reliability estimation model is preferred. 

Do IRT-based reliability models estimate equivalent levels of person-measure 

variance and person-measure mean-squared error variance per questionnaire scale? Does 

one model consistently estimate higher levels of person-measure variance and person-

measure mean-squared error variance than the other does? Is the proportion of person-

measure variance represented by person-measure mean-squared error variance equivalent 

per estimation model, or are lower proportions more consistently obtained with one 

reliability model than with the other? 

The two IRT-based estimation models clearly do not report equivalent levels of 

person-measure variance. IRT-Rasch estimates of person-measure variance are 

consistently higher than levels reported by IRT-Unfolding, with differences ranging from 

.361 to .592 (see Table 4.38). Conversely, levels of person-measure mean-squared error 

variance are much closer to being equivalent for the two IRT-based models. One model 

does not consistently estimate higher levels of person-measure mean-squared error 

variance than the other; however, IRT-Rasch estimation does provide somewhat higher 

estimates in three of five cases. These estimate differences range from only -.009 to .101 

(see Table 4.39). 

With IRT-Rasch estimation providing consistently higher estimates of person-

measure variance and essentially equivalent estimates of person-measure mean-squared 

error variance for the Communication Scale, it is not surprising that the proportion of 

person-measure variance represented by person-measure mean-squared error variance is 
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fairly consistently lower for IRT-Rasch estimation than it is for IRT-Unfolding 

estimation (see Table 4.40). 

Institution Scale. 

Faculty-group person-measure variance, person-measure mean-squared error 

variance, and the proportion of person-measure variance represented by person-measure 

mean-squared error variance, obtained from IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding estimation 

for the Institution Scale, are presented in Tables 4.41,4.42, and 4.43. Measures obtained 

jfrom IRT-Rasch estimation serve as a reference in determining variance differences. 

Table 4.41 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure Variance for the Institution Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty .506 .872 -.366 

Basic Scientists .712 .903 -.191 

Clinicians .424 .874 -.450 

Females .990 .913 .077 

Males .434 .874 -.440 
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Table 4.42 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure MSE for the Institution Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty .094 .111 -.017 

Basic Scientists .114 .107 .007 

Clinicians .089 .126 -.037 

Females .114 .089 .025 

Males .094 .127 -.033 

Table 4.43 

MSE as a Percent of Person-measure Variance for the Institution Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty 19 13 6 

Basic Scientists 16 12 4 

Clinicians 21 14 7 

Females 12 10 2 

Males 22 15 7 

Again, the two IRT-based estimation models clearly do not report equivalent 

levels of person-measure variance. For the Institution Scale, however, it is IRT-Unfolding 

estimates of person-measure variance that are quite consistently higher than levels of 

person-measure variance reported by IRT-Rasch estimation, with differences ranging 
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from -.450 to .077 (see Table 4.41). Similar to results for the Communication Scale, 

levels of person-measure mean-squared error variance are highly equivalent for the two 

IRT-based estimation models. One model does not consistently estimate higher levels of 

person-measure mean-squared error variance than the other does; however, it is IRT-

Unfolding estimation that provides somewhat higher estimates in three of five cases. 

These estimate differences range from only -.037 to .025 (see Table 4.42). 

For the Institution Scale, with IRT-Unfolding estimation providing quite 

consistently higher estimates of person-measure variance and essentially equivalent 

estimates of person-measure mean-squared error variance, it follows that the proportion 

of person-measure variance represented by person-measure mean-squared error variance 

is fairly consistently lower for IRT-Unfolding estimation than it is for IRT-Rasch 

estimation (see Table 4.43). 

Retention Scale. 

Faculty-group person-measure variance, person-measure mean-squared error 

variance, and the proportion of person-measure variance represented by person-measure 

mean-squared error variance, obtained from IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding estimation 

for the Retention Scale, are presented in Tables 4.44,4.45, and 4.46. Measures obtained 

from IRT-Rasch estimation serve as a reference in determining variance differences. 
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Table 4.44 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure Variance for the Retention Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty .566 .778 -.212 

Basic Scientists .613 .889 -.276 

Clinicians .532 .806 -.274 

Females .773 .897 -.124 

Males .529 .816 -.287 

Table 4.45 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure MSB for the Retention Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty .114 .219 -.105 

Basic Scientists .127 .118 .009 

Clinicians .110 .176 -.066 

Females .126 .109 .017 

Males .112 .186 -.074 
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Table 4.46 

MSE as a Percent ofPerson-measure Variance for the Retention Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty 20 28 -8 

Basic Scientists 21 13 8 

Clinicians 21 22 -1 

Females 16 12 4 

Males 21 23 -2 

The two IRT-based estimation models once again clearly do not report equivalent 

levels of person-measure variance. For the Retention Scale, IRT-Unfolding estimates of 

person-measure variance are consistently higher than levels of person-measure variance 

reported by IRT-Rasch estimation, with differences ranging from -.287 to -.124 (see 

Table 4.44). Levels of person-measure mean-squared error variance remain much more 

consistently equivalent for the two IRT-based models. One model does not dominate in 

having estimates of higher levels of person-measure mean-squared error variance than the 

other has; however, it is IRT-Unfolding estimation for the Retention Scale that has 

somewhat higher estimates in three of five cases. These estimate differences range from 

only -.105 to .017 (see Table 4.45). 

Although IRT-Unfolding estimation has consistently higher estimates of person-

measure variance, and both estimation models have essentially equivalent estimates of 

person-measure mean-squared error variance for the Retention Scale, the proportion of 
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person-measure variance represented by person-measure mean-squared error variance is, 

on average, equivalent across faculty groups. This proportion is lower with IRT-Rasch 

estimation than it is with IRT-Unfolding estimation in three of five cases (see Table 

4.46). 

Teaching Scale. 

Faculty-group person-measure variance, person-measure mean-squared error 

variance, and the proportion of person-measure variance represented by person-measure 

mean-squared error variance, obtained from IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding estimation 

for the Teaching Scale, are presented in Tables 4.47,4.48, and 4.49. Measures obtained 

from IRT-Rasch estimation serve as a reference in determining variance differences. 

Table 4.47 

Differences in IRT-based Person-measure Variance for the Teaching Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty 1.580 .876 .704 

Basic Scientists 2.466 .940 1.526 

Clinicians 1.278 .839 .439 

Females 1.633 .894 .739 

Males 1.581 .869 .712 
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Table 4.48 

Differences in Person-measure MSE for the Teaching Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty .285 .124 .161 

Basic Scientists .369 .077 .292 

Clinicians .258 .137 .121 

Females .294 .113 .181 

Males .285 .104 .181 

Table 4.49 

MSE as a Percent of Person-measure Variance for the Teaching Scale 

Group IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding Difference 

All Faculty 18 14 4 

Basic Scientists 15 8 7 

Clinicians 20 16 4 

Females 18 13 5 

Males 18 12 6 

Again, the two IRT-based estimation models clearly do not report equivalent 

levels of person-measure variance. IRT-Rasch estimates of person-measure variance are 

consistently higher than levels of person-measure variance reported by IRT-Unfolding 

estimation, with differences ranging for the Teaching Scale from .439 to 1.526 (see Table 
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4.47). Contrary to what was observed with the other three questionnaire scales, levels of 

person-measure mean-squared error variance are also clearly not equivalent for the two 

IRT-based models. IRT-Rasch estimation consistently provides estimates of higher levels 

of person-measure mean-squared error variance than does IRT-Unfolding estimation, 

with differences ranging from .121 to .292 (see Table 4.48). Thus, IRT-Rasch estimation 

has higher estimates in all five of five cases. 

Although IRT-Rasch estimation has consistently higher estimates of person-

measure variance than IRT-Unfolding estimation, it also has consistently higher estimates 

of person-measure mean-squared error variance for the Teaching Scale. The magnitude of 

these error estimates is worth noting: Differences between IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding 

error estimates are, in four of five cases, larger than the original IRT-Unfolding error 

estimates (see Table 4.49). Thus, the proportion of person-measure variance represented 

by person-measure mean-squared error variance is consistently lower for IRT-Unfolding 

estimation than it is for IRT-Rasch estimation. 

All scales summary. 

Across the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales the two 

IRT-based estimation models consistently report non-equivalent levels of person-measure 

variance. For two scales (i.e.. Communication and Teaching Scales), IRT-Rasch 

estimates of person-measure variance are consistently higher than levels of person-

measure variance reported by IRT-Unfolding estimation; while for the two other scales 

(i.e.. Institution and Retention Scales), it is IRT-Unfolding estimation that produces 

consistently higher estimates of person-measure variance. Another, perhaps more telling. 
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interpretation can be introduced. For the four questionnaire scales, average across-

faculty-group person-measure variance for IRT-Rasch estimation goes from a low of 

.603, to .613, to 1.364, to a high of 1.708; however, average across-faculty-group person-

measure variance for IRT-Unfolding estimation goes from a low of .837, to .867, to .884, 

to a high of .887. Clearly, there is a wider range of IRT-Rasch person-measure variance 

estimates observed, as compared to the more tightly grouped set of estimates obtained by 

IRT-Unfolding estimation. 

Across three of the four questionnaire scales (i.e.. Communication, Institution, 

and Retention Scales) the two IRT-based estimation models report sets of roughly 

equivalent estimates of person-measure mean-squared error variance. However, for one 

questionnaire scale (i.e.. Teaching Scale), IRT-Rasch estimates of person-measure mean-

squared error variance are consistently - and considerably - higher than estimates of 

person-measure mean-squared error variance reported by IRT-Unfolding estimation. For 

the four questionnaire scales, average across-faculty-group person-measure mean-squared 

error variance for IRT-Rasch estimation goes from a low of .101, to .118, to .196, to a 

high of .298; average across-faculty-group person-measure mean-squared error variance 

for IRT-Unfolding estimation goes from a low of .111, to .112, to .159, to a high of. 162. 

Again, there is a wider range of IRT-Rasch estimates of person-measure mean-squared 

error variance, as compared to the more closely clustered set of person-measure mean-

squared error variance estimates provided by IRT-Unfolding estimation. 

For the four questionnaire scales employed, and bearing in mind the faculty 

population studied, IRT-Rasch estimation produces a considerably wider range of person-
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measure variance estimates than IRT-Unfolding estimation, whose set of person-measure 

variance estimates is remarkably consistent and delimited. The two IRT-based estimation 

models produce, in a majority of situations, roughly equivalent estimates of person-

measure mean-squared error variance; this is not universally the case, however, as 

evidenced by IRT-Rasch estimation's high error variance estimates obtained for the 

Teaching Scale. 

In general, then, IRT-Rasch estimation might be expected to have a wider range 

of its proportion of person-measure variance accounted for by person-measure mean-

squared error variance, due largely to its having a wider range of person-measure 

variance estimates but also because of a less frequently seen yet just as influential wider 

range of person-measure mean-squared error variance estimates. As a result, IRT-Rasch 

estimation can be expected to produce a wider range of reliability estimates than IRT-

Unfolding estimation, whose consistent and relatively moderate person-measure variance 

and error variance estimates provide for perhaps less volatile questionnaire scale 

reliability estimates. 

A Unique Attribute of CPA: The Ability to Model Error 

An especially useful aspect of conducting CPA modeling is a practitioner's ability 

to model error. In the context of developing a model that fits a given dataset, the 

inclusion of error as a model element enables a more realistic assessment of individual 

variable (i.e., questionnaire scale item) contributions. Modeled error directly affects the 

magnitudes of item factor loadings, item theta-deltas, and item reliabilities: Items that are 
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associated with modeled error have decreased item factor loadings, increased item theta-

deltas, and decreased item reliabilities. 

A CFA model may have main item elements that display all appearances of 

normal functioning and meaningful factor contribution, while, at the same time, the 

model itself possesses fit indices suggestive of some aspect of modeling oversight. Such 

models will not formally fit the data, having failed to sufficiently replicate the set of 

multivariate relationships present among the model's measured items. Including error as 

a model element in reasonable yet non-fitting models represents an attempt to capture 

additional existing data meaningfulness that, up to that point, had not been modeled. 

Modeling error is therefore an attempt to discover and document data meaning beyond 

that which is already contained in modeled factor contributions. This meaning can be 

found in items identified as suffering from administrative issues, in items with dual or 

ambiguous interpretations, and in items with altered fiinctioning for different groups. 

Although the meaning determined as a result of modeling error typically results in 

"expected" factorial meaning losing some of its dominance, nevertheless, the ability of 

the model to interpret data is enhanced. 

Information on the number of correlated errors modeled and the particular 

questionnaire scale items involved in that error modeling for the Communication, 

Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales are presented in Tables 4.50, 4.51, 4.52, and 

4.53. 
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Table 4.50 

Modeled Error in the Communication Scale 

ftoup 

AlfFaciiilty 

Basic Scientists 5 

Clinicians 8 

Females 5 

Males 8 

Scale Items Involved 

C-4&6, C-4&7, C-6&7 

C-1&2, C-1&3, C-1&5, C-3&5, C-6&7 

C-2&4, C-2&6, C-2&7, C-3&4, C-3&5, 

C-4&6, C-4&7, C-6&7 

C-1&3, C-1&5, C-2&7, C-3&5, C-6&7 

C-1&2, C-2&4, C-2&6, C-2&7, C-3&4, 

C-4&6, C-4&7, C-6&7 

Number of Correlated Errors 

What meaning is there in the modeled error associated with the Communication 

Scale? Error is successfully modeled for all faculty groups, linking C-6 ("Good 

communication exists between the Dean's office and the general faculty."') with C-7 

("The Dean's office is accessible to faculty."). Perhaps all faculty groups consider these 

items to have overlapping or redundant meaning. Error is successfully modeled for Basic 

Scientists and Females, linking C-1 ("I am comfortable voicing my opinion to my 

department head.") with C-3 ("My department head is aware of the career challenges I 

face."), C-l with C-5 ("My department head communicates well with me."), and C-3 

with C-5. Perhaps these three items represent forms of essentially one single department 

head-related item for Basic Scientists and Females. Error is also successfully modeled for 
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All Faculty, Clinicians, and Males, linking C-2 ("I am comfortable voicing my opinion to 

the Dean's office.") with C-4 ("The Dean's otHce is concerned about the career 

development challenges I face.") and C-2 with C-6. Perhaps, as with Basic Scientists and 

Females, these three items represent essentially only one item for All Faculty, Clinicians, 

and Males, whose meaning is Dean's office-focused. 

Table 4.51 

Modeled Error in the Institution Scale 

Group Number of Correlated Errors Scale Items Involved 

All Faculty 7 1-1 &2,1-1&3,1-1&6,1-1 &7,1-2&3, 

1-3&9,1-4&5 

Basic Scientists 3 I-3&5,1-4&5,1-5&7 

Clinicians 5 I-1&2.1-1&7,1-4&5,1-5&6,1-7&8 

Females 1 I-4&5 

Males 4 I-1&2,1-4&5,1-6&8,1-7&8 

For the Institution Scale, what meaning is there in its associated modeled error? 

Error is successfully modeled for all faculty groups, linking 1-4 ("Male and female 

faculty are treated equitably.") with 1-5 ("The college's diverse racial groups are treated 

equitably."). Perhaps all faculty groups consider diversity, be it gender or ethnicity-

related, as a single issue. Error is successfully modeled for All Faculty, Clinicians, and 

Males, linking 1-1 ("The missions of the Health Sciences Center's (HSC) administrative 

units are well coordinated.") with 1-2 ("There are good working relationships across the 
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use."). Perhaps it is difficult for All Faculty, Clinicians, and Males to differentiate 

between the meaning of coordinated missions and that of good working relationships. 

Error is successfully modeled for Clinicians and Males, linking 1-7 ("I am optimistic 

about the future of academic medicine at the college.") with 1-8 ("I can influence the 

future of academic medicine at the college."). Perhaps in the minds of Clinicians and 

Males optimism about the future is determined by one's perceived ability to influence it. 

Perhaps these two items arc linked simply because of their shared focus on the future. 

Finally, error is also successfully modeled for Clinicians, linking 1-5 with 1-6 ("I have 

confidence in the college's leadership."). Perhaps for Clinicians the existence of a diverse 

working environment in which all members are treated equitably is a primary cause for 

the inspiring of confidence in current college leadership. 

Table 4.52 

Modeled Error in the Retention Scale 

Group Number of Correlated Errors Scale Items Involved 

Basic Scientists 2 R-1&4, R-3&4 

Clinicians 2 R-1&4, R-3&5 

Females 1 R-3&8 

Males 2 R-1&4, R-3&5 

What does modeled error associated with the Retention Scale suggest about added 

model meaning? Error is successfully modeled for All Faculty, Basic Scientists, 
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Clinicians, and Males (i.e., all faculty groups except Females), linking R-1 ("There is a 

normal rate of turnover among college faculty.") with R-4 ("Highly qualified faculty are 

being retained."). Perhaps in the minds of all faculty except Females it is the college's 

efforts at retaining good faculty that directly result in a non-excessive faculty turnover 

rate. Error is successfolly modeled for All Faculty, Clinicians, and Males, linking R-3 

("The college recruits highly qualified faculty.") with R-5 ("The challenges I face are 

similar to those at other medical academic institutions."). Perhaps through personal 

experience and the shared experiences of incoming faculty. All Faculty, Clinicians, and 

Males have come to consider the professional challenges they currently face at their 

present work site as challenges experienced by their profession in general. Error is 

successfully modeled for Basic Scientists, linking R-3 with R-4. Perhaps for Basic 

Scientists recruitment and retention processes are part of a unified cycle focusing on 

qualified staff. Lastly, error is successfully modeled for Females, linking R-3 with R-8 

("Junior faculty at the college have adequate support for climbing the academic ladder."). 

Perhaps for Females recruitment is in large part successfiil because of the college being 

able to demonstrate that faculty support mechanisms are indeed in place to aid junior 

faculty in the process of advancement. 
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Table 4.53 

Modeled Error in the Teaching Scale 

Group Number of Correlated Errors Scale Items Involved 

All Faculty 1 T-1&2 

Basic Scientists 3 T-1&2, T-2&3, T-2&4 

Clinicians 1 T-1&2 

Females 1 T-1&2 

Males 1 T-1&2 

What meaning does modeled error associated with the Teaching Scale suggest for 

the model's added meaning? Error is successfully modeled for all faculty groups, linking 

T-1 ("My department head is supportive of my teaching.") with T-2 ("The Dean's office 

is supportive of my teaching."). Perhaps for ail faculty groups it is simply the 

administration, represented by department head and Dean's office alike, which is 

supportive of teaching. Error is also successfully modeled for Basic Scientists, linking T-

2 with T-3 ("Adequate incentives exist to encourage faculty to excel at teaching.") and T-

2 with T-4 ("Good teaching is frequently acknowledged."). Perhaps Basic Scientists 

consider the existence of incentives and the acknowledgement of good teaching as the 

means by which teaching is supported. 

Bootstrapping: CFA Modeling and the Effects of Sample Size on Reliability Estimation 

What is the nature of the relationship between a data sample's size and reliability 

estimates for measures obtained firom that sample? Will reliability estimates increase in 
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magnitude if larger and larger-sized samples are drawn from the population of interest? If 

so, how large will those increases be? Will there be an observable ceiling beyond which 

samples of larger size will not result in notably improved reliability estimates? If required 

to limit sample size because of, for example, financial or administrative constraints, how 

degraded will reliability estimates be, and at what pace will degradation occur as sample 

sizes decrease? 

The bootstrapping technique for drawing random multiple sub-and superset 

samples from an original dataset can be joined in with the process of CFA modeling to 

obtain questionnaire scale reliability estimates for faculty samples ranging in size from n 

= 50 to » = 500, sample sizes that, themselves, range from being smaller to being larger 

than the size of actual samples used in this study. The critical estimation components of 

the CFA reliability model are the determinants of the model-obtained theta-delta matrix 

and the model-implied sigma matrix. The effects of sample size on CFA reliability 

estimation will be seen not only in changes in obtained reliability estimates but also in 

changes in the resultant theta-delta and sigma determinants. 

A set of five criteria is proposed forjudging which bootsfrapped sample size {n = 

50, 100, 200, or 500) produces a "best result," be it for reliability estimate component or 

for the reliability estimate itself The five criteria are described as follows. 

• Criterion I; The best bootstrapping sample has the least relative difference from 

the actual sample's original theta-delta determinant. 

. Criterion 2; The best bootstrapping sample has the least relative difference from 

the actual sample's original sigma determinant. 
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• Criterion 3; The best bootstrapping sample has the least relative difference from 

the actual sample's original theta-delta and original sigma determinants. 

• Criterion 4: The best bootstrapping sample has the lowest theta-delta 

bootstrapping sample determinant. 

• Criterion 5: The best bootstrapping sample has the highest bootstrapping sample 

reliability estimate. 

Determinations of which sample size best meets each of the five judging criteria 

for the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales are presented in 

Tables 4.54,4.55,4.56, and 4.57. 

Table 4.54 

Best Sample Size (n = 50, 100, 200, or 500) per Criterion for the Communication Scale 

Criteria 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

All Faculty 50 100 100 200 50 

Basic Scientists 200 200 200 500 50 

Clinicians 500 50 500 50 50 

Females 200 200 200 50 50 

Males 500 50 50 100 50 
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Table 4.55 

Best Sample Size (n = 50, 100, 200, or 500) per Criterion for the Institution Scale 

Criteria 

Group 12 3 4 

All Faculty 500 100 200 100 100 

Basic Scientists 500 500 500 100 100 

Clinicians 500 100 500 50 200 

Females 100 500 100 50 & 200* 50 & 500* 

Males 200 500 200 50 50 

•Tie 

Table 4.56 

Best Sample Size (n = 50, J00, 200, or 500) per Criterion for the Retention Scale 

Criteria 

Group 12 3 

All Faculty 500 500 500 500 50 

Basic Scientists 100 100 100 50 50 

Clinicians 50 200 200 100 50 

Females 100 200 100 50 50 

Males 500 500 500 50 50 
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Table 4.57 

Best Sample Size (n = 50, J00, 200, or 500) per Criterion for the Teaching Scale 

Criteria 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

All Faculty 500 500 500 500 50 

Basic Scientists 500 500 500 100 100 

Clinicians 200 500 200 50 50 

Females 50 500 50 200 200 

Males 100 500 100 100 50 

Cumulative results across the Communication, Institution, Retention, and 

Teaching Scales summarizing the sample size, N = 50, 100, 200, or 500, that best meets 

judging criteria are presented in Table 4.58. 

Table 4.58 

A cross-Scales Count: How Often Does Sample Size n == X Best Meet Judging Criteria? 

Judging Criteria Sample Size 

50 100 200 500 

Least relative difference from original theta-delta determinant 3 4 4 9 

Least relative difference from original sigma determinant 2 4 4 10 

Least relative difference from both original determinants 2 5 6 7 

Lowest theta-delta determinant 8.5* 6 2.5* 3 

Highest reliability estimate 14.5* 3 2 .5* 

Meets a majority of the set of criteria 5 5 4 6 

* Tie 
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There aire three larger conclusions to be drawn from these findings. First, if the set 

of five proposed judging criteria are considered as a unified and complementary set of 

criteria, then no one particular sample size shows itself to be recommendable as a 

targeted sample size for achieving superior (i.e., higher) reliability estimates, for no one 

particular sample size meets a majority of the full set of judging criteria in more than 

30% of situations. 

Second, if the five judging criteria are not considered to be a unified and 

complementary set, but rather are seen as independent criteria important in and of 

themselves, and if superior reliability estimates are considered to indeed be higher 

estimates, then smaller sample sizes in general and the sample size of iV = 50 in particular 

shows itself to be recommendable as the targeted sample size for achieving superior 

reliability estimates. This sample size has the lowest theta-delta determinant in 42.5% of 

situations and the highest reliability estimate in 72.5% of situations. 

Third, if again the five judging criteria are not considered to be a unified and 

complementary set, but rather are seen as independent criteria important in and of 

themselves, and if now superior reliability estimates are considered not to be higher 

estimates but instead estimates and estimate components that come closest to reproducing 

those estimates and components obtained from actual samples, then larger sample sizes in 

general and the sample size of N= 500 in particular shows itself to be recommendable as 

the targeted sample size for achieving superior reliability estimates. This sample size has 

the least relative difference from original theta-deha determinants in 45% of situations, 

the least relative difference Jfrom original sigma determinants in 50% of situations, and 
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the least relative difference from both original theta-delta and original sigma 

determinants in 35% of situations. 

Analysis of Variance: An Application of Reliability Estimation Analysis to the 

Interpretation of Group Comparison Results 

Statistically significant attitudinal differences exist between appointment groups 

(i.e., Basic Scientists and Clinicians) but not between gender groups (i.e.. Females and 

Males) or appointment-by-gender subgroups (e.g., between those Females who are Basic 

Scientists and those who are Clinicians; between those Basic Scientists who are Females 

and those who are Males). 

Appoiniment Status Effect Sizes 

Effect sizes for the appointment, gender, and appointment-by-gender effects for 

the four ANOVA tests conducted are presented in Table 4.59. When the Communication, 

Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scale scores are used as dependent variables, the 

between-subjects appointment effect is statistically significant, while the between-

subjects gender effect and the appointment-by-gender interaction effect are not. 

Table 4.59 

Across-Scale Appointment Status Effect Sizes: Partial Eta-squared 

Effect Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Appointment (A) .035** .080** .059** .027** 

Gender (G) .008 .006 .001 .009 

A X G  . 0 0 5  . 0 1 3  . 0 0 5  . 0 0 2  

*p<.05. **p<.01. 
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Across-Scale Group and Subgroup Mean Scale Scores 

Faculty group and subgroup mean scale scores for the Communication, 

Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales are presented in Tables 4.60 and 4.61. Basic 

Scientists consistently have statistically significantly higher questionnaire mean scale 

scores than do Clinicians. Therefore, Basic Scientists can be said to have a statistically 

significantly more positive attitude towards communication, institutional, retention, and 

teaching issues at the college than do Clinicians. 

Table 4.60 

Across-Scale Faculty Group Mean Scale Scores 

Group Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Basic Scientists 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.7 

Clinicians 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.4 

Females 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3 

Males 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.6 
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Table 4.61 

Across-Scale Faculty Subgroup Mean Scale Scores 

Subgroup Communication Institution Retention Teaching 

Basic Scientists 

Females 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.7 

Males 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.8 

Clinicians 

Females 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 

Males 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.5 

Should Appointment Effect Conclusions Be Modified? 

In light of this study's reliability findings associated with faculty groups' use of 

the Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales, should conclusions 

concerning an appointment effect be amended or modified? It is likely that the reported 

size of the appointment status effect, given in a partial eta-squared metric and measuring 

across dependent variable scales from .027 to .080, is an underestimate of its real effect 

size. As seen in Table 4.62, appointment group lower-bound reliability estimates range 

across estimation methods from .73 to .84; between-appointment-group reliability 

estimate differences range from .00 to .15. Observing a number of reliability estimates to 

be in the .70s and some between-faculty-group estimate differences to be sizable (e.g., 

.15) suggests that measurement error may have led to somewhat eroded appointment 

group differences as well as inflated measures of appointment group standard deviations. 
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Table 4.62 

Across-Scale All Models' Reliability Estimates for Appointment Groups 

Scale/Appointment Group Alpha IRT-Rasch IRT-Unfolding CFA 

Communication 

Basic Scientists .83 

Clinicians .86 

Institution 

Basic Scientists .81 

Clinicians .76 

Retention 

Basic Scientists .73 

Clinicians .76 

Teaching 

Basic Scientists .84 

Clinicians .73 

Should Gender and Appointment-by-Gender Effect Conclusions Be Modified? 

Are gender and appointment-by-gender effects possibly rendered non-significant 

because of associated reliability issues? As with the appointment effect, it is likely that 

the reported sizes of the gender effect (partial eta-squared ranging from .001 to .009) and 

the appointment-by-gender effect (partial eta-squared ranging from .002 to .013) are 

underestimates of their real effect sizes. In relative terms, however, the size of the largest 

observed gender effect is only one-third the size of the smallest observed appointment 

.84 .89 .91 

.86 .74 .95 

.84 .88 .92 

.79 .86 .93 

.79 .87 .86 

.79 .78 .85 

.85 .92 .97 

.80 .84 .90 
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effect, while the size of the largest observed appointment-by-gender effect is only one-

half the size of the smallest observed appointment effect. As seen in Table 4.63, gender 

group reliability estimates range across estimation methods jfrom .75 to .97; between-

gender-group reliability estimate differences range from .00 to . 11. Although 

measurement error may have indeed eroded real gender and appointment-by-gender 

group differences and inflated measured gender and appointment-by-gender group 

standard deviations, it does not appear that these effects are likely to be practically 

important under improved reliability conditions. 

Table 4.63 

Across-Scale All Models' Reliability Estimates for Gender Groups 

ScaJe/Gender Group Alpha _ IRT-Rasch IRT-lJnfolding CPA 

Communication 

Females .85 .87 .80 .94 

Males .86 .85 .88 .92 

Institution 

Females .87 .88 .90 .96 

Males .75 .78 .85 .97 

Retention 

Females .79 .84 .88 .90 

Males .75 .79 .77 .84 

Teaching 

Females .77 .82 .87 .95 

Males .77 .82 .88 .92 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Variability Exists Within Reliability Estimation Models 

This reliability estimation study, which employed four estimation models with 

five faculty groups' responses to four Faculty Climate Survey scales in order to obtain 80 

questionnaire scale reliability estimates, demonstrates the existence of notable variability 

within studied reliability estimation models' set of estimates. What meaning is there in 

this variability, and what are its implications to practitioners? 

To begin, what might the variability mean? Observed variability within a specific 

reliability estimation model's set of estimates may indicate that the use of a particular 

questionnaire scale produced measures possessing differing levels of reliability per group 

measured; it may also indicate that a particular group provided measures possessing 

differing levels of reliability per questionnaire scale measure. Thus, the first possible 

meaning suggests that perhaps more reliable measures could be obtained for Group 1 

than for Group 2 on a particular questionnaire scale, while the second possible meaning 

suggests that perhaps more reliable measures could be obtained from a particular group 

with the use of Questionnaire Scale 1 than with the use of Questionnaire Scale 2. 

On the face of it, this proposed meaning of reliability estimate variability likely 

presents little new to a practitioner, who regularly confronts findings of differing group 

reliabilities for a single measure and differing reliabilities across scale measures for a 

single group. Yet there are critical aspects to this reliability estimate variability meaning 

that must be emphasized. First, there is the definition of group and the question of 

estimation model sensitivity to differences in group reliability estimates. 
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Within-Model GROUP Variability 

As an example of group definition, in the present study, the population of interest 

was the full-time faculty of a southwestern U.S. College of Medicine. Thus, faculty 

equals group. The college administration, however, indicated an express interest not only 

in faculty attitudinal findings but also in faculty sub-category findings (i.e., faculty 

subsets based on appointment as well as gender status). What now will be the definition 

of group? Should group remain full faculty, or should it be appointment based, gender 

based, or a combination of both? For a practitioner, once an appropriate definition of 

group is established, based on the population subgroup level at which results will be 

reported, an important question is whether the specific reliability estimation model 

employed will be sensitive to differences among defined groups in reliability estimates, 

should differences exist. An important or meaningful difference has been previously 

defined for this study as a difference in reliability estimates equal to or greater than .10. 

In this study, alpha and IRT-Unfolding estimation both suggest that at least some 

important differences exist between appointment group reliability estimates for 

questionnaire scale measures; while IRT-Rasch and CFA estimation suggest that these 

reliability estimate differences are not meaningful. In addition, alpha, IRT-Rasch, and 

IRT-Unfolding estimation all suggest that at least some important differences exist 

between gender group reliability estimates for questioimaire scale measures; while, here, 

CFA estimation alone suggests that these reliability estimate differences are not 

meaningful. Thus, alpha and IRT-Unfolding estimation appear most sensitive to noting 
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group differences in reliability estimates. IRT-Rasch estimation appears only moderately 

sensitive to such group differences, while CFA estimation appears least sensitive. 

Within-Model SCALE Variability 

There is another critical aspect concerning the meaning of reliability estimate 

variability that should be emphasized. That is, how sensitive is the reliability estimation 

model employed to differences among a set of scale reliability estimates, as obtained 

from the scale measures for any one particular group? As an example of such a set of 

estimates, in the present study, the Faculty Climate Survey scales of interest were the 

Communication, Institution, Retention, and Teaching Scales. For a practitioner, the 

question is whether the specific estimation model in use will be sensitive to differences 

among a set of scale reliability estimates, as obtained from one specific group, should 

differences exist. 

In this study, for three of five faculty groups, alpha, IRT-Unfolding, and CFA 

estimation all suggest that at least some important differences exist among scale 

reliability estimates for each individual faculty group's questionnaire scale measures; 

IRT-Rasch estimation, however, suggests that these reliability estimate differences are 

not meaningful. For a fourth faculty group, alpha and IRT-Unfolding estimation both 

suggest that at least some important differences exist among scale reliability estimates for 

the individual faculty group's questionnaire scale measures; while, here, IRT-Rasch and 

CFA estimation both suggest that these reliability estimate differences are not 

meaningful. For the fifth faculty group, alpha and, now, CFA estimation both suggest that 

at least some important differences exist among scale reliability estimates for the 
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individual faculty group's questionnaire scale measures; this time IRT-Rasch and IRT-

Unfolding estimation both suggest that these reliability estimate differences are not 

meaningful. Therefore, alpha estimation appears most sensitive to noting questionnaire 

scale differences in reliability estimates. IRT-Unfolding and CPA estimation appear 

moderately sensitive to such scale differences, while IRT-Rasch estimation appears least 

sensitive. 

Variability Exists Across Reliability Estimation Models 

Observing variability across reliability estimates that have been obtained by 

different estimation models indicates that it is the individual reliability estimation models 

themselves that are influencing model-derived estimates. Estimation model 

characteristics can therefore be identified in order that a practitioner is made aware of the 

reliability estimate shaping effect associated with a particular estimation model and is 

thereby able to anticipate the effect. Thus, specific reliability estimation models can be 

expected to provide reliability estimates per group measured and per questionnaire scale 

used that differ in recognizable ways from estimates provided by other estimation 

models. 

Across-Model Variability 

Alpha and CFA Reliability Estimates as Lower- and Upper-Bounds 

When both alpha and CFA reliability estimates are available for measures made 

for a same group using a same questionnaire scale, those estimates may usefully serve as 

a likely reliability estimate range. The alpha estimates are considered as lower-bound 

reliability estimates and will function as the reliability estimate range's minimum, while 
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CFA estimates are considered as upper-bound reliability estimates and will function as 

the reliability estimate range's maximum. 

In this study, such pair sets of alpha and CFA reliability estimates roughly 

represent an expected reliability estimate range for obtained estimates. However, this 

observation must be qualified by the fact that, in the present study, some 30% of 

alpha/CFA reliability estimate ranges are underestimates of the actual estimate ranges 

obtained, with IRT-based reliability estimates providing extended minimum points. 

Alpha and CFA versus IRT-Rasch and IRT- Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

IRT-based reliability estimates differ observably from alpha estimates in the vast 

majority of cases studied, and from CFA estimates in all cases. The magnitudes of IRT-

based estimates are typically greater than alpha estimates and nearly universally less than 

CFA estimates. A rare exception (i.e., 2.5% of the time) is the observing of an IRT-based 

estimate of greater magnitude than a CFA estimate; a more frequent exception (i.e., 

17.5% of the time) is the observing of an IRT-based estimate of lesser magnitude than an 

alpha estimate. 

Twenty percent of differences between IRT-based estimates and alpha estimates 

are large enough to be considered meaningful, while 32.5% of differences between IRT-

based estimates and CFA estimates are large enough to be considered meaningful. IRT-

based estimates are located, for the most part, between alpha and CFA estimates, in terms 

of magnitude; they are, again for the most part, closer in magnitude to alpha estimates 

and the lower end of reliability estimate ranges than they are to CFA estimates. 
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IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Reliability Estimates 

Reliability estimates obtained from IRT-Rasch estimation observably differ from 

IRT-Unfolding estimates on a consistent basis. The majority of the time IRT-Unfolding 

estimates are greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch estimates, though 30% of IRT-

Unfolding estimates are observed to be lower than IRT-Rasch estimates, with one-third 

of those lower estimates being meaningfully lower than IRT-Rasch estimates. Finally, 

IRT-based estimates are, for the most part, consistently closer in magnitude to other IRT-

based estimates than they are to either alpha or CFA estimates. 

Alpha versus CFA Estimation Component Item-Level Information 

Reliability estimation products (e.g., corrected item-total correlations, item factor 

loadings, and item reliabilities) provide item-level information useful in identifying 

archetypical, typical, and atypical questionnaire scale items. Archetypical or ultra-

representative scale items possess relatively high corrected item-total correlations or item 

factor loadings and relatively high item reliabilities; typical scale items possess relatively 

moderate corrected item-total correlations or item factor loadings and relatively moderate 

item reliabilities; and atypical scale items possess relatively low or unacceptable 

corrected item-total correlations or item factor loadings and relatively low item 

reliabilities. The identification of archetypical and typical scale items can aid in the 

process of characterizing a scale as to its essential meaning and aspects of that meaning, 

while the identification of atypical scale items can aid in the process of improving a scale 

by the elimination of non-related, non-functioning items. 
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Archetypical and typical scale item-level information obtained from alpha and 

CFA reliability estimation does not appear to suggest a unified plan for characterizing a 

questionnaire scale. In half of situations, alpha-based information identifies typical scale 

items, while CFA-based information instead identifies archetypical items, with those 

items not necessarily the same as identified by alpha-based information as being typical. 

In half of situations, both alpha-based and CFA-based information successfully identify 

typical scale item sets, but CFA-based information identifies only a subset of what alpha-

based information identifies as typical scale items. 

Atypical scale item-level information obtained from alpha and CFA reliability 

estimation also does not appear to suggest a unitary approach for improving a 

questionnaire scale by identifying items for retention and removal. Twenty-five percent 

of the time alpha-based information does not identify any scale item as non-contributing 

and eligible for scale removal, while CFA-based information clearly identifies a 

marginally contributing item for removal. Fifty percent of the time both alpha-based and 

CFA-based information identify the same scale item as a marginally contributing item 

and eligible for removal, but differ as to the extent of item marginality. Finally, 25% of 

the time alpha-based and CFA-based information identify entirely different questionnaire 

scale items as marginally contributing items and eligible for scale removal. 

IRT-Rasch versus IRT-Unfolding Estimation Component Information 

IRT-based reliability estimation employs person-focused estimate components 

(i.e., person-measure variance and person-measure mean-squared error) to calculate 

reliability estimates. These components provide evidence as to the magnitude of person-
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measure variance and person-measure mean-squared error variance observed, and the 

proportion of person-measure variance that is represented by person-measure mean-

squared error variance. 

The two IRT-based estimation models consistently report non-equivalent levels of 

person-measure variance. Fifty percent of the time IRT-Rasch estimates of person-

measure variance are higher than IRT-Unfolding estimates, while 50% of the time IRT-

Rasch person-measure variance estimates are lower than IRT-Unfolding estimates. Thus, 

person-measure variance in IRT-Rasch estimation varies much more widely than it does 

in IRT-Unfolding estimation. 

For 75% of cases studied, the two IRT-based estimation models report 

approximately equivalent estimates of person-measure mean-squared error variance. For 

25% of cases, however, IRT-Rasch estimates of person-measure mean-squared error 

variance are considerably higher than IRT-Unfolding estimates. Therefore, as is the 

situation with person-measure variance for IRT-Rasch estimation, person-measure mean-

squared error variance in IRT-Rasch estimation also varies much more widely than it 

does in IRT-Unfolding estimation. 

The proportion of person-measure variance accounted for by person-measure 

mean-squared error in IRT-Rasch estimation therefore has a wider range of variability 

than in IRT-Unfolding estimation, due to IRT-Rasch estimation having a wider range of 

person-measure variance estimates as well as a wider range of person-measure mean-

squared error variance estimates. Thus, IRT-Rasch estimation produces a wider range of 

reliability estimates than IRT-Unfolding estimation, whose consistent and relatively 



moderate person-measure variance and error variance estimates provide for less volatile 

questionnaire scale reliability estimates. 

Summary 

Based on results from this reliability estimation study, a summary of conclusions 

follows: 

1. Variability within a specific reliability estimation model's set of obtained 

estimates suggests that the use of a particular questionnaire scale produces measures 

possessing differing levels of reliability per group measured (e.g., that more reliable 

measures are obtained for Group 1 than for Group 2 with a particular questionnaire 

scale). In this study, reliability estimation models identify several important differences 

as existing between both appointment and gender group reliability estimates for 

questionnaire scale measures. However, although reliability estimation models do 

identify group estimate differences, each model does not do so equally well (i.e., every 

reliability estimation model is not equally sensitive to detecting differences in obtained 

reliability estimates between defined and measured groups). Alpha and IRT-Unfolding 

estimation are most sensitive, IRT-Rasch estimation is moderately sensitive, and CFA 

estimation is least sensitive to detecting group differences in reliability estimates. 

2. Variability within a specific reliability estimation model's set of obtained 

estimates suggests that a particular group provides measures possessing differing levels 

of reliability per questionnaire scale measure (e.g., that more reliable measures are 

obtained from a particular group with the use of Questionnaire Scale 1 than with the use 

of Questionnaire Scale 2). In this study, reliability estimation models identify several 
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important differences as existing among scale reliability estimates per each individual 

group's questionnaire scale measures. However, although reliability estimation models 

do identify scale estimate differences, each model does not do so equally well (i.e., every 

reliability estimation model is not equally sensitive to detecting differences in obtained 

reliability estimates among questionnaire scales). Alpha estimation is most sensitive, 

IRT-Unfolding and CFA estimation are moderately sensitive, and IRT-Rasch estimation 

is least sensitive to detecting questionnaire scale differences in reliability estimates. 

3. In this study, alpha and CFA reliability estimates do not always fimction as 

lower- and upper-bounds for an expected reliability estimate range. Although pair sets of 

alpha and CFA reliability estimates roughly represent a reliability estimate range for 

obtained estimates, 30% of alpha/CFA reliability estimate range endpoints are 

underestimates of actual estimate ranges obtained. 

4. IRT-based reliability estimates differ observably from alpha and CFA estimates 

in this study, and they differ more from CFA estimates than they do from alpha estimates. 

In terms of magnitude, they are generally located between alpha and CFA estimates and 

are closer to alpha estimates than they are to CFA estimates. 

5. Reliability estimates obtained from IRT-Rasch estimation are observably 

different from IRT-Unfolding estimates in this study and are of generally lesser 

magnitude than IRT-Unfolding estimates. Although IRT-Unfolding estimates are 

generally greater in magnitude than IRT-Rasch estimates, 30% of IRT-Unfolding 

estimates have lesser magnitudes than IRT-Rasch estimates. 
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6. Alpha and CFA reliability estimation components do not provide comparable 

item-level information. Therefore, the item-level information obtained from alpha and 

CFA reliability estimation does not suggest comparable plans for characterizing this 

study's questionnaire scales or for improving them. 

7. In this study, IRT-Rasch and IRT-Unfolding reliability estimation components 

do not provide comparable person-measure information. The two IRT-based estimation 

models consistently report non-equivalent levels of person-measure variance, with IRT-

Rasch person-measure variance varying considerably more than IRT-UnfoIding 

estimation. Although the two IRT-based estimation models generally report 

approximately equivalent estimates of person-measure mean-squared error variance, 25% 

of IRT-Rasch estimates are considerably higher than IRT-Unfolding estimates. The 

proportion of person-measure variance accounted for by person-measure mean-squared 

error in IRT-Rasch estimation has a wider range of variability than in IRT-Unfolding 

estimation; therefore, IRT-Rasch estimation produces a wider range of reliability 

estimates than does IRT-Unfolding estimation. 

8. Sample size has an effect on reliability estimation. The following 

recommendations can be considered as CFA reliability estimation model-dependent. 

Sample sizes as small as N= 50 are recommended for achieving the highest estimates of 

reliability. This recommendation likely is due to smaller sample sizes being less sensitive 

to detecting measurable amounts of error. Sample sizes as large asN= 500 are 

recommended for reproducing original sample reliability estimates and estimate 

components. 
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9. Modeled error contributes to an assessment of a questionnaire scale's 

functioning. Including error as a model element enables a more realistic assessment of 

questionnaire scale item contributions, for error diminishes the magnitudes of item factor 

loadings and reliabilities, while capturing additional existing data meaningfulness beyond 

that contained in modeled factor contributions. 

10. Some conclusions involving ANOVA effects might be modified in light of 

questionnaire scale measure reliability findings. The reported size of the statistically 

significant appointment status effect is likely an underestimate of its real effect size, 

while the reported size of the non-significant gender status effect and appointment-by-

gender status effect are also likely underestimates of their real effect size. The practical 

importance of the appointment status effect remains unchallenged. 

11. Finally and most importantly, not only are reliability estimates group-

dependent and measure-dependent, they are also reliability estimation model-dependent. 

These major dependencies, which strongly influence the size and nature of obtained 

reliability estimates, must be accounted for when reliability estimates are interpreted. 
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